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SUMMARY
Continuous live stream analysis applications are increasingly common. Video-
based surveillance, emergency response, disaster recovery, and critical infrastructure mon-
itoring are all examples of such applications. These applications are distributed and typi-
cally require significant computing resources (like a cluster of workstations) for analysis.
In addition to live data, many such applications also require access to historical data that
was streamed in the past and is now archived. While distributed programming support for
traditional high-performance computing applications is fairly mature, existing solutions for
live stream analysis applications are still in their early stages and, in our view, inadequate.
In this dissertation, we present temporal streams, a programming model supporting a
higher-level, domain-targeted programming abstraction for such applications. It provides a
simple but expressive stream abstraction encompassing transport, manipulation and storage
of streaming data. The semantics of the programming model are tailored to the application
domain by explicitly recognizing the temporal aspects of continuous streams, providing a
common interface for both time-based retrieval of current streaming data and data persis-
tence. The unifying trait of time enables access to both current streaming data and archived
historical data using the same interface; the communication and storage abstraction are the
same – a unified stream data abstraction, uniformly modeling stream data interactions.
Temporal streams defines how distributed threads of computation interact implicitly
via streams, but does not impose a particular model of computation constraining the in-
teractions between distributed actors, targeting loosely coupled distributed systems with
xvii
no centralized control. In particular, it targets stream analysis scenarios requiring signif-
icant signal processing on heavyweight streams such as audio and video. These unstruc-
tured streams are data rich but are not directly interpretable until meaningful features are
extracted; consequently, feature detection and subsequent analysis are the major computa-
tional requirements.
We also use the programming model as a vehicle for exploring systems software de-
sign issues, realizing temporal streams as a distributed runtime in the tradition of loosely
coupled distributed systems with strong communication boundaries. We thoroughly detail
the concrete software architecture and elements of implementation. We describe two gen-
erations of system implementations, including the broad development philosophy, specific
design principles and salient low-level details. The runtime is designed to be relatively
lightweight and suitable as a substrate for higher-level, more domain-specific middleware
or application functionality. Even with a relatively simple programming model, a carefully
designed system architecture can provide a surprisingly rich and flexibly substrate for upper
software layers.
We also evaluate our system implementation in two ways; first, we present a series
of quantitative experimental results designed to assess the performance of key primitives
in our architecture in isolation. We also use motivating applications to evaluate temporal
streams in the context of realistic application scenarios. We develop three motivating appli-
cations and provide quantitative and qualitative analyses of these applications in the context
of temporal streams. We show that, although it provides needed higher-level functionality
to enable live stream analysis applications, our runtime does not add significant overhead
to the stream computation at the core of each application.
Finally, we also review the relationship of temporal streams (both the programming
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model and architecture) to other approaches, including database-oriented Stream Data Man-
agement Systems (SDMS), various stream processing engines, stream programming lan-




Continuous stream analysis applications are both useful and ubiquitous. Analysis of con-
tinuous streaming data is a central component of many programs, both currently deployed
systems and conceptualized futuristic ones. Network monitoring, surveillance, robotics, in-
ventory tracking, traffic analysis, weather forecasting, disaster response, stock trading and
many other application domains fall under this umbrella. All of these applications have a
similar pattern in common: live streaming data is analyzed continuously, and the results
of the analysis are used in some sort of feedback loop to direct further analysis and per-
form external side-effects such as triggering alerts, producing continuous data summaries
for human consumption/monitoring or manipulating the environment. We call this class of
applications live stream analysis applications, because streams are analyzed and consumed
live, as the data is produced; since the streams are unbounded and new data is produced
perpetually, online (“live”) analysis is required. In addition to live data, many such appli-
cations also require access to historical data – data that was streamed in the past and is now
archived. Non-trivial instances of these applications are distributed, typically requiring
significant computing resources (like a cluster of workstations) for analysis.
These applications are challenging to build for many reasons, but ultimately domain-
and application-specific analyses are the “heart” of each system. Architectural and struc-
tural challenges are largely incidental and could be heavily mitigated by better systems-
level support tailored for such applications. Ideally, developers would concentrate on
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application-specific analysis code, while other concerns such as stream delivery, resource
management and data storage are handled by the supporting infrastructure. A complete
solution would consider both lower-level issues (such as storage, transport, resource man-
agement, etc.), as well as the higher-level programmer-visible interface to the system – in
particular, the abstractions that the analysis code uses to interact with the supporting soft-
ware. Naturally, higher-level abstractions will lead to simpler, more robust analysis code.
Here we present temporal streams – a programming model with semantics tailored to
continuous live stream analysis applications. The broad goal of temporal streams is pro-
viding higher-level distributed programming abstractions for these applications, targeting
scenarios requiring significant signal processing on heavyweight streams such as audio and
video. This subset of continuous stream analysis applications involves heavyweight input
streams of relatively unstructured data (such as video and audio) where feature detection
and analysis are the major computational requirements; this is in contrast to systems with
a large number of relatively lightweight streams of structured data,1 exemplified in Linear
Road [39] and financial analysis scenarios. Unlike full-stack solutions typified by stream-
ing database work, temporal streams is designed to be a lightweight lower-level substrate
capable of supporting a variety of higher-level domain-specific functionality – i.e., a slim
but domain-targeted building-block, not a top-to-bottom, one-size-fits-all solution.
Problem Statement: Current solutions for constructing live stream analysis applications
as loosely coupled systems of independent communicating components do not address
domain-specific issues of live stream analysis, namely time and historical stream data. This
leaves a large gap in the solution space – streaming database systems and compiler-oriented
1where the individual data items are directly interpretable, like stock prices or position data
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stream solutions all model both stream data interactions and computation and provide full-
stack solutions for tightly coupled systems. Current general-purpose distributed program-
ming solutions support loosely coupled, decentralized distributed applications but do not
address key issues specific to live stream analysis. In particular, such systems focus on
the transport aspects of live stream data, but leave the problem of stream persistence and
historical data to separate components. This introduces an artificial distinction between
accessing current streaming data and data that was streamed in the past. In addition, the
concept of time is fundamental to continuous live streaming data, but such systems leave
higher levels of the application stack to deal with the issue of time, treating continuous live
streams as an ephemeral flow of ordered bits or data items.
Thesis: A real time based representation of continuous streams can enable the straight-
forward and efficiently realizable unification of both live and archived stream data, easing
complexities inherent in distributed live stream analysis applications. Put more succinctly,
a real time based representation of continuous streams is 1) useful – easing complexities
in distributed live stream analysis and 2) feasible – efficiently realizable. In this disserta-
tion, we describe a programming model called temporal streams which provides a simple
but expressive time-oriented stream abstraction encompassing transport, manipulation and
storage of streaming data. Temporal streams defines how distributed threads of compu-
tation interact implicitly via streams, but does not impose a particular model of compu-
tation constraining the interactions between distributed actors, targeting loosely coupled
distributed systems with no centralized control. The unifying trait of time enables access
to both current streaming data and archived historical data using the same interface; the
communication and storage abstraction are the same – a unified stream data abstraction,
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uniformly modeling stream data interactions. The recognition of time also eases synchro-
nization.
Contributions: The primary contributions of this dissertation are the following:
1. A time-based programming model for modeling data interactions in live stream anal-
ysis applications.
Chapter 3 presents the semantics of the temporal streams abstract programming model.
It provides a simple but expressive stream abstraction encompassing transport, ma-
nipulation and storage of streaming data. The semantics of the programming model
are tailored to the application domain by explicitly recognizing the temporal aspects
of continuous streams, providing a uniform interface for both time-based retrieval
of current streaming data and data persistence. The model defines a variety of ex-
pressive time variables and a stream synchronization mechanism in addition to data
persistence facilities. Chapter 4 presents a set of programming examples to illustrate
basic use of the programming model.
2. A runtime architecture realizing the programming model.
Chapter 5 briefly summarizes a high-level software architecture realizing temporal
streams as a distributed runtime. Chapter 6 thoroughly details the concrete software
architecture and elements of implementation. We describe two generations of run-
time prototypes, including specific design principles, selected low-level details and
an analysis of potential implementation and architectural enhancements.
3. A targeted system-level quantitative evaluation of the runtime performance.
Chapter 7 presents a set of targeted quantitative evaluations measuring lower-level
system performance in detail. These experiments are targeted benchmarks measuring
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specific system components in isolation, designed to assess the performance of key
primitives in our architecture.
4. An application-based qualitative and quantitative evaluation exploring implementa-
tion properties and runtime performance.
Chapter 8 evaluates the system in the context of specific application case studies,
showing how the system features support different stream analysis scenarios and its
achievable performance. We present three realistic application scenarios and de-
scribe their context, implementation and evaluation. Each example highlights dif-
ferent properties of the programming model and system. We close with a high-level




“As such the vision we have for our system is very much in the tradition of
systems design. We are focusing on providing a basic set of primitives which
are both sufficiently primitive to encourage building arbitrary solutions while
being high-level enough to help constrain the complexity and burden of imple-
mentation.”
– Jonathan Appavoo, Volkmar Uhlig and Amos Waterland [36]
This chapter provides an extended exposition of application context (Section 2.1) and
the rationale behind – and need for – temporal streams (Section 2.2). The application
context is designed to frame the problem space: features of the programming model are
driven by particular needs of the provided application scenarios. We follow with a de-
scription of the particular personal experiences prompting the development of temporal
streams (Section 2.3); our own experiences and frustrations constructing live stream anal-
ysis applications with existing solutions have influenced the system and guided the design
philosophy. In Section 2.3, we also frame the intended scope of our effort. This chap-
ter concludes with an elaboration of the design philosophy that shapes temporal streams
(Section 2.4) and a limited outline of the remainder of this document (Section 2.5).
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2.1 Application Context
A myriad of application scenarios involve live stream analysis – network monitoring,
surveillance, robotics, inventory tracking, traffic analysis, weather forecasting, disaster re-
sponse and stock trading are just a few common examples. Surveillance is the most broadly
accessible example, though admittedly controversial in some contexts. Consider building
surveillance as a canonical scenario: an office building may be equipped with hundreds
of video cameras located in and around the site, as well as motion, audio and temperature
sensors in key areas. Some form of automated baseline analysis runs on all of the avail-
able streaming data sources to isolate streams of interest, such as video cameras currently
sensing motion. The smaller set of “interesting” streams are then targeted for more com-
putationally intensive analysis like object tracking, face detection/recognition, or even the
baseline analyses at higher levels of detail. Currently, a realistic system would probably
direct the attention of security personnel, presenting them with a small subset of streams of
interest picked automatically. In a more ambitious and futuristic scenario, computationally
intensive and targeted analysis might replace most manual human tasks. Traffic monitoring
by the Department of Transportation (DOT) in various US states, citywide CCTV security
cameras in London and Chicago (IBM’s Smart Surveillance System – S3 [182]), and dock-
/port/airport/utility security systems (with components provided by companies like Vistas-
cape, ObjectVideo, IntelliVision, Siemens, Sarnoff Corporation, Verint and Cernium) are
all examples of real, currently deployed systems with high similarity to the office building
security scenario presented above. These applications are often grouped under the umbrella
of situational awareness systems.
Consider a team of autonomous robots as another application scenario: each robot is
equipped with many sensors and actuators and will continuously monitor streamed sensor
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input, perform analysis on the data, and potentially react to the results of analysis includ-
ing communicating and coordinating with its peers or manipulating the environment. In-
put streams are transformed into higher-level feature information by continuous analysis.
These higher-level feature streams are then used as inputs to online mapping and planning
algorithms. A slight variation of this scenario involves a team of robots with some addi-
tional external command and control centers. The command and control centers can host
more extensive computational resources free of the robots’ power and mobility constraints.
For robustness, however, the robots cannot simply be slaves to an application running re-
motely at the command center – some control and analysis must run locally on the robots
in case the command center becomes unreachable or if the results of analysis are highly
latency sensitive. In this manner, the application must span a more dynamic environment
than traditional HPC approaches assume.
A third application scenario is a TV content recommender system [170]. An exam-
ple application could make recommendations about current programming of interest to a
specific user by performing real-time media content analysis. One compelling use of live
stream analysis in this context is the generation of dynamic content metadata/content pro-
files for live programs. “TV guide” systems use static metadata about the topics, guests
and themes of pre-recorded programs. Live programming, such as news/talk shows, sports
events and other up-to-the minute broadcasts have very limited pre-generated static meta-
data since the content is not known a priori. Live analysis provides the potential for more
descriptive dynamic metadata generation, as well as adding a temporal dimension to meta-
data relevance.1 TV Watcher [103] is an example application using this strategy: live
1This is certainly possible with pre-/human-generated metadata as well – for instance by tagging with
time ranges – but such fine-grained detail is not commonly available.
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stream analysis on television broadcasts’ closed captioning streams generates temporally
relevant recommendations based on dynamic program content. More ambitious extensions
could utilize video or audio analysis to extract higher-level feature information.
These scenarios, while idealized, highlight patterns of communication and computation
common in live stream analysis applications.
2.2 Rationale
Instances of live stream analysis applications are increasingly prevalent – the number of
continuous data feeds is growing at an impressive rate. While many critical applications in-
volve continuous and computationally intensive analysis on live streaming data, many such
applications also require some access to historical data (either data that was streamed in the
past or some summarized form of prior data). While distributed programming support for
traditional high-performance computing applications is fairly mature, existing solutions for
live stream analysis applications are still in their early stages and, in our view, inadequate.
Existing solutions for constructing such applications tend to fit into two broad cat-
egories: 1) “stream database” or “stream processing engine”-style systems or 2) general-
purpose distributed programming systems. The former category has centrally managed and
controlled execution, while the latter does not impose a particular computational model on
applications, only modeling data interactions. The latter support loosely coupled systems
of independent communicating components with no centralized control. To the best of our
knowledge, no prior system has provided a unified abstraction for both transport and stor-
age of live streams as a distributed programming primitive. Our approach provides simple
and efficient programming idioms for dealing with distributed stream data, explicitly rec-
ognizing the semantic importance of time in live streams. See Chapter 10 for a thorough
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discussion of the relation of our system to prior work.
Our approach is in providing a simple but powerful programmatic interface to continu-
ous live data streams as distributed data structures called temporal streams. This abstrac-
tion provides a uniform interface for both time-based retrieval of current streaming data
and data persistence. It fits between very high-level and heavy-weight solutions like full
databases with query languages and lower-level non-stream oriented distributed commu-
nications facilities typically used for distributed applications (MPI, RMI, etc.) plus sep-
arate storage facilities. This middle ground in the design space for continuous streaming
data is roughly analogous to solutions such as Distributed Data Structures [95], Berke-
leyDB [155] and Boxwood [132] for non-streaming data. The temporal stream provides
first-class recognition of time, which is a critical distinguishing aspect of continuous live
streams over other streaming data; the tailoring of the abstraction to the problem domain
makes live stream analysis applications more straightforward to build. Since analysis code
must interact with the stream transport layer to retrieve and produce data, a persistent stor-
age mechanism should interface transparently with the stream transport abstraction; this
eliminates a programmer-visible artificial distinction between “live” data that is currently
being streamed and stored data that was streamed in the past.
2.3 Impetus and Focus
The ideas behind temporal streams evolved both out of my own personal experiences and
the experiences of various members of the Embedded/Pervasive Lab in attempting to imple-
ment live stream analysis applications on a variety of substrates, including Stampede [167],
D-Stampede [31], MPI [87], Java Message Service [99], Sun RPC [186], RMI [11], tuple
spaces and various custom messaging layers. We encountered certain development “pain
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points” which temporal streams is designed to address; in particular, the challenges of
dealing with the notion of time across the system as well as storage and access to histori-
cal stream data were near universal. Management of computation was often an issue, but
we found that the computational requirements varied significantly between application do-
mains. Therefore temporal streams does not impose a specific computational model; it only
models stream data interactions, allowing applications to build domain specific computa-
tion management with it and integrate temporal streams into systems with many different
requirements.
My experience implementing TV Watcher [103], Media Broker [144]/MB++ [127] and
various application kernels on Streaming Grid [32], as well as maintaining D-Stampede [31]
provided insights about the nature of such applications and the effect of the higher-level re-
quirements on the system-level support infrastructure. As my colleagues have implemented
RF2ID [33], ASAP [180], and various other live stream analysis applications, we have com-
pared experiences and this feedback has also shaped temporal streams.
Focus: The development pain points mentioned above are critical issues affecting appli-
cations in the live stream analysis domain. Temporal streams focuses on addressing these
particular problems, which are directly and elegantly handled by a time-based stream repre-
sentation. Naturally, many other important issues arise in live stream analysis applications,
but the scope of this work is limited to a specific subset of issues. Problems such as fault tol-
erance, management of computation and security are obviously important in any distributed
system, but they are considered here specifically where they intersect with our system’s fo-
cus. For example, our global stream metadata is replicated for fault tolerance, and streams
may also be replicated for availability and performance. Also, our system only handles
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computation in limited circumstances – namely providing transformative functions for per-
sistent data on secondary storage. Other considerations, like security, are largely discussed
in the context of future work. In this manner, our work does not attempt to address all
concerns inherent in the target application domain, but instead provides a focused, elegant
solution for a set of important core issues.
2.4 Design Philosophy
The quote at the beginning of this chapter articulates the design philosophy that guides
temporal streams – both the programming model and software architecture. The goal is
providing a simple primitive which is high-level enough to capture the essence of a par-
ticular problem while still remaining low-level enough to be small, efficient and widely
applicable. Small primitives are often quite flexible, despite their simplicity: although the
domain-specific, time-based temporal stream abstraction can be viewed as a distributed
communication mechanism, it is actually a more general stream data abstraction, naturally
admitting stream persistence/historical data storage due to its use of time-based indexing.
Balancing the cost, generality, power and level of abstraction is a judgement call, but we
believe that temporal streams occupies a balanced middle ground.
This dichotomy is often seen in the systems community – consider the recent prolifer-
ation of non-relational distributed key-value stores (Facebook’s Cassandra [117], Google’s
Bigtable [64], Amazon’s Dynamo [72]) in lieu of traditional relational database manage-
ment systems. A simple but well-designed primitive often provides 90% of the widely use-
ful functionality without sacrificing performance or adding significant complexity. There is
no doubt that a full database and query language is an immensely powerful tool, but much
of that power is unused in a typical application. In addition, a simple programming model
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is easier to learn and understand.
While the temporal streams programming model presents a clean and relatively simple
abstraction, a carefully designed system architecture realizing that primitive can provide a
surprising level of flexibility to its users. This can be bolstered with judicious layering and
by providing hooks into key system-level components, enabling powerful extension while
staying within the general framework set by the programming model. In addition, there is
tremendous system-level value in presenting abstractions high-level enough to capture the
essence of a particular problem – the system then has a unique vantage point from which it
can observe higher-level application behavior and adapt.
That briefly summarizes the design philosophy behind the programming model and
some implications of the interplay between the programming model and the actual system
design philosophy. For more on the concrete and lower-level system design philosophy,
see Chapters 5 and 6, where these issues are discussed in context of specific software
architectural details.
2.5 Roadmap
This rest of this document begins with a description of major facets of the temporal streams
abstract programming model in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 presents a set of Java and C++ ex-
amples using the programming model. Although the code examples make some assump-
tions about how the abstract programming model is implemented and exposed to the user
(i.e., as a library-based API), it is presented directly after the programming model chapter
in order to concretize and reinforce the programming model’s basic concepts. Chapter 5
briefly summarizes a high-level software architecture realizing temporal streams as a dis-
tributed runtime. Chapter 6 details the concrete software architecture and implementation
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of temporal streams. Chapter 7 presents a set of targeted quantitative evaluations measuring
lower-level system performance in detail; Chapter 8 evaluates the system in the context of
specific application case studies, showing how the system features support different stream
analysis scenarios and their achievable performance. Chapter 9 provides a short retrospec-
tive discussing the evaluations and overall system properties at a high level. A survey of
related work is presented in Chapter 10. Finally, Chapter 11 concludes and presents a few




Here we present a distributed programming model for live stream analysis applications
providing communication and storage abstractions for temporal streams. Temporal streams
are a key feature of live stream analysis applications – as a concrete example, think of a
video camera feed: the stream is unbounded and produced at a finite rate, and the data
items (video frames) are temporally ordered. Each frame represents some sampled interval
of time based on the frame rate (e.g., a frame may represent 1/30th of a second). Event
streams and other aperiodic streams may not have fixed output rates, but trigger based
on certain environmental conditions, like a temperature sensor sending an alert when a
threshold is reached. In both cases, data items are associated with specific time information.
All “live” streams have a natural relationship with time (wall clock time) – time is really the
common unifying trait across all live stream analysis applications. Time is the dimension
along which all continuously produced streams vary. Broadly, our model of a stream is a
time-indexed sequence of discrete data items; each data item has a timestamp and spans a
time interval ending with the timestamp of the next item.
The benefit of this model is that it provides a higher-level stream abstraction, which fits
at the intersection of an application’s manipulation of data and stream transport. By sup-
porting first-class recognition of time, it provides a more natural way to write analysis code
that deals with temporal streams – similar to a tuple model in streaming database work,
and higher level than general-purpose distributed programming mechanisms appropriate
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for high-volume data transfer. Since the fundamental stream abstraction is a time-indexed
data structure, it can be used both as a communication mechanism and a data storage in-
terface – a unified stream data abstraction, uniformly modeling stream data interactions.
Rather than managing and buffering an ephemeral, linear flow of data, the application can
access stream data in terms of higher-level time information.
3.1 General Paradigm & Overview
Broadly, an application within the framework of this programming model involves dis-
tributed threads of computation communicating implicitly via distributed data structures.
In our programming model, a temporal stream is represented by a channel, which is a dis-
tributed data structure encompassing an interface for both transport and manipulation of
streaming data; each channel presents a time-indexed sequence of discrete data items (such
as video frames) and analysis code retrieves data items by specifying time intervals of in-
terest. Applications interact with channels by means of get and put operations. Figure 1
shows a simple example of this paradigm. Two threads place video frames into separate
channels used by feature detector threads. The results of the feature detection process are










Figure 1: Conceptual Application
Channels store discrete items sequenced by wall clock timestamps, and they are used to
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connect producers and consumers in arbitrary N-to-N configurations. Items of interest are
fetched based on the associated timestamp information. Storage handling in channels is au-
tomatic and the programmer can choose from several sets of garbage collection semantics
(see Section 3.6) on a per-channel basis; programmers can also request stream persistence
onto secondary storage (Section 3.7). The programming model also provides facilities for
inter-stream synchronization based on temporal information (Section 3.5). Time is the pri-
mary attribute used to manipulate and identify items in a channel and is discussed in detail
in Section 3.3. Temporal streams also provides simple naming and discovery services for
both peer endpoints and channels (Section 3.8).
3.2 Streams
Fundamental aspects of our programming model revolve around the concept of streams,
which we define as any continuous sequence of temporally ordered data items with no re-
quirements of fixed periodicity. One can further classify streams as periodic and aperiodic.
Periodic streams produce items at an approximately fixed rate, such as a stream of video at
30 frames per second. Aperiodic streams do not have a fixed rate, and typical examples of
aperiodic streams are produced in response to events. For instance, a motion sensor may
produce alert events every time a certain level of motion is detected. Any aperiodic stream
can be turned into a periodic stream by simply sampling at regular intervals and producing
“no data”/“no event” items when the aperiodic stream would not have produced anything.
Data items in a stream may also have a defined duration. For items in a conceptually con-
tinuous stream, such as video or audio, the duration would simply be the inverse of the
production rate (33.3 milliseconds for video at 30 frames/second), because each item rep-
resents a discrete sampling of some continuous data. For other streams, the item duration
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may signify the length of time an item is “valid.” For the motion sensor example, an item
duration may signify a time window during which no new alerts will be signaled. The
concept of an item duration may not be intuitively meaningful for some aperiodic event
streams.
3.3 Real Time
Items in a channel are indexed by wall clock timestamps, which we also refer to as “real”
time (in contrast to virtual time). Although wall clock time is often a perilous issue in
distributed systems, it provides the most natural mechanism for programmers dealing with
streams and synchronization in live stream analysis applications. The alternative, virtual
time [111], is used heavily in discrete event simulation, but can impose awkward constraints
on live stream analysis applications. For example, media streams use the concept of real
time to synchronize different components of coherent streams (e.g., separated video and
audio streams corresponding to the same television program); one cannot derive the frame
rate of a video stream from virtual time information alone.
Using real time requires accurate local clocks on all of the participating content pro-
ducers, which is not an unreasonable burden. NTP [143] is widely deployed and can keep
hosts over the Internet synchronized with high precision. NTP also provides facilities for
estimating clock skew. The IEEE 1588/Precision Time Protocol (PTP) [24] standard can
synchronize LAN-connected systems to microsecond precision in software. For limited de-
vices, more lightweight techniques like Reference Broadcast Synchronization (RBS) [81]
or the Flooding Time Synchronization Protocol (FTSP) [135] can be used; alternately, the
synchronized clock requirement can be mitigated for limited devices by providing producer
proxies on more capable hardware.
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3.4 Channel Semantics
Each data item in a channel is associated with a timestamp specified when the item is
placed into the channel: we call this timestamp the production time of the item because
it is typically set to the current wall clock time when the item is placed in the channel by
a data producer. Items are ordered in a channel chronologically by production time. In
this manner, each item naturally defines a time interval bounded below by its production
time and above by the production time of the next item. When an item item is the newest
available (i.e., there is no next item), now is always the upper bound of the interval. See
Appendix A for a quick set-theoretic formulation of channels.
Timestamped Items: By default, the timestamp of an item is the current time when it is
placed into a channel, but explicit user-provided timestamps are also used in many circum-
stances; for instance, a computation that transforms a media stream into a feature stream
would retain the original timestamps from the media stream so there is a natural mapping
between both streams. Fundamentally, this mapping facilitates synchronization – establish-
ing temporal correspondences between two or more streams. Since more than one producer
may place items into the same channel, multiple items may have identical timestamps, al-
though this is somewhat uncommon on platforms with high granularity timers (timestamps
are currently at least microsecond resolution). To accommodate multiple items with the
same timestamp, one can alternately view a channel as a sequence of buckets ordered by
timestamp, where each bucket contains at least one item.
Item Retrieval: Items are retrieved from channels by specifying a time interval contain-
ing the items of interest. Since wall clock time is perceived as continuous, programmers
will tend to work naturally with time intervals; some intervals are explicitly specified, but
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others may be specified using special time variables. For example, “5:30pm to 5:35pm”
has concrete times as upper and lower bounds, while “the last thirty seconds,” is implicitly
specified with the current time as an upper bound and “the current time minus thirty sec-
onds” as the lower bound. Another common idiom is retrieving the oldest item newer than
a certain bound (typically the last item retrieved).
Time Variables: Several special time variables are specified for use in the construction
of intervals. The special time now represents the current time and is always the upper
bound of the interval subsumed by the most recently produced item of a given channel.
When a newer item is placed into the channel, the time at which it was added becomes
the concrete upper bound for the previous item. Other common time variables include
newest and oldest, which are the production times of the most recent and oldest items
in a given channel respectively. newest-after is a special variable specifying the newest
item in a channel only when the newest item is more recent than a given timestamp. Note
that this form of predication allows the expression of certain common producer/consumer
patterns without requiring a channel to maintain any state on behalf of consumers – for
instance, a consumer can ask to wait for the next item it has not yet seen without the
channel maintaining any state about which consumers have “seen” various items. All of
the necessary state is explicitly pushed into the time variable. Time variables can also be
offset by concrete amounts, such as “newest minus thirty milliseconds.” Table 1 provides a
summary of some available time variables.
Get/Put Semantics: The programming model does not specify whether push or pull se-
mantics are used for the actual transfer of remote items, but the conceptual framework
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specifies semantics in terms of get and put operations on items for consumers and pro-
ducers, respectively. The basic stream operations are 1) put(i, t) – put data item i on the
stream with timestamp t (t defaults to the current time); and 2) get(l, h) – get items falling
within the interval [l, h). In a concrete implementation, there are many different call varia-
tions (e.g., to provide get item limits, multiple item puts, blocking/non-blocking semantics,
etc.), but all are fundamentally get or put operations.
When a client performs a get operation on an interval, the system will provide all items
contained fully or partially within that interval starting with the first full item (inclusive
or exclusive bounds are user-specifiable). Figure 2 depicts an example in which a get on
the specified interval will return the shaded items. Since the runtime has no application-
specific knowledge of the data in channels, it cannot subdivide an item, but the application
may be able to do so if such an operation is meaningful.1 Consequently, a get operation
will provide whole items partially contained within the specified interval, or the user can
optionally request only the items fully contained within the interval – this would be useful
in the case of very large items that are also indivisible.
A Note on Time Variables Definitions: Note that the definition of time variables ac-
tually depends on the exact time semantics of channel get operations. Previously, we have
stated that the get operation “will provide all items contained fully or partially within that
interval starting with the first full item.” With these semantics, the definition of next is as
simple as incrementing a given timestamp by the smallest discrete timestamp granularity.
This works because if item i has a timestamp ti and we ask for the interval starting with
next(i) (i.e., ti + ε), we will not include item i because we start with the first full item, which



















Figure 2: Time Interval Example
will be i’s successor if one exists.
If the channel get semantics did not start with the first full item and instead started with
the first item partially intersecting the interval, we would have to modify the definition of
next to actually find the timestamp of the subsequent item in a given channel. In this case,
next would require evaluation based on a channel’s current contents, rather than being a
simple increment.2 This illustrates that the definitions of variables are dependent on the
exact time behavior of channels. From the perspective of a user, however, the underlying
definition of the time variables does not matter as long as they behave according to their
abstract behavior (i.e., next provides access to the next item). We can vary the time behavior
of channels and maintain the correct time variable semantics by changing their definitions.
2Note that the current semantics would require this kind of content-dependent definition to define a pre-
vious time variable; the current semantics are a result of the assumption that next is commonly used.
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Table 1: Time Variables
Variable Parameter(s) Definition
now - current time
newest ch timestamp of newest visible item in channel ch
oldest ch timestamp of oldest visible item in channel ch
newest-after ch, ts timestamp of newest visible item in channel ch if the
item’s timestamp is after ts,∞ otherwise
next ts ts + ε (the smallest timestamp > ts)
The parameters column shows factors affecting a time variable’s definition – for example, newest refers to
the timestamp of the newest item in a particular channel, so its definition varies depending on which channel
we use as a reference point. However, note that this column includes both implicit and explicit parameters
– when the programming model is actually used in practice, the channel parameter is implicitly specified
by operation in question (e.g., “get newest from channel X”). On the other hand, timestamp parameters
are generally explicit: “get newest-after ts from channel Y .” See Chapter 4 for programming examples in
context.
3.5 Synchronization and Channel Groups
Synchronization is an important concept for applications dealing with data streams. Fre-
quently, video and audio corresponding to the same logical program stream will be de-
multiplexed into separate, atomic streams for processing (for example, separate audio and
video feature detectors). It is important to provide the programmer with a mechanism to
synchronize these streams. The most easily accessible example of stream synchronization
is synchronizing audio and video for playback but, more broadly, stream synchronization
is about setting up a temporal correspondence between two or more streams – any analysis
that uses more than one stream as input will need to synchronize the input streams to get a
coherent view of the data. Since the process of stream synchronization is application and
content-specific, the programming model does not explicitly synchronize content in any
manner that is dependent on the type of data. It instead provides high resolution timing
information and support for item-level timed synchronization of multiple channels.
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Reference Streams: In order to synchronize items across several channels, a client must
perform a get operation from the same time interval on each channel. As a common ex-
ample, a programmer may wish to get the item corresponding to now (or some other time
variable) from several channels; it is not appropriate to simply retrieve the item corre-
sponding to now from different channels in sequence because the value of now is changing
between calls. Instead, the client needs to get an item corresponding to now in a single
channel and then use the real timestamp value as a reference for get operations on the other
channels in order to receive a coherent cross-section of items from the same time interval.
The process is depicted in Figure 3. The stream that the other streams use as a synchroniza-
tion reference point is called the reference stream. If a single thread is performing all of
the gets, the programmer can perform this form of synchronization explicitly by getting an
item from the reference stream and using the associated timestamp for subsequent gets; the
programming model provides group get operations on multiple channels using a reference
stream for this purpose. However, when consumers in separate threads need to perform the
same operation on a set of channels, extra inter-thread communication would be required
for synchronization. In order to alleviate such complications, temporal streams provides
system-level support for this manner of synchronization implicitly using an abstraction
called a channel group.
Channel Groups: A channel group is an abstraction which conceptually controls the vis-
ibility of items in a set of associated channels without modifying the actual items available.
Since the visibility information is associated with the channel group and not its constituent
channels, a channel can belong to many groups simultaneously. Channel groups can be
created and destroyed dynamically, and they are simply a collection of channels with a des-
ignated reference channel. The result of creating a channel group is a new set of channel
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The “now” labels depict what now would specify if the items were retrieved in sequence from the
channels without a grouped operation. The shaded items form a synchronized interval.
Figure 3: Reference Stream Pattern
descriptors: each channel descriptor refers to the original input channels, but get oper-
ations on the new descriptors will be synchronized with the reference stream. Channel
group synchronization is performed by controlling both the visibility of data items and the
interpretation of time variables to reflect the reference stream’s state.
Figure 3 also depicts the conceptual result of creating a channel group on three streams.
Items newer than the newest item in the reference stream are unavailable when getting
from the channel group descriptors. The hidden items are still in the channel and available
through the original, ungrouped channel descriptors. The programmer may also want to
dynamically synchronize with the channel that lags the furthest behind at any given mo-
ment. In other words, the reference stream for the channel group cannot be set to a specific
channel a priori, but instead must be determined by considering the newest item i from
each channel and choosing the channel with the oldest i. For this purpose, there is a special
reference stream identifier oldest which refers to the channel with the oldest current item.
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Buffering: Channels in any given channel group synchronize to the newest item in the
reference channel for that group, making the corresponding items in the other channels
visible. As mentioned earlier, each item in a channel has a specific timestamp associated
with it, and an item spans an interval from its timestamp (a lower bound) to the timestamp
of the next item (an upper bound). Since the upper bound for the newest item is not yet
known, the lower bound of the newest item l is used for synchronization by default. All
items with timestamps < l are visible, so consequently the newest item in the reference
stream is hidden. This buffering is necessary since we have no knowledge of the next
item’s timestamp.
The programmer may additionally provide an implicit estimate of the next item’s times-
tamp in the form of item durations, which provide an upper bound for the newest item.
When durations are provided, the system also allows the programmer to choose to use the
upper bound for synchronization where appropriate.3 In conceptually continuous streams,
the duration of items is directly derived from the rate of production of items: for example,
a stream of video produced at 30 frames per second would assign each item a duration of
approximately 33.3 milliseconds. Figure 4 shows an extended example of a channel group
reference stream including item durations and hidden items. Text items are produced at
the approximate rate of one item per second and have a duration of one second, while au-
dio samples are produced at the rate of eight per second and have a duration of 125ms.
If item visibility is synchronized to the production of text items, the shaded items will be
available. Several audio items newer than the upper bound of the newest text item have
3This is appropriate in situations where one or more producers have some implicit buffering – for example,
a video producer whose video frame timestamps represent a time before frames are captured and sent. For
there to be any meaningful synchronization, there must be some buffering in the system.
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been produced, and they will be made visible as soon as a corresponding text item is pro-
duced. Currently, the programming model does not admit temporally overlapping items,
so the effective duration of an item is also bounded by the production of the next item (the
minimum of the specified duration and the difference in time between items). It is unclear
whether a single stream with temporally overlapping items is useful.
“now” represents the current time, and shaded items are “visible” when synchronized using the
text channel as a reference stream.
Figure 4: Item Duration Example
Summary: Channel groups are a mechanism for coarse time-based synchronization of
streams. This form of synchronization is not necessarily a direct substitute for application-
specific, finer-grained/precise synchronization, but it allows synchronization at item-level
granularity. The primary purpose is to keep cooperating live analyses of related streams
roughly synchronized. One can also view channel groups as a kind of barrier – instead of
waiting for threads/processors to arrive, however, a group of consumer threads are waiting
for data to arrive. Waiting for the data to arrive can be analogized to waiting for the group
of producer threads generating that data to arrive. In the case where the reference stream
is oldest, the consumer threads are basically waiting for corresponding data to be produced
by all of the producer threads before continuing: this is analogous to a “stream barrier”
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operator provided by some declarative stream processing systems [88].
3.6 Garbage Collection
The programming model supports several different garbage handling strategies, and the
policy can be set on a per-channel basis (at channel creation time); the philosophy under-
lying all options leans towards simple solutions not requiring the calculation and constant
upkeep of global state.
Currency/time window-based: The default and primary option for garbage handling is
based on buffering time windows for channels: for instance, the programmer might specify
that a time window of thirty seconds is needed for channel c1 and items older than thirty
seconds will be discarded automatically. In a system dealing with continuous streams, an
important factor is currency – a measure of how current data is. The buffering window is
an implicit specification of desired currency (a lower bound) and should be a natural way to
specify garbage handling for many types of media streams. The bound itself could also be
dynamically adjusted or calculated based on the number of consumers (and possibly other
factors such as estimated end-to-end latency).
Other GC models: In addition to the bounded currency garbage handling model, several
other simple strategies can be provided for flexibility. One strategy is simply bounding
the total number of live items, where the oldest items are pushed out by newer ones. In
some circumstances, applications may wish to constrain channel capacity by limiting the
total data size of all items in a channel; in this case, the limit is obeyed by reclaiming
the oldest items (however, as with cache-replacement policies, size-limited metrics have
to be considered against the possible variance in data size between items). One might
also envision uses for various hybrid policies, such as a fixed limit on items plus a lower
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currency bound, where a producer would block putting new data into a full channel until the
oldest item passes the lower currency bound. Finally, we also provide a simple reference
counting model for situations where the number of consumers is known a priori.
3.7 Stream Persistence
Since some live stream analysis applications may also need to store and retrieve histori-
cal data for trend analysis, a persistence mechanism that fits within the temporal stream
model is a useful feature. The programming model as described so far is useful for a non-
trivial subset of applications: individual running analyses may store all data internally in
memory, or publish summarized information as just another live stream of data for input to
other analysis code. Applications in some domains, however, such as network monitoring,
financial analysis or surveillance may require that streams be persisted in some form. For
instance, a surveillance system might store historical video streams for some predetermined
time period (e.g., two weeks) in a degraded form (lower quality than live streams).
Benefits: Integrating the persistence mechanism directly into the programming model
makes the model more widely applicable and reduces complexity. Providing a uniform
stream abstraction that handles live and stored data can also avoid an artificial distinction
between data that is currently available in streams (a window of recent data) and data that
was streamed in the past but may now be archived. The ability to talk about historical
data also elevates the temporal stream abstraction from a communication abstraction to a
general-purpose data abstraction, uniformly modeling stream data interactions. While the
same abstraction should provide seamless access to both types of data, information about
the source of data should still be made available to the programmer as the difference in
access time, data quality or data representation can be significant. From a programming
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perspective, eliminating unnecessary non-uniformity is often desirable as it can make ap-
plications simpler to construct and less brittle in the face of change.
Flexibility: In addition to the above concerns, the system should provide for flexible per-
sistence policies in order to support a wide range of live stream analysis applications. “Per-
sistence policies” could include how data items are mapped to a persistent form (e.g., as is
or compressed/degraded/summarized), how persistent streams are stored (storage backend),
when data items are stored (immediately or lazily upon garbage collection), and various in-
formation lifecycle management (ILM) issues (redundancy, how free space is reclaimed,
hierarchical secondary storage, etc.). Some of these policies are enabled by the storage
backend, while others are higher-level concerns.
3.7.1 Persistence Interface
Our high-level persistence interface is directly enabled by extending the time-oriented
channel interface – a channel can now be marked by an application as persistent (at creation
time or later). Persistent channels empower the application programmer in the following
ways: 1) items are automatically committed to persistent storage with related time-stamp
information, 2) time intervals for retrieval of items may now span both live and persistent
items, and 3) the system provides a built-in mechanism to degrade or change the format of
channel items as they transition to secondary storage. Retrieval of stored items is also a
transparent extension of the existing channel interface: “live” items are normally retrieved
from a channel by specifying a time interval of interest. With persistence, if the time inter-
val includes stored items, they are retrieved and returned along with any “live” data items
included in the interval. Figure 5 depicts a get operation with an interval spanning live and
stored data. Other high level interface decisions are described below.
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Get interface: The application may optionally constrain a retrieval operation to adjust for
the difference in latency of access and potential data format differences of stored versus
live items. The options are as follows: 1) ANY – any items, live or stored; 2) LIVE – only
live items, 3) STORED – only stored items; 4) ANYSPLIT – return live items and load stored
items from disk in the background, caching them in a temporary in-memory cache for a
subsequent get operation (allowing live items to be used while stored items are loading).
An ANYSPLIT get operation returns the live items first and a ticket which can be used to
retrieve the loaded stored items a subsequent call.
Per-stream data representation: An application can also control how items are mapped
to a persistent form. Some may wish to degrade the quality of items, reduce the number
of items or otherwise change their format. An application can provide a pickling han-
dler, which is responsible for mapping items to their persistent representation (defaulting
to the identity function). For example, a video channel’s handler may JPEG compress
video frames or reduce the image resolution. In addition to one-to-one item mappings, the
pickling handler can take N items and produce a single item to store: for example, a video
channel’s handler may halve the frame rate by averaging two consecutive frames, or an
event channel’s handler may transform thirty one-second events into some sort of digest.
When N items are mapped to one item, the original timestamp information is retained, so
identical get requests will operate similarly on live and stored data. That is to say, if two
items are mapped to a single stored item, it will span the combined time interval of the
original items. As a direct extension of this functionality, an application might provide
multiple handlers with varying levels of disk usage versus processing time and the runtime
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Figure 5: Get operation spanning stored and live data
Per-item persistence control: In addition to per-stream control via pickling handlers,
per-item control is possible: a data producer may mark an item placed into a channel with
the NOPERSIST flag. This will cause the persistence mechanism to ignore it and the item
will disappear for good when it is garbage collected.
Persistence timing: An application may also control whether items are persisted imme-
diately or when they are about to be garbage collected from the in-memory “live” stream:
eager persistence versus lazy persistence (the default is the former).
All-in-all, the programmer visible interface to a channel is essentially unchanged –
put(i, t) and get(l, h) still operate as before, but the potential span of items available in a
channel now includes historical data rather than just a window of current live data. Put takes
an optional NOPERSIST flag and get takes an optional ANY, LIVE, STORED or ANYSPLIT
modifier (ANY is the default).
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3.8 Other Features
The programming model also defines abstractions other than channels for control data or
messaging between distributed components. Each client has a mailbox to receive messages
from other clients. Simple distributed queues are also provided, and they can use any of the
non-time based garbage collection mechanisms (in fact, a mailbox is simply a FIFO queue
where each item has a reference count of one). Also provided are naming, registration
and discovery services for channels and “participants” of the computation (producers or
consumers of data in channels).
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CHAPTER IV
USING THE PROGRAMMING MODEL
To recap, the programming model presents a temporal stream abstraction called a channel,
which is a distributed data structure encompassing an interface for stream data interactions;
each channel presents a time-indexed sequence of discrete data items (such as video frames)
and analysis code retrieves data items by specifying time intervals of interest. Applications
interact with channels by means of get and put operations. A variety of expressive time
variables are provided to allow get operations to specify intervals such as “the most recent
10 seconds” of video data. Multiple streams can be virtually synchronized, and the system
also provides for time-windowed garbage collection of items – for example, an application
could specify that a particular channel should keep thirty seconds worth of data, and items
older than that may be reclaimed. Stream data may also be persisted to stable storage
automatically and retrieved transparently with flexible application-controllable persistence
policies.
4.1 Basic Examples
In order to concretize our discussion of the programming model, here we present some
simple code examples of producers and consumers. All examples are taken from working
StampedeRT[104]/PTS example code slightly modified to be clearer in example form1 –
1The modifications are all trivial (and all to the C++ code; Java examples are unmodified): in a few places,
ampersands are omitted when passing structs as function arguments (the real API typically takes pointers to
structs, but refs could be used in a more idiomatic C++ implementation) and changing certain type names
from struct structname to the simpler structname_t.
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PTS (Persistent Temporal Streams) is the name of the current implementation of the tem-
poral streams programming model. Each example in this chapter is presented in somewhat
idealized C++ and Java, with the C++ examples appearing on top and the Java examples
appearing on bottom of each source listing. Two versions are presented to show both the
procedural and object-oriented style interfaces to temporal streams. PTS has two parallel
native implementations in C and Java. The C++ interface is not object-oriented because it
is a wrapper around the C interface primarily providing default arguments and overloaded
functions (which simplifies the API considerably).
Channel binding: The first example in Figure 6 shows how a programmer would ini-
tialize PTS and retrieve a channel descriptor to produce data or consume data. First the
programmer connects to a particular instance of the PTS naming and registration system.
Next the programmer calls an “add channel” function with a specified channel name. In its
default form, the add channel function is actually an atomic “add or get channel” operation
which creates the channel only if it does not exist and returns the channel information. An-
other (less frequently used) form of the “add” function exists which signals failure if the
channel already exists, and a separate “get channel” function (which never adds the channel
if it does not exist) is also available. After the default channel information is obtained, the
programmer may create a dedicated data connection to the channel.2
Simple Producer: Figure 7 shows a simple data producer example. The example loops
forever putting data items into the channel – each item is timestamped with the current
time. Both the Java and C++ version are basically equivalent, but the C++ version shows
2In the first system implementation, the programmer can manage dedicated data connections and inter-
faces with channels via connection handles. In the second implementation, connections are pooled automati-
cally by the system, so the programmer simply interfaces with channels using channel identifiers.
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/ / Connect t o f r o n t end and c o n t a c t super −nodes .
rtsh =     _   ( front_end_uri ) ;
/ / Add a c h a n n e l .
chan = _ ( rtsh , chan_name ) ;
/ / N e g o t i a t e a d e d i c a t e d da ta c o n n e c t i o n f o r b u l k p u t s .
data_conn = _ ( chan ) ;
/ / Run t h e consumer f u n c t i o n or p r o d u c e r f u n c t i o n
. . .
/ / Connect t o f r o n t end and c o n t a c t super −nodes
RTSysHandle rtsh = new RTSysHandle ( frontEndURI ) ;
/ / Add a c h a n n e l
Channel ch = rtsh . C ( channelName ,
rtsh . thisHost ( ) ) ;
/ / Run t h e consumer f u n c t i o n or p r o d u c e r f u n c t i o n
. . .
Figure 6: Get a channel
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the use of conn_put when providing an explicit item timestamp. The explicit timestamp
is initialized to now(), which is also the default if no timestamp argument is provided
to the put call.3 In the Java example, the timestamp and data are associated with the Item
object. When the Item is constructed, the timestamp may be explicitly specified; otherwise
it defaults to the current time.
Simple Consumer: Figure 8 shows a simple consumer example where the consumer
gets a single item at a time from the channel. The more general get operation retrieves
all items falling within an interval (up to some limit, if specified), but the PTS API also
provides separate convenience calls for getting a single item at a time.4 In both examples,
the consumer loops forever getting the newest item in the channel that has not yet been
retrieved. When the consumer starts retrieving items, it starts with the absolute newest item
in the channel.
The interval lower and upper bounds deserve further elaboration, as they are critical to
the fundamental semantics of temporal streams. Remember that a get operation is defined
on an interval: a standard get operation with a lower bound l and upper bound u returns
all items contained within the interval [l, u), starting with the first fully contained item. At
first in our example, the lower bound is newest – the timestamp of the newest item in the
channel at the time the call is made – and the upper bound is now. Notice that there are
two “now” functions used in these examples: v_now() and now(). The former is the time
variable representing now, which always evaluates to the current time whenever it is used,
while the latter is simply a function that returns the current time when it was called. If you
3It is redundant to explicitly call now since it is already the default value when the timestamp is omitted,
but it is done in this example so the timestamp value can be printed before the call.
4These convenience calls are just standard get operations with a limit of 1.
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/ / Producer r e p e a t e d l y p u t s i t e m s i n t o t h e c h a n n e l
void produce ( conn_endpt_t *chan ) {
i n t rval ;
time32_t ts ;
whi le ( t rue ) {
/ / t i m e s t a m p −− ’now ’ i s a l s o t h e d e f a u l t i f we
/ / do n o t e x p l i c i t l y pas s a t i m e s t a m p
ts =  ( ) ;
/ / p r i n t t s
/ / Put t h e i t e m i n t o t h e c h a n n e l




whi le ( t rue ) {
Item item = new Item ( dataBuffer ) ;
/ / Put t h e i t e m i n t o t h e c h a n n e l w i t h t h e
/ / d e f a u l t t i m e s t a m p o f ’now ’
chan .  I   ( item ) ;
. . .
}
Figure 7: Producer Example
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save the result of now(), it stays forever fixed as a representation of the time when it was
called (it is not a variable). v_now() stands for the time variable now.
After the first get operation is completed, we have an item with timestamp t. We reset
the lower bound of the next get operation to be the t + 1µs – this is equivalent to the next
time variable with a parameter of t (t + ε where ε is the smallest timestamp granularity),
but we show an explicit increment operation to demonstrate that it would be possible to
add 2µs or 1s or any value desired.5 Thus the next get operation’s lower bound is just past
the item already retrieved and we will retrieve the next item in the channel we have not yet
processed.6 By default, the get operation will block until such an item becomes available.
Non-blocking calls are also available in the PTS API (see Section 4.2 for an example). In
this example, if the lower bound was instead initialized to oldest, then it would retrieve each
live item in the channel starting with the oldest available when the consumer is started. That
means it would quickly “catch up” by retrieving each live item in the channel one-by-one
and then, once it has retrieved the newest item in the channel, the behavior will be identical
to the consumer that starts with newest (i.e., it will retrieve each new item limited by the
rate of the producer placing them into the channel).
4.2 Common Patterns using Time Variables
Time-based retrieval of items from streams with time variables is a powerful pattern. It is
also quite simple to perform commonly used, non-time based producer/consumer patterns
with time variables. The consumer example in Figure 8 demonstrates retrieving all items in
5The Java version of the code calls the explicit next time variable operation. In PTS the timestamp
granularity is currently 1µs, but this could change in the future. For example, Java’s JSR-166 “Concurrency
Utilities” enhancements [119] (added in language release 1.5), provide a System.nanoTime() call in antic-
ipation of the availability of – and demand for – nanosecond-granularity timing.
6Remember, this is because the operation starts with the first full item contained within the interval.
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/ / Consumer r e p e a t e d l y g e t s i t e m s from t h e c h a n n e l
void consumer ( conn_endpt_t *chan ) {
time32_t lower , upper ;
user_item_t item ;
/ / I n i t i a l i z e t h e lower bound t o t h e v i r t u a l t i m e
/ / r e p r e s e n t i n g t h e n ew es t i t e m i n t h e c h a n n e l
lower =  ( ) ;
/ / I n i t i a l i z e t h e upper bound t o t h e v i r t u a l now t i m e
upper = _ ( ) ;
whi le ( t rue ) {
/ / Get one i t e m
item = __1 ( chan , lower , upper ) ;
/ / Do s o m e t h i n g w i t h t h e i t e m
. . .
/ / Take t h e t i m e s t a m p o f t h e i t e m and add one µsec ,
/ / so our n e x t i n t e r v a l doesn ’ t c o n t a i n t h i s i t e m
/ / T h i s i s e q u i v a l e n t t o t h e ‘ ‘ n e x t ’ ’ t i m e v a r i a b l e
lower =  _ ( item . ts , ONE_USEC ) ;
}
}
Time32 lower = Time32 . newest ;
Time32 upper = Time32 . v_now ;
whi le ( t rue ) {
Item item = chan .  I   ( lower , upper ) ;
/ / Do s o m e t h i n g w i t h t h e i t e m
. . .
lower = Time32 .  ( item . getTimestamp ( ) ) ;
}
Figure 8: Consumer Example
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a channel sequentially starting with the newest item available at the time of the first call. In
this example, the get operation is limited to retrieve a single item – specifically the first item
matching the time interval provided. The lower timestamp bound is initialized to newest
and the upper bound is initialized to now (the time variable now). After retrieving the first
item i, lower is reassigned to next(i.ts), ensuring that the subsequent get call will return the
item directly following i. If we do not limit the get operation to a single item, each call will
return all of the items available in the channel directly following i.
If instead of modifying the interval lower bound, lower is kept as the newest variable
for subsequent calls, we will instead retrieve the newest item in the channel, which could
be the item following i, i itself (if nothing has been placed into the channel since) or some
other item after i (if many items have been added since). This is rarely desired, however,
because the same item i might be retrieved many times. To retrieve the newest item that
has not yet been processed, we use the newest-after time variable. Figure 9 shows a Java
example using newest-after. In this case, we will always retrieve the newest available item
in the channel which has not been retrieved yet; this is different from the next example
because using newest-after may skip items if several new items are added between get
calls.
These two cases – lower = next(i.ts) and lower = newest-after(i.ts) – also demonstrate
different strategies for handling overload conditions: in the next case, all new items are
retrieved, while the newest-after case may drop items by skipping and never retrieving them
if it falls behind. Instead of dropping items with the newest-after strategy, the application
may choose to retrieve all items with next and then use some sort of content-based item
dropping heuristic for selective processing.
Note that these semantics are also independent of whether the get operation is blocking
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Time32 lower = Time32 . newest ;
Time32 upper = Time32 . v_now ;
whi le ( t rue ) {
Item item = chan .  I   ( lower , upper ) ;
/ / Do s o m e t h i n g w i t h t h e i t e m
. . .
lower = Time32 . A ( item . getTimestamp ( ) ) ;
}
Figure 9: newest-after Consumer Example
or non-blocking. As mentioned earlier, the examples provided assume blocking operations,
but the code for non-blocking operations is quite similar. Figure 10 shows a non-blocking
consumer example modified from Figure 9. The only major difference is the handling of
the case where new items are not yet available: the application might choose to perform
some sort of back-off, keep busy with other processing or perhaps request an older, skipped
item to process while waiting for new data.
Reference stream pattern: As mentioned in Section 3.5, a client might want to perform
a get operation from the same time interval on several related channels (i.e., synchroniz-
ing stream content). We refer to this pattern as the reference stream pattern and depict it
graphically in Figure 3. In the presence of time variables, it is not sufficient to perform the
same get operation on several channels in sequence (because the variables’ meanings may
change between channels). Instead, we must perform an initial get on a point-of-reference
channel and then use the concrete upper and lower bounds from the actual operation to per-
form gets on subsequent channels. Figure 11 shows a basic example of how this might be
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Time32 lower = Time32 . newest ;
Time32 upper = Time32 . v_now ;
whi le ( t rue ) {
Item item = chan . INB ( lower , upper ) ;
i f ( item == n u l l ) {
/ / E x p o n e n t i a l back− o f f or :
/ / Do o t h e r p r o c e s s i n g w h i l e w a i t i n g or :
/ / R e q u e s t an o l d e r i t e m
c o n t in u e ;
}
/ / Do s o m e t h i n g w i t h t h e i t e m
. . .
lower = Time32 . A ( item . getTimestamp ( ) ) ;
}
Figure 10: Non-blocking Consumer Example
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GetResult gr = chan .  IW  B ( lower , upper ) ;
/ / new upper and lower t i m e s t a m p s based on
/ / i n s t a n t i a t e d v a r i a b l e s
lower = gr . getConcreteLowerBound ( ) ;
upper = gr . getConcreteUpperBound ( ) ;
Items [ ] items1 = gr .    I    ( ) ;
Items [ ] items2 = chanConn2 .    I    ( lower , upper ) ;
Items [ ] items3 = chanConn3 .    I    ( lower , upper ) ;
. . .
Figure 11: Reference Pattern Example
implemented. The runtime already provides multi-channel get operations with a designated
reference channel (as well as channel groups), so it is not necessary to actually write this
code – the example is for illustrative purposes.
4.3 Overlapping Computation and Communication
Consider a basic conceptualized feature detector depicted in Figure 12: the code simply
takes a series of input items from inputChan and performs some per-item processing,
producing a series of output data items into outputChan. Both getItem and putItem
are used here with a straightforward synchronous interface. The way the code is written,
however, processing (calling processItem) and data retrieval (getItem) are serialized.
Fundamental design properties of the temporal streams architecture address this problem
transparently (see Section 5.1).
Channels can be locally replicated (read-only, primary copy replication), which pro-
vides for transparent overlapping of computation and communication. With locally repli-
cated channels, getItem does not have to wait for network communication. Items are
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Time32 lower = Time32 . newest ;
Time32 upper = Time32 . v_now ;
whi le ( t rue ) {
Item item = inputChan .  I   ( lower , upper ) ;
/ / Perform p r o c e s s i n g on i t e m
data = processItem ( item ) ;
/ / Produce o u t p u t
outputChan .  I   ( new Item ( data , item . getTimestamp ( ) ) ) ;
lower = Time32 .  ( item . getTimestamp ( ) ) ;
}
Figure 12: Unary Feature Detector Example
fetched to the local replica concurrently in the background. Figure 13 shows how a chan-
nel replica might be used in different ways. In one case, a programmer may explicitly create
a local channel descriptor for use in one specific subroutine; alternately, one might choose
to use the local replica globally (within the current peer) for all data retrieval on a partic-
ular channel. The key point is that the code in Figure 12 does not need to change to take
advantage of overlapped computation and communication – it can maintain the simpler,
straight-line synchronous structure.7
7We have only discussed overlapping communication with getItem; obviously putItem can also asyn-
chronously transfer the item and return immediately, but that is trivial to implement and not due to any novel
architectural property.
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/ / Lookup a c h a n n e l
Channel ch = rtsh . C ( channelName ) ;
/ / Make l o c a l r e p l i c a
Channel local = ch .     R       ( ) ;
/ / o p t i o n a l : Add a l o c a l r e p l i c a t o t h e
/ / l o c a l r u n t i m e ’ s c o n n e c t i o n p o o l i n g
rtsh . CC ( local ) ;
Figure 13: Channel Replication Example
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CHAPTER V
ARCHITECTURE / SYSTEM STRUCTURE
The temporal streams programming model is an abstract way of viewing and expressing
live stream analysis programs. In principle, this programming model could be realized in
a variety of ways. The previous examples (in Chapter 4) show uses of this programming
model from an API level, but most of the API is not specific to the underlying architec-
ture or implementation. The system has been realized as distributed runtime providing the
semantics of the abstract programming model (presented in Chapter 3). This chapter ex-
plores two major architectural facets: 1) the distributed communication architecture and 2)
the storage architecture. In this chapter, note that “architecture” refers to the abstract sys-
tem structure rather than a concrete software architecture. Several different realizations of
this general system structure are presented in the following discussion of concrete software
implementation (Chapter 6).
5.1 Distributed Communication Architecture
Conceptually, the system is structured as a distributed runtime with peer-to-peer data trans-
fer. One goal of this structure is providing scalability with decentralized communication
and support for features like replication and multicast. The core of the system is a set of
cooperating peers using the temporal streams runtime library – peers are data consumers or
producers and host resources. In typical usage, a peer can be thought of as a multi-threaded
process with a unique identity from the perspective of the system. The system also has a
distributed, replicated directory storing system metadata (for instance, naming information
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or the mapping between opaque temporal stream endpoints to network endpoints) which is
accessed by peers. The nodes storing replicated metadata are called supernodes. Figure 14
shows an envisioned example configuration: the application spans several clusters and has
external, WAN-connected data sources. A few nodes with high expected availability and
connectivity are supernodes (storing system metadata).
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Circles are nodes hosting peers; shaded circles are supernodes. The clouds represent clusters with
fast internal networking, and the nodes not belonging to a cluster are external data sources,
end-clients or other resources.
Figure 14: Conceptual Distributed System View
Almost all of the difficult concrete implementation decisions in the system revolve
around hosting or accessing channels. Peers place timestamped items into channels (put
operations) and retrieve items based on time intervals (get operations). How this is ul-
timately accomplished will determine the performance and scalability of the system. In
the basic architecture, each channel has a canonical primary copy hosted at a single peer,
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but they may be read-only replicated (primary copy replication) for capacity, availability,
and also to enable overlapping of communication and computation without any changes to
the application code. A channel’s primary copy may also migrate dynamically to another
peer if necessary. Architecturally, every peer is a first class entity which may host chan-
nels or interact with existing channels.1 The system design should also support blocking
and non-blocking data retrieval, push/pull style data-transfer, multicast, per-client transport
negotiation and various other performance-related features.
5.2 Storage Architecture
At a high level, the stream persistence interface is natural and intuitive; all an application
needs to know is that data items are mapped to persistent forms using a known transforma-
tion and stored along with timestamp information. Underneath this abstraction, however,
the data must be stored to “stable” storage somehow, and the potential design space is
large. The streams could be stored to a local filesystem, a distributed filesystem, a DBMS,
a distributed virtual block device, an object store (e.g., systems underneath Lustre [55] or
Ceph [205]), or some other storage abstraction,2 and there are many orthogonal design
choices associated with each. In this section, we discuss several design properties.
5.2.1 Design Considerations
Redundancy/Availability: Some properties of the underlying storage mechanism man-
ifest themselves as higher-level concerns. For example, an application may desire some
form of redundancy so a stored stream does not become inaccessible due to disk or host
1Some peers, on low-end devices for instance, may run stripped down implementations without the ability
to locally host resources. This is not a limit imposed architecturally, however.
2Boxwood’s [132] persistent B-link tree abstraction is potentially quite well-suited assuming the interface
supports “closest key” queries (i.e., finding the closest key to a value that may not be present in the B-tree)
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failure. This could be accomplished in a variety of ways such as using a redundant, dis-
tributed storage mechanism as a backend, using primary copy replication, or making use of
shared disks (e.g., via a SAN). 3
Free space management: Another storage-level property exposed at a higher level is the
management of free space. For high-bandwidth data streams, like video, an application will
often want to use local storage as a ring buffer so the oldest stored data will be overwritten
when storage is full. Support for some policies may already be provided by a storage
backend, however. For example, the GPFS [177] distributed filesystem provides internal
support for rich information lifecycle policies based on filesystem metadata – a policy
could specify that old data can be reclaimed or moved to lower performance storage. Some
databases also provide for similar policies, typically at a table (or some greater storage unit)
level.
External applications: One may also want a persistent stream stored in a particular back-
end for reasons external to the application: for example, a user may want sensor readings
inserted into a table in a relational database for offline analysis by another application or a
third party.
Suitability for workload: The access patterns created by storing streaming data are atyp-
ical workloads for some potential backends. Stored items are never updated and are read
rarely (relative to the number stored). From a storage perspective, the data is essentially
append-only, which affords simple and efficient consistency management strategies. Ide-
ally, the backend should not block concurrent reads of older data while appending newer
3Shared disks on a SAN with a dedicated network (like Fibre Channel) have the benefit of eliminating
bandwidth contention between disk traffic and streaming data network traffic.
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data. The system must also support ranged queries since data is accessed by specifying in-
tervals (and the upper or lower bounds of a time range may fall between any stored item’s
timestamp). This property means that exact-match key/value stores are not directly suitable
without the addition of an external range index.
When multiple streams are involved, the typical access patterns of storing many append-
only streams simultaneously do not interact well with most general-purpose filesystem lay-
outs [75]. Hyperion [75] addresses the problem of writing and querying multiple streams
of captured high-data rate network traffic with a custom filesystem called StreamFS. The
authors also present a “log file rotation” strategy for improving stream data layout on typ-
ical Unix filesystems; they also note that log-structured filesystems [173] are theoretically
better suited than more conventional filesystems when applying this technique. In prac-
tice, however, their experiments found that SGI’s XFS [188] outperformed NetBSD’s LFS,
despite the fact that LFS is log structured and XFS is not.
5.2.2 Pluggable Backends
To deal with diversity in requirements, we provide pluggable storage backends. Given the
design tradeoffs discussed above, we support three backends: 1) a local filesystem backend
(called fs1), 2) a distributed filesystem backend using GPFS (called gpfs1), and 3) a
MySQL backend. Since we want to be able to handle multiple high bandwidth streams,
we believe Hyperion’s StreamFS [75] (or a slightly modified version) is best-suited to our
target domain when using local disks. StreamFS is not publicly available,4 so we have
our own filesystem-based backend called fs1 as a first-order approximation using the “log
file rotation” approach presented in the Hyperion paper. We would also like to provide a
4We contacted the authors, but the system is a research prototype not yet in a suitable state for external
release.
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distributed storage solution with advanced ILM functionality, so we leverage the distributed
filesystem GPFS for this purpose. A MySQL backend is provided for scenarios where
streams need to be stored in a relational database (e.g., for analysis by other applications).
In general, we do not believe that MySQL is a good general backend choice because it
imposes a relatively large overhead on the storage process and was not designed for this
particular workload (see Section 7.2 for related measurements).
Pluggable storage backends will allow the system to address diversity in application
requirements. In addition, the architecture must support runtime-loaded data “pickling”
code which allows the programmer to control how stream data is mapped to a persistent
representation. The system should also be able to dynamically modulate the persistent
representation to react to different kinds of resource contention (e.g., compressing data
when the disk cannot handle the uncompressed data rate or choosing to forgo compression
to lower the CPU load). As mentioned in Section 2.4, the ability to perform this kind of
dynamic adaptation is directly facilitated by the temporal stream abstraction being high-
level enough to capture certain domain-specific information: since the storage abstraction
sees a sequence of timestamped data items rather than an opaque series of bytes, the system
has higher-level information to exploit.
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CHAPTER VI
IMPLEMENTATION / CONCRETE SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE
This chapter details the software architecture and implementation of the previously de-
scribed system structure (Chapter 5). The vast majority of implementation complexity is in
the client runtime each peer uses, so we will describe it first and in the greatest detail. The
system metadata components are more straightforward – the supernodes form a basic repli-
cated key-value store, while the client library implements the particulars of the temporal
stream programming model.
Context: The system has been implemented and revised incrementally in several iterations.
All of the incarnations share the same basic system structure, but the concrete software ar-
chitecture has evolved with experience. Since the architectural changes are informative, we
will start by presenting the first complete design in detail and follow with a shorter sum-
mary of architectural evolutions in subsequent iterations (and a discussion of the tradeoffs
involved). The first complete system has parallel interoperable native implementations in
both C and Java, but here we will detail the C implementation as it is both more optimized
and complete (and more involved).
Roadmap: This chapter covers a lot of ground, so following roadmap explains its organi-
zation.
• First Complete & Mature Architecture – First we will take a narrow view of the sys-
tem and describe the inner workings of a channel hosted at a single peer in two parts:
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1) the basic in-memory data management and communication hooks (Section 6.1)
and 2) the storage/persistence stack (Section 6.2). In these sections we will take for
granted the ability of peers to locate other peers. After the channel implementation is
described, we will pull back and discuss the larger distributed structure of the system,
describing how peers locate each other, bind to resources and communicate, as well
as the handling of system metadata (Section 6.3).
• Discussion – After completing the description of the full system, we will follow with
a discussion of the beneficial design decisions (Section 6.4).
• Subsequent Iterations – Following that, we will discuss changes in later iterations of
the system in Section 6.5.
• Common Issues – Section 6.6 will then enumerate several key implementation issues
at a higher level of detail – at the level of specific code, specific data structures,
specific languages and libraries and various development pragmatics.
• Architectural Enhancements and Design Alternatives – Finally, in Section 6.7, we
will discuss enhancements to the existing architecture and potential design alterna-
tives.
6.1 Channels without data persistence
Figure 15 shows the internal structure of a channel hosted at a single peer, including both
in-memory data and communication hooks (this section, Section 6.1) and the storage per-
sistent stack (Section 6.2). In this section, we will describe the basic in-memory data and
































Figure 15: Peer Channel Architecture
Basics: Broadly, a channel is just an indexed data structure holding timestamped items and
accompanying communication interfaces for peers to store and retrieve items. A channel
stores current live stream items ordered by timestamp; items older than a given currency
bound (e.g., 30 seconds) are automatically reclaimed. Conceptually, a channel may be
viewed as an ordered list of data items and associated metadata (e.g., timestamps) located at
the peer hosting a channel. Each peer has a single gatekeeper TCP/IP endpoint where other
peers can either interact with any channels hosted locally or negotiate a separate dedicated
connection for bulk data transfer. The transport protocol of dedicated connections can be
negotiated on a per-connection basis (e.g., shared memory for collocated processes, RDMA
or SCTP [157] within a cluster, etc.). A pool of worker threads is used to handle remote
get/put requests on dedicated connections.
Connection Management: When performing get or put operations, a channel is iden-
tified by a channel descriptor, which is an opaque reference to a particular channel data
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connection. Each peer has a table mapping channel descriptors to concrete connection end-
point information, which acts like a cache: normally, channel operations use the cached
information and no metadata lookup or binding is necessary. When a channel moves or a
new connection to a channel is needed, the runtime contacts the system metadata directory
to find out which peer is hosting a channel and then contacts the peer’s gatekeeper endpoint
to negotiate a data connection. For more information on how peers locate and contact each
other, see Section 6.3.
Data Movement: Item data and metadata are never copied within the system and stream
data transfer via networking always uses scatter/gather I/O. For get requests involving many
items, the first ten item lengths are included in the initial request header so the receiving
client can use scattering I/O into preallocated buffers (items after the first ten are batched
in chunks of 32). Additionally, since stream data items are immutable, item metadata is
pre-serialized into a 20-byte item header placed before each item’s data when items are
initially put into a channel. See Section 6.6.2 for more detailed information on the wire
protocol.
Triggers: One of the main concerns of a channel’s internal bookkeeping is not just keep-
ing track of items in a data structure, but item lifecycle issues – i.e., actions taken when
items are newly added and when they are reclaimed, as well as related storage manage-
ment. Many related functions are managed with a flexible trigger mechanism. A channel’s
integral trigger mechanism provides two different types of triggers: 1) garbage collection
triggers and 2) new item triggers. Both types of triggers are functions that apply to a single
item at a time. Garbage collection triggers are invoked when an item is about to be removed
from the channel’s “live” data and either freed or placed on a garbage list; new item triggers
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are invoked when a new item is added to a channel. While this is a very simple concept,
it is also remarkably flexible. Triggers are used to implement a variety of functionality –
new item triggers are the basis for replication of channels, multicasting channel data, an
optional push-style programming interface, and channel groups. For example, to set up a
copy of channel A replicated at host B, the system creates a new locally hosted channel at
host B, and sets up a new item trigger on channel A to send each item to the replica. Any
host can now use the copy by updating its channel descriptor table to point to the replicated
channel.
Using a locally replicated channel in the manner facilitates overlapping communication
and computation without any special effort on the part of the application programmer. Con-
sider a simple content transformation loop: a client gets an item from a channel, runs some
content analysis or transformation function on it, and places the results in another chan-
nel. If the channel is remotely hosted, and the programmer performs standard blocking
gets on a channel, the communication and content analysis will be serialized. With a local
channel replica, however, the same client actions allow the overlapping of communication
and computation because the get operations are all performed locally. Data transfer from
the remote channel happens in the background concurrently to populate the local channel
replica with data items.
Trigger Execution: To execute triggers, each channel maintains a list of functions to call
for each trigger type and invokes them sequentially and in the execution context of the
thread that added an item or caused an old item to be prepared for garbage collection. Con-
sequently, trigger functions are expected to have short, bounded execution times. When a
trigger is added, an initialization function is run which can set up an event queue and a ded-
icated listening thread or bind to a shared thread/thread pool for asynchronously servicing
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longer triggers (analogous to “bottom half”/second-level processing for interrupt handlers).
Triggers can be loaded by name statically or dynamically (via dlopen).
Heap Management: The C-based runtime uses reference counting for internal storage
management of channel data. Since C does not have automatic storage management and
the runtime is multithreaded, the refcounts ensure that an item is not freed while still in use
(for instance, while sitting on an event queue or while data is waiting to be sent over the
wire). Refcounts are maintained with compare-and-swap atomic builtins provided by gcc
(since 4.1) or mutexes when atomic operations are unavailable.
Channel Garbage Collection: Without persistence, channel garbage collection is easy:
since a put call places a single timestamped item into a channel, we just check to see if
we can reclaim the oldest item in the channel after a put call. If the span between the
newest and oldest items is greater than the channel’s specified currency bound, the item is
removed from the live channel and the system invokes the GC trigger functions. The last
trigger will either place the item on a garbage list if its refcount is non-zero or immediately
free it otherwise. If the item isn’t immediately freed, we walk through a small fixed number
of items on the garbage list and free those with refcounts of zero. There is no need for a
background GC thread because new garbage is only generated when old items are displaced
by newly arriving data, so the system can maintain stasis by doing a small amount of GC
work cooperatively during each put call.1
1Since this strategy only reclaims older items when new items are placed into a channel, some old items
may remain in a channel longer than strictly necessary. As described here, the programming model does not
make any strict guarantees that items older than the garbage collection bound will not be available, merely
that they can be collected.
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Monitoring: Each channel can also dynamically monitor and control memory and net-
work usage by collecting statistics on the total size of live data in a channel, as well as the
number of bytes transferred in get/put operations. For example, the system could lower the
number of seconds of live data kept in a channel in response to memory pressure, perhaps
within some specified upper and lower bounds provided by the application programmer.
Push/Pull: Since the programming model specifies operations in terms of a familiar data
structure, the default transfer semantics for data items are in terms of get and put operations
for consumers and producers, respectively. This naturally leads to the default item transfer
semantics of a push model for producers and pull model for consumers.
Realistically, there are two orthogonal dimensions of push/pull variance: 1) the pro-
gramming interface and 2) the actual data transfer paradigm. For the programming inter-
face, the pull model for consumers would imply explicit get operations, while the push
model would cause a callback to be executed for each item of interest. For producers, the
push model implies explicit put operations, while the pull model would use a periodic sam-
pling of a predefined data area or periodic callbacks. The data transfer paradigm affects
how remote data items are actually transferred: a push model implies that items of interest
are sent when ready, while a pull model implies that items are fetched on demand.
For channels, consumers may utilize a push programming interface by registering a
trigger to be invoked when a new item is available on a local channel.2 Consumers may
utilize a push data transfer model by registering a new item trigger on a given channel.
2One can also provide a pull programming interface for producers. As a concrete example, consider a
data producer where a video camera is attached via a video capture card and the capture card memory maps
the current frame into a specified memory region. In this case, the pull callback would periodically sample
the region and put the data into a predetermined channel. This paradigm is convenient, but it is only directly
applicable to a subset of data producers.
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When a new item is added to that channel, the trigger will execute and send the item to the
interested host or hosts. A local channel replica is created on the interested host to receive
items from the trigger action. Local actions utilize the channel copy as a data source.
Again, this is a simple implementation strategy, but it shows the versatility of the trigger
concept.
Channel Groups: Channel groups with a concrete reference stream can be implemented
by broadcasting new item timestamps to the other streams in the group (using a new item
trigger). When a group is synchronized to oldest, new item timestamps are broadcast by
all streams. Although this strategy is simplistic, it is typically not a bottleneck for several
reasons: in most of the common anticipated use-cases for channel groups, the channels will
be hosted on the same peer or peers on the same local network. This is due to the fact that
channels in a group are typically closely related (e.g., part of a coherent multi-modal stream
broken into components, such as video/audio or two video cameras for stereo vision). In
these cases, efficient shared-memory or multicast communication can be utilized. The
bandwidth for broadcasting timestamps is miniscule compared to the bandwidth required
for most media streams, and the latency between hosts already provides a lower bound
on the synchronization accuracy. Larger or more widely distributed channel groups may
require more advanced techniques.
6.2 Channel Persistence
At a high level, the persistence interface for channels seamlessly integrates storage into
the live stream abstraction. As mentioned earlier, our persistence architecture provides
pluggable storage backends for flexibility. Our concrete architecture for the persistence
mechanism is separated into three general layers: 1) the channel interaction layer, 2) the
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generic persistence layer and 3) specific persistence backends. These components are de-
picted on the right side of Figure 15. The persistence backends are loaded dynamically and
handle interfacing with a particular storage mechanism (e.g., a filesystem or object-store
or database). Both the generic persistence layer and concrete persistence backends provide
a simple API with four basic calls: persist_item and get_interval as well as init
and cleanup. persist_item and get_interval directly correspond to the live channel
get/put operations.
6.2.1 Channel interaction layer
The channel interaction layer is the small set of hooks in the existing channel implemen-
tation which interfaces with the generic persistence layer. For channel get operations, this
consists of the logic to interpret get types (ANY, LIVE, etc.) and to call down to the persis-
tence layer if stored items will be needed. If a get operation is performed on interval [l, h)
and some live item has a timestamp ≤ l, then no call to the persistence layer is needed.
After a get_interval call to the persistence layer is made, the channel interaction layer
also handles placing temporary items retrieved from the storage backend on the garbage
list.
Triggers are used to send items to the lower levels of the storage stack by calling
persist_item in the generic persistence layer. If lazy persistence is requested, a GC trig-
ger will be used; eager persistence uses a new item trigger. The channel interaction layer
also contains routines to initialize the persistence interface. When a channel is initially
marked as persistent, a background garbage collection thread is spawned since get opera-
tions spanning persisted items may create significant additional garbage and our previous
strategy may not be able to keep up (particularly if put calls are rare).
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6.2.2 Generic Persistence Layer
The generic persistence layer sits between the live channel and a particular concrete storage
backend. It maintains a small set of items to be persisted in batches, and is responsible for
calling pickling handlers to map some number of items into a persistent representation.
The persist_item call simply places an item on a processing work queue to be handled
asynchronously by a dedicated worker thread. This structure serves several purposes: 1)
it prevents the persist_item call from blocking long (since it is called from a trigger),
2) queueing is necessary to support pickling handlers that transform N items to 1 item (we
must batch N items), 3) if eager persistence is used on a channel with multiple producers,
some queueing is necessary to ensure items are written out in temporal order,3 and 4) it
allows the generic persistence layer to serialize writes to the backend.
Several of these properties simplify the assumptions a storage backend must deal with.
For example, serializing writes to the backend by the persistence layer simplifies backend
implementation – it may assume there are no concurrent writers, although a single writer
may overlap with item reads. Another feature of the generic persistence layer is that it
guarantees that items will be presented in temporal order to the storage backend, which
again can simplify the backend’s implementation.
To process a get_inverval request, the generic persistence layer must search its work
queue for items that are waiting to be persisted as well as call down into the concrete
storage backend layer to retrieve items that have reached “stable” storage. Finally, the
generic persistence layer is also responsible for dynamically loading storage backends and
pickling functions when a channel is first marked as persistent.
3The queuing time could be limited to the potential clock skew between producers plus an estimate of
propagation time.
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The generic persistence layer can also monitor and react to different kinds of resource
contention: by measuring the latency of backend persist_item calls, it can determine if
storage contention is too high. Similarly, by timing pickling handler execution, it can esti-
mate CPU load. The generic persistence layer can adjust to these conditions by switching
between pickling handlers or disabling pickling. The persistence layer primarily affects
CPU and storage contention; network and memory usage can be monitored and controlled
by the live channel implementation.
6.2.3 Storage Backends
The architecture provides pluggable storage backends to deal with a wide variety of ap-
plication requirements. As mentioned earlier, an application scenario may need sensor
streams sent to a relational database for future analysis by third party applications. The
particular storage backend used is dynamically selectable on a per-channel basis at the
time the channel is made persistent.
Each storage backend has a fairly simple data model imposed on it by the generic per-
sistence layer: channel items are immutable and timestamped items arrive in order from
a single writer thread. Reads may occur concurrently and from any number of reading
threads. A storage backend is responsible for storing items and retrieving items by times-
tamp. The retrieval interface (get_interval) is identical to a live channel get operation,
so the backend must have some way of performing range queries that return all items cov-
ering an interval [l, h) (and the lower and upper bounds of the interval may fall between
timestamps, so it must support “nearest key” queries).
As a concrete example, consider a conceptual relational database backend (as it is the
most straightforward for illustrative purposes). persist_item would be implemented as
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depicted in Figure 16 – the ? values represent the concrete timestamp and data values.
get_interval’s implementation is shown in Figure 17, and the ? values represent the
lower and upper timestamp bounds.
INSERT INTO t a b l e ( tstamp , data ) VALUES( ? , ? )
Figure 16: persist_item implementation
SELECT ( tstamp , data ) FROM t a b l e
WHERE ( tstamp >= ? AND tstamp < ? )
Figure 17: get_interval implementation
Obviously the concrete implementation would need to interface with the database li-
brary and perform many other tasks, but the basic core of the storage backend is conceptu-
ally simple – the storage backends are only responsible for implementing persist_item
and get_interval calls (as well as initialization and clean-up routines). The following
subheadings describe the three concrete backend implementations:
MySQL backend: The MySQL backend is not designed for streams with high data rates,
but it is certainly appropriate for low bandwidth sensors. persist_item just inserts a
tuple with (timestamp, data) into a specified table and get_interval performs a SELECT
of items with timestamps in the interval [low, high). The timestamp column should have
an index suitable for range queries (e.g., B-trees) for efficient execution of the SELECT
query. Currently the backend stores item data as BLOBs, which is not very flexible. A
more advanced implementation could provide a richer interface by allowing user-defined
functions to map binary item data into some number of separate data items matching the
desired schema.
Due to the design of the MySQL’s thread-safe C client library (libmysqlclient_r),
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the MySQL backend uses a fixed set of worker threads and serializes backend get/put re-
quests.4 Put requests are executed asynchronously, while get requests naturally block wait-
ing for items.
Filesystem backend: The fs1 filesystem backend is implemented as a lightweight over-
lay on top of SGI’s XFS [188], but it could also be implemented directly on a block device.
Our implementation can run on any Unix filesystem and doesn’t rely on features particular
to XFS (such as guaranteed rate I/O or realtime subvolumes); we use XFS because it gen-
erally has the best overall performance for these workloads.5 In fact, media serving and
streaming video are the motivating applications mentioned by XFS’s designers. The data
layout of our fs1 backend is quite simple and uses the properties provided by the generic
storage layer to avoid unnecessary complexity and synchronization. We use the log file
rotation approach presented in the Hyperion paper [75].
A backend needs to store timestamped data items in order and retrieve them by bounded
time intervals. To accomplish this, fs1 uses a two-level indexing scheme. A given channel
has a single top-level index file and many individual data files, each with a second-level
index; a data file’s size is roughly bounded by a chunk size parameter (default 16MiB per
file) and the small, fixed index is stored at the beginning. The top level index file contains
an array of 64-bit timestamps corresponding to the lowest timestamp present in a given
data file. A data file’s index is simply an array of (64-bit timestamp, 32-bit item data offset,
32-bit item length) entries. Figure 18 depicts this index structure. A new data file is created
when the current file’s size exceeds the chunk size bound or when the index is full. Indices
4By default there is a single dedicated get thread and put thread.
5Next-generation filesystems like ext4 [136, 116], btfs [4] or HAMMER [77] were not mature enough at
the time of the experiments to evaluate.
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are preinitialized to a sentinel value (the timestamp that represents infinity), and a binary
search is used to find the lower bound for get_interval in both the top level index and
the index for the data files. This structure is very similar to the ISAM (Indexed Sequential
























Figure 18: fs1 Index Structure
Since the generic persistence layer guarantees that items arrive in order and there is only
a single writer, the data files are append-only, which leads to simple logic for put_item.
Items are added by first writing file data, adding the offset and length to the index and finally
by writing the timestamp into the index. This allows readers to co-exist with writers without
much synchronization – a memory fence may be needed to ensure that the offset, length
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and file data appear before the timestamp write becomes visible to readers, depending on
underlying hardware write ordering semantics.
Distributed filesystem backend: This backend is a variant of our non-distributed filesys-
tem backend. It stores streams as whole files with a separate multi-level index directly on
GPFS [177], which is already relatively well-tuned for streaming workloads. This back-
end also takes into account desired replication/failure semantics in placing data into proper
filesets/storage pools with GPFS tools.
6.2.4 Lazy Versus Eager Persistence Tradeoffs
The choice of a channel’s persistence policy changes certain corner cases of stored data
retrieval; both policies imply tradeoffs in implementation complexity of different compo-
nents. Even though our implementation supports both, certain simplifying assumptions are
enabled by the choice of a particular policy. To review, lazy persistence stores items as
they are expired from the live channel data while eager persistence stores items as they are
initially added to the channel.
Conceptually, lazy persistence is appealing because it provides a nice ordering property
for items: stored data is always older than data queued in the generic persistence layer,
which is in turn older than “live” data. Despite this property, the get procedure must always
adjust timestamps of the get interval as each layer of the hierarchy is traversed to exclude
already considered items, because otherwise an item could be considered multiple times if
it happens to move between layers during an in-progress get operation. Lazy persistence
does simplify the generic persistence layer – it can place items in a simple FIFO queue,
since items are guaranteed to arrive in order (after being ordered in the live channel data
structure). Eager persistence instead requires that the generic persistence layer re-order
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items, at least when multiple producers may place items into a given channel.
On the other hand, eager persistence avoids the need for synchronization in the generic
persistence layer and in storage backends to avoid the potential for temporarily “lost” items.
For example, consider a basic persistent channel with no pickling transformation function
(i.e., each item is stored as is). An item that is just dequeued by the generic persistence
layer will be pushed down to a backend, which is responsible for storing the item. When
using lazy persistence, at some point before the item has reached stable storage in the back-
end, it will not be visible in the live channel data, the generic persistence layer’s queue or
the backend’s data. This problem is also mirrored in any storage backend that uses a similar
queueing mechanism for put operations. Solving this problem requires additional synchro-
nization, which entails related overhead. Eager persistence provides overlap between live
and stored items, so items will have reached stable storage and be visible by the time they
are removed from a channel’s live data.6
Finally, although eager persistence avoids temporarily “lost” items, there is a related
problem with data duplication when N-to-1 pickling functions are involved. Consider a
pickling function that maps five items to a single output item. When a group of five items
initially arrive in a channel, a combined output item will be created and stored. Later, some
number of these items will be garbage collected, and it is possible that the five items will
be split by having some collected as garbage and some remain in the channel’s live data.
For a brief window until the rest of the original five are removed from the live channel, a
get operation may see a persistent item created by transforming the original five items as
well as some remainder of the original five items left in the live channel data. This problem
6This property may still be violated in an overload situation if items are queued up longer than the garbage
collection time for a given channel; we can account for this situation the same way we do with lazy persis-
tence, but such a backlog of items would likely imply the workload is too high for available resources.
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can be avoided by noting the timestamp of the first item persisted in a channel and always
removing items from live channel in batches of N (where N is the “arity” of the pickling
function) starting from the first persistent item.
6.3 Distributed Structure
So far we have described core channel functionality specific to peers – peers are data
consumers or producers and host resources. In this section, we will discuss the general
distributed structure of the system. This includes how peers locate other peers and how
mappings between opaque channel endpoints and peers/underlying transport endpoints are
managed. The system also includes supernodes and a front-end. The supernodes form a
distributed metadata directory, and the front-end is a well-known location storing a list of
supernodes (used to bootstrap new peers and supernodes joining the system).
6.3.1 Entity Metadata & Endpoints
As background for the following sections, here we will introduce the various system-wide
metadata. Each peer is uniquely identified by a global host identifier. In our implementa-
tion, these identifiers are simply incrementing integers, but they can be any opaque identi-
fier (UUIDs [20], for example). The system keeps a map linking host identifiers with actual
communications endpoints (i.e., an IP address and port number). Peers can also be named,
and their names are mapped to host identifiers, so finding a concrete communication end-
point from a name takes two lookups.7
Like hosts, each channel also has a unique global opaque channel identifier. For each
channel identifier, the system maintains a mapping to a single host identifier. This mapping
7name→ host id→ endpoint
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names the current peer with a canonical copy of the channel. Although channels may be
read-only replicated, one peer is responsible for the canonical, primary copy at a given
time. Channels can also have names – this is accomplished by mapping names to channel
identifiers.
6.3.2 Peer Interactions
A peer is just a single distinguished participant in a distributed application using tempo-
ral streams. Architecturally, there is no required mapping between peers and threads or
processes – in typical implementations, a peer will be a single multi-threaded process. As
mentioned earlier, peers are identified by opaque unique identifiers and can also be assigned
unique names. Peer names are useful in creating channel endpoints hosted by a particular
peer (they are also used for mailboxes). Peers can join and depart the communication
dynamically, although peers hosting resources should negotiate the migration or shutting
down of data sources in use.8 As mentioned earlier, each peer has a canonical initial point
of contact in the form of a TCP/IP endpoint called the gatekeeper.
Each peer has several local caches to store mappings between opaque host/channel
identifiers and transport endpoints. In the common case, channel operations (getting or
putting an item, for example) will simply require a table lookup for a cached endpoint de-
scriptor. If the cache lookup fails or the endpoint is found to be invalid, the system will
attempt to resolve the missing connection endpoint by contacting an appropriate entity.9
The major cached entities are host gatekeeper endpoints, channel data endpoints and chan-
nel identifier to host identifier mappings. A cache miss on a channel data endpoint will
cause the system to contact the host gatekeeper for channel information – this host is the
8Ungraceful departure is possible, but more expensive to the remaining participants (due to timeouts, etc.).
9The peer cache functionality is similar in spirit to ARP caches.
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last peer known to be hosting the channel in question. A cache miss on the host gatekeeper
endpoint table or the channel identifier to host identifier mapping will cause the system to
contact a supernode for appropriate information. It is also possible the cached mappings
are stale; in this case, the operation will fail and will be treated as a cache miss.
For example, consider peer A’s use of a stale channel to host identifier mapping (when
a channel has moved to another peer): first, peer A contacts an old peer previously hosting
the channel and asks to establish a persistent connection to the channel. The reply indicates
that the channel is no longer hosted there, and the requester will treat this as a cache miss
and ask the metadata directory for an up-to-date mapping.
The cached transport endpoint descriptors can also include persistent connections rather
than just passive port/host endpoint information. Since connection establishment is usually
expensive, producers and consumers will open persistent data connections to channels for
repeated use. The management of such persistent connections has changed over time and
between implementations. The initial prototype uses explicit user management of persis-
tent connections – a channel identifier object refers to a non-persistent default connection,
and programmers explicitly create dedicated persistent connections and use them in lieu of
the default connection. In a later revision, the table containing cached channel data end-
points was extended and indexed by a pair consisting of the opaque channel identifier and a
locally unique thread identifier. This modification allows multiple threads in a single peer to
have individual persistent connections to the same channel, while still referring to channels
through generic channel identifiers. When a specific thread does not have a unique table
entry, the default connection (or connection pool) is used. In both cases, persistent connec-
tion re-establishment10 can be managed by maintaining metadata indicating the lineage of
10in case channels move or persistent connections time-out
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a connection (e.g., an entry’s preferred transport protocol and parent channel). These two
approaches both have advantages and downsides; manual management is more flexible, al-
lowing the programmer fine-grained control over the use of persistent connections, but this
flexibility adds complexity to user-visible code. A later evolution of the system moved to a
peer-wide, managed connection-pooling approach (see Section 6.5).
6.3.3 Supernodes
Supernodes form a simple distributed directory. Our definition of a supernode is similar
to that in several P2P systems like FastTrack and Gnutella [208]. Any node in the system
can “volunteer” to be a supernode, but the envisioned configuration has a small number of
supernodes hosted by peers with high availability and connectivity. Peers will preferentially
order their list of supernodes to contact by latency, so it is beneficial to place supernodes
within various network segments to provide low-latency operation to local peers.
Supernodes store several directories of interrelated information: 1) a directory mapping
opaque host identifiers to gatekeeper endpoints, 2) a directory mapping opaque channel
identifiers to host identifiers, 3) a directory mapping channel names to opaque channel
identifiers; and 4) a directory mapping host names to opaque host identifiers. Peer queries
to supernodes are straightforward operations, and updates cause propagation to all other
supernodes. Supernodes are kept synchronized using standard consensus techniques. Al-
though the updates require agreement among the supernodes and therefore the cost grows
with the number of supernodes, directory update operations are relatively infrequent and
are not “critical path” operations. In general, the system uses a query and retry approach
to metadata lookups (i.e., from peers to supernodes), which simplifies the caching sys-
tem considerably. Peers keep locally-cached metadata which may be stale, but incorrect
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stale mappings will either never be re-used11 or they will cause failures leading to retried
lookups.
Like peers, supernodes can join and leave the system at will. However, since supern-
odes are typically hosted on high-availability nodes and use minimal system resources, we
expect that supernodes will rarely leave the system voluntarily. Since supernodes are “vol-
unteers,” there is currently no election process/handoff mechanism if no supernodes remain.
Although the peers and supernodes are conceptually distinct components, one possibility
to mitigate the potential problem of supernode loss is by adding supernode functionality to
the peer library – in that case, all running peers have the capability to serve as supernodes
and the system can automatically monitor the level of remaining supernodes and “depu-
tize” peers as the population shrinks. The original supernode implementation takes this
approach, but later revisions of the system omit it, favoring a simpler supernode imple-
mentation and the decoupling of the peer library from supernode hosting functionality (see
Section 6.5).
6.3.4 Front-end
The front-end is a very simple component that provides a known location to allow peers
and supernodes to join the system. The front-end’s primary responsibility is keeping the
list of supernodes in the system. In its most basic form, this could be maintained in simple
DNS records or using other directory services like LDAP. A more advanced implemen-
tation can also perform heartbeat probes to supernodes and monitor liveness/reachability.
This functionality might be redundant, however, depending on the particulars of supernode
11and potentially evicted for capacity
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implementation – since supernodes use distributed consensus techniques, they will typi-
cally also have failure detectors.
6.3.5 Example Interaction
In order to concretize the previous discussion of the distributed communication structure,
consider a simple running instance of an application using temporal streams. For illus-
trative purposes, we will use the basic interaction presented in Figure 19. This example
code performs the following actions: 1) binds to the front-end and supernodes (i.e., joins
the system), 2) looks up channel information, 3) creates a dedicated data connection to a
channel, 4) retrieves an item from a channel, and 5) puts a transformed data item into the
same channel.
Here we will break down the internal communication for each step (see Figure 20):
1. connect – The runtime contacts the front-end and gets a list of supernodes.
2. addChannel – The runtime contacts a supernode to perform an add or lookup on the
channel with the specified name. If the channel does not exist, it is created; otherwise
the existing channel information is returned. After the information is returned, the
peer hosting the requested channel is known; consequently, the runtime updates the
local cache to reflect the channel identifier to host identifier mapping. The runtime
then contacts the channel host to verify the metadata is correct. In the process of
contacting the channel host, the runtime updates the local cache to provide current
value for the host’s gatekeeper endpoint.
3. persist – The runtime needs to perform a channel operation, so it looks up the
channel’s host in its internal cache. To contact the host, it looks up the host identifier
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/ / Connect t o f r o n t end and c o n t a c t super −nodes
PTSSysHandle ptsh = PTSSysHandle .  ( frontEndURI ) ;
/ / Get a c h a n n e l
Channel ch = ptsh . C ( channelName ,
ptsh . thisHost ( ) ) ;
/ / Get a d e d i c a t e d c o n n e c t i o n
ChannelConnection chConn = ch .        ( ) ;
/ / Get an i t e m
Time32 lower = Time32 . newest , upper = Time32 . v_now ;
Item item = chConn .  I   ( lower , upper ) ;
/ / Perform p r o c e s s i n g on i t e m
data = processItem ( item ) ;
/ / Produce o u t p u t
chConn .  I   ( new Item ( data , item . getTimestamp ( ) ) ) ;
. . .
Figure 19: Example Interaction Code
to gatekeeper IP mapping in its local cache. It then contacts the channel’s host peer
and requests a dedicated connection to the given channel.
4. getItem – To service this channel operation, the runtime uses the dedicated connec-
tion to send a get request and retrieve the results.
5. putItem – The runtime uses the dedicated connection to send a put request and item
data.
If a persistent connection is broken, the system will simply try to re-establish it using
last known locations for channel data. Similarly, if any cached information is incorrect,
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Figure 20: Example Interaction Depiction
6.4 Discussion of Design Considerations
Many of the programming model and system architectural features are explicitly designed
to provide key beneficial properties (e.g., flexibility, efficiency in implementation, etc.).
Some of these properties are mentioned in Section 2.4; in this section, we will discuss the
system-level implications of various design properties.
Internal Runtime Structuring: Careful design of the runtime internals yields a surpris-
ing level of flexibility from the channel primitive – for example, judicious use of layering
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provides pluggable storage backends for free while also vastly simplifying the implemen-
tation complexity of a backend. The basic channel implementation provides an integral
trigger mechanism which is simple but very versatile. Triggers are used to implement a
variety of functionality; they are the basis for replication of channels, multicasting chan-
nel data, an optional push-style programming interface and the implementation of channel
groups. The available trigger points, new item triggers and garbage collection triggers, re-
flect two key points in the life-cycle of channel data items: 1) when new items are added
and 2) when old items have outlived the window of current data and “expire.” Providing
hooks at just these two points provides a straightforward way to implement a wide range
of functionality that fits naturally with the framework set by the programming model.
Distributed Structure: The REST (Representational State Transfer) architectural style is
a set of conceptual network architectural design principles guiding the design of the World
Wide Web [85] (and generally applicable to hypermedia systems). The Web is one example
of a system primarily following REST’s principles, and those principles are often cited as
reasons that the Web can scale to unprecedented levels. Many distributed systems can ben-
efit from understanding REST’s design principles. Several of REST’s desired properties
come from the related “Layered-Client-Cache-Stateless-Server (LC$SS)” protocol interac-
tion style, which takes a basic stateless client-server model augmented with the ability to
add inline caches, proxies and other intermediary components [85]. Although temporal
streams is not a distributed hypermedia system, it nonetheless uses and benefits from many
of these architectural principles.
The system presents a simple standard get/put interface between all components which
refer to specific resources – the resources are data items in a channel, and a time interval
plus a channel identifier name these resources. The system has a client-server architecture
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explicitly avoiding client state at servers,12 which allows caching and intermediaries (read-
only replicated channels are just one example) – these features are used to enhance scala-
bility and performance. Volatile client state, like persistent connections and data caches, is
often used for efficiency, but such state can be lost and regenerated, only affecting perfor-
mance; the ability to drop state without affecting correctness provides enhanced flexibility
and robustness and greatly simplifies many consistency issues.
In addition, the system exploits eventual consistency [201] to avoid complex and ex-
pensive mechanisms for maintaining metadata consistency. Components interacting with
system metadata (and volatile state, like persistent connections) are built to retry lookups
(see Section 6.3.3). Although certain metadata updates require conceptually atomic con-
sensus among metadata directory components to avoid “split brain” issues (e.g., two peers
thinking they hold the canonical copy of a given channel), channels can move between
peers without the need to notify current channel users. Since peer and channel endpoints
are opaquely identified, they can move; system components are designed to re-establish
broken connections and revalidate cached metadata.
Programming Model: High-level features of the programming model itself can signif-
icantly influence lower-level efficiencies of concrete implementations by imposing certain
semantics or enabling various optimizations. One particular example is the design of time
variables – time variables like newest-after and next are designed to be predicated on explic-
itly provided timestamps (see Section 3.4). Conceptually, this predication pushes explicit
12Note that this use of “client” and “server” terminology does not imply a traditional client-server archi-
tecture with statically determined roles. It is instead referring to roles that any participant in the distributed
system may take on at different times: in this context, if a peer is acting as a server – servicing channel data
get requests, for instance – its interactions with clients remain largely stateless.
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client state into requests allowing channel get and put operations to be stateless and avoid-
ing the need for a channel to keep track of its clients and the items they have fetched. The
alternative, having time variables reference implicit client state, requires each channel to
keep track of its clients individually and which items they have seen previously, severely
complicating matters like moving between peers, replication and transparent interposition
of caches.
At the programming model level, there is also significant value in providing abstractions
high-level enough to capture the essence of a particular problem – since channels provide
a single unified mechanism for data interactions with streams, the system has a unique
vantage point from which it can monitor and adapt to overload conditions in an application-
appropriate way. With lower-level non-stream-oriented messaging layers or various storage
systems, such critical domain-specific information is spread across many system layers and
components.
6.5 Evolution of the System
The first full system implementation consists of three major distinct pieces: 1) the peer
library implementation, 2) the supernode implementation, and 3) the front-end implemen-
tation. The peer library is the most complicated component by far, and it exists in two
parallel implementations: one in native Java and one in native C (with some C++ conve-
nience wrappers with default parameters and function overloading). The initial supernode
implementation was piggybacked on the peer library, so all peers would also have supern-
ode functionality available; this integration was later abandoned and the supernode func-
tionality was pushed into a separate component. The front-end was first implemented as
a separate C++ daemon. As the system progressed, the front-end was re-implemented in
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Python to facilitate quicker development.13
Erlang Supernode implementation: Again, to facilitate quicker development and har-
ness powerful existing functionality, the supernode implementation was moved to a sepa-
rate component implemented in Erlang [199]. Erlang is a concurrent functional language
well suited to network services and distributed programming. Since the supernodes cooper-
atively form a distributed directory of system-wide metadata, the goal of moving to Erlang
was to harness the powerful Erlang-based Mnesia [138] distributed database. Mnesia works
well for highly-available, replicated databases of moderate amounts of data, which fits the
requirements of a system-wide metadata directory perfectly. The developers of CouchDB,
an alternate Erlang-based non-relational document-oriented database, note that this is Mne-
sia’s sweet spot: “[Mnesia] works best as a configuration type database, the type where the
data isn’t central to the function of the application, but is necessary for the normal operation
of it” [7].
The second full implementation of the architecture features more extensive changes: the
client library was rewritten in Java using a different communications architecture and the
supernodes and front-end were merged into a single component, using an existing dis-
tributed coordination service called ZooKeeper [3].
Supernode and front-end: The original implementations of the supernode and front-end
were built from scratch. In the years since their development, Google’s suite of externally
published core distributed systems technologies, including MapReduce [71], the Google
Filesystem [89], Bigtable [64], Sawzall [163] and the Chubby lock service [59] have been
13The Python front-end has fewer than 200 lines of code, while the C++ front-end has less functionality
and is more than 800 lines. The cost of experimentation and functional changes is significantly lower in a
high-level language like Python, which is a boon for system evolution.
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cloned by the open source community under the Apache Software Foundation’s Hadoop [2]
project umbrella.14 This ongoing effort has produced a set of relatively robust pre-built
components for supporting various distributed applications. In particular, ZooKeeper sub-
sumes most of the functionality of the supernode and front-ends. The ZooKeeper project
describes the component as “a centralized service for maintaining configuration informa-
tion, naming, providing distributed synchronization, and providing group services” [3].
Communications Architecture: The second complete incarnation of the peer library
uses Netty [13], a high-performance, event-driven, non-blocking networking framework
for constructing network servers and clients. Leveraging this existing framework reduces
the codebase by nearly 25% and improves maintainability and performance. As mentioned
in Section 6.3.2, the runtime’s persistent channel connection management strategy is also
different in the new client library incarnation.
In the new architecture, channel operations normally go through a peer-wide connection
pool. Persistent connections to other peers are created on demand – the pool grows when
no free connections are available for pending operations and excess connections are culled
over periods of inactivity. Such persistent connections are peer-oriented instead of being
associated with specific channels (or specific threads); if peer A hosts channels 1 and 2, a
persistent connection to peer A can be used for communication with either channel as re-
quired. Like the earlier channel-oriented cache design, the runtime’s central management of
connection pooling also provides a mechanism to use local channel replicas peer-wide (see
14Hadoop Core [2] is an implementation of MapReduce [71], HDFS (the Hadoop Distributed Filesystem)
is Hadoop’s Google Filesystem [89] equivalent and HBase is modeled after Bigtable. Pig [156] is inspired by
Sawzall [163] and ZooKeeper [3] incorporates elements of the Chubby lock service [59].
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Figure 13 in Section 4.3). If more flexibility is desired, special-purpose manual connec-
tion management is also still possible by explicitly creating and using HostConnection
objects to perform channel-related operations.
The wire format was also changed to use Google’s Protocol Buffers [15] data format and
toolchain instead of the old XDR [80] format with the rpcgen toolchain (from SUN/ONC
RPC [186]). See Section 6.6.2 for more on the wire format/protocol considerations.
6.6 Implementation Specifics
In this section, we focus in detail on several specific implementation and concrete architec-
tural issues of interest.
6.6.1 Channel Representation
The channel is the fundamental primitive in the programming model; consequently, it is
important to consider the internal representation of channels to achieve adequate perfor-
mance. Channels store a series of time-indexed items and two basic operations must be
fast: 1) given a timestamp tlower, find the first element with timestamp t ≥ tlower and, 2)
sequential access to adjacent elements. Balanced trees work well for the first requirement,
and satisfying the second requirement can be achieved by using slightly more complicated
variations of balanced trees where leaf nodes are linked for sequential traversal. Popu-
lar examples include threaded red-black trees and B-link trees [122], which also support
relatively high-concurrency (but not lock-free) operations.
In fact, the first C-based implementation simply uses a simple (non-threaded) red-black
tree plus a supplemental linked list: the tree is used to find the initial key position and the
list is used for sequential traversal. Both data structures are protected using the same lock.
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This solution was chosen for its simplicity, but it inhibits concurrent traversal.15 An inter-
esting data structure that also satisfies both properties (fast search and sequential access)
is the skip list [166], a simple probabilistic data structure designed as an alternative to bal-
anced trees. Owing to their relative simplicity, skip lists also lend themselves well to high-
concurrency (and potentially lock free) use [165]. In fact, Java’s JSR-166 [119] concurrent
utilities enhancement adds a variety of high-concurrency data structures, and the concurrent
ordered map implementation uses a skip list instead of a balanced tree. Doug Lea provides
the following comment in the JSR-166 implementation of ConcurrentSkipListMap:
Given the use of tree-like index nodes, you might wonder why this doesn’t use
some kind of search tree instead, which would support somewhat faster search
operations. The reason is that there are no known efficient lock-free insertion
and deletion algorithms for search trees.
Both our first and second-generation Java-based implementations use Java’s concurrent
skip list-based map as the central channel data structure. Figures 21 and 22 list a ba-
sic potential channel implementation in Java using a ConcurrentNavigableMap (part of
java.util.concurrent) as the underlying data structure. This channel implementation
is simplistic for illustrative purposes and does not have triggers, or support for persistence
or blocking operations.
The example implementation is rather straightforward; the most complex operation is
the get operation. The channel get operation first instantiates the lower and upper time
bound parameters to concrete times (in case they are time variables) and then uses them to
search the channel contents, returning items falling within the specified interval.
15Despite this fact, it still performs acceptably for our purposes. See Section 7.1 for microbencmarks.
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p u b l i c c l a s s LocalChannel {
p r i v a t e f i n a l
ConcurrentNavigableMap<Time32 , Item> chanData ;
p r i v a t e f i n a l i n t gcInterval ;
/ / C o n s t r u c t o r i n i t i a l i z e s chanData and g c I n t e r v a l
p r i v a t e void GCC ( ) {
Map . Entry<Time32 , Item> a = chanData . firstEntry ( ) ;
Map . Entry<Time32 , Item> b = chanData . lastEntry ( ) ;
i f ( a != n u l l && b != n u l l &&
( ( b . getKey ( ) . getTvSec ( ) −
a . getKey ( ) . getTvSec ( ) ) > gcInterval ) )
chanData . remove ( a . getKey ( ) ) ;
}
}
p u b l i c boolean  ( Item i ) {
boolean ret = ( n u l l !=
chanData . put ( i . getTimestamp ( ) , i ) ) ;
GCC ( ) ;
re turn ret ;
}
/ / c o n t i n u e d i n Par t 2 ( g e t method )
Figure 21: A Basic Java Channel Implementation (Part 1)
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/ / c o n t i n u e d from Par t 1
p u b l i c ArrayList<Item>  ( Time32 lower , Time32 upper ,
i n t limit ) {
ConcurrentNavigableMap<Time32 , Item> tMap ;
ArrayList<Item> lst = n u l l ;
Map . Entry<Time32 , Item> a = chanData . firstEntry ( ) ;
Map . Entry<Time32 , Item> b = chanData . lastEntry ( ) ;
i f ( a == n u l l | | b == n u l l )
re turn n u l l ;
Time32 oldest = a . getKey ( ) ;
Time32 newest = b . getKey ( ) ;
Time32 l = lower . instantiate ( oldest , newest ) ;
Time32 u = upper . instantiate ( oldest , newest ) ;
i f ( n u l l != ( tMap = chanData . tailMap ( l , t rue ) ) ) {
a = tMap . firstEntry ( ) ;
lst = new ArrayList<Item > ( 1 6 ) ;
whi le ( t rue ) {
i f ( a == n u l l | | 0 < a . getKey ( ) . compareTo ( u ) | |
( limit > 0 && lst . size ( ) >= limit ) )
break ;
lst . add ( a . getValue ( ) ) ;
a = tMap . higherEntry ( a . getKey ( ) ) ;
}
}
re turn lst ;
}
} / / end c l a s s Loca lChanne l
Figure 22: A Basic Java Channel Implementation (Part 2)
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Reference Counting: The C-based runtime implementation has the additional complex-
ity of dealing with manual memory management in a data-intensive, concurrent applica-
tion. As mentioned in Section 6.1, channels use reference counting to manage reclamation
of data associated with items. The channel implementation must coordinate with the run-
time’s communication subsystem to make sure reference counts are maintained properly,
and this entails the use of an additional data structure. A channel’s internal get imple-
mentation simply returns an array of struct iovecs,16 each of which holds a pointer to
an individual item’s data. To ensure this data is not reclaimed prematurely while it is still
waiting to be sent over the wire, reference counts are incremented during the get call before
returning the data to be sent.
An item may be removed from the channel data structure but it will not be reclaimed
(free’d) until the reference count reaches zero. After the data is sent, the refcounts must be
decremented so item data can be reclaimed when necessary. To facilitate decrementing ref-
erence counts after a get call, the channel implementation also uses a hash-table, mapping
item data pointers back to item metadata (so that the reference count can be located and
decremented). Figure 23 lists example code for the decrementing process to illustrate ref-
count management. The current implementation’s hash table manages concurrent access
with striped locks.
6.6.2 Wire Format & Protocol
Mirroring the improvements in mature, freely available distributed systems components
noted in Section 6.5, several new IDL compilers (and corresponding binary data formats)
have become available in the past year, including Facebook’s Thrift [183], Cisco’s Etch [1]
16Used in the scatter/gather POSIX IO calls, writev and readv.
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/ * i o v i s n+1 e l e m e n t s ;
i o v [ 0 ] i s header data , n o t i t e m da ta . * /
void chan_get_done ( s t r u c t chan_descr *cd ,
s t r u c t iovec *iov , size_t n ) {
size_t i ;
s t r u c t ht_node *htn ;
s t r u c t item *item ;
char *ptr_key ;
/ * Decrement in −use c o u n t s on " l i v e " i t e m s ’ da ta . * /
f o r ( i = 1 ; i <= n ; i++) {
ptr_key = RAW_PTR_TO_DATA_PTR ( ( char *) iov [ i ] . iov_base ) ;
htn = ht_lookup_p ( cd−>data_tbl , ptr_key ) ;
i f ( htn != NULL ) {
item = htn−>data ;
ATOMIC_DEC ( item−>in_use , &item−>m ) ;
}
}
free ( iov ) ;
}
Note: ATOMIC_DEC is a macro that uses atomic operations or mutexes depending on compiler
support. gcc version 4.1 and newer will use the __sync_add_and_fetch built-in.
Figure 23: Channel Post-Get Reference Count Maintenance
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and Google’s Protocol Buffers [15]. The first system prototypes of temporal streams
use Sun’s rpcgen [186] to automatically generate serialization code for common proto-
col metadata (control information, headers, etc.). Although it works better than hand-
maintained serialization code, rpcgen is old and unsatisfactory in many ways. The IDL is
clunky and the generated code is often awkward in modern languages. While maintaining
D-Stampede [31] and later designing temporal streams, I investigated rpcgen replace-
ments. In early 2006 I wrote, “we can provide tools for the automatic generation of serial-
ization code from the CORBA IDL [153]. Toolkits/ORBs like The ACE Orb [101], Orbit2,
and ILU [26] can be harnessed for their IDL compiler and CDR (Common Data Represen-
tation) codec functionality.” Shortly thereafter I also looked at Flick [79] and several other
solutions but found nothing suitable – ultimately, I was looking for a system with 1) a sim-
ple IDL, 2) lightweight generation of serialization code decoupled from RPC mechanisms
and 3) cross-language support. Most of the potential solutions did not explicitly support
generating pure serialization code that was not coupled with an RPC framework.
Ultimately, the unsatisfactory state of IDL compilers for generating serialization code
to support generic distributed messaging interactions was recognized and subsequently ad-
dressed by various companies. Google’s Protocol Buffers [15], released in July 2008, fits
my three criteria exactly and the compiler also generates serialization/deserialization code
that is relatively “natural” and easy to work with in its supported languages (C/C++, Java
and Python). In addition, the system supports data versioning and adding fields to existing
formats, essential features for long-running distributed systems. Compared to Sun/ONC
RPC, the Protocol Buffers IDL is simple, modern and more easily maintainable; Figure 24




required ServerMsgCmd cmd = 1 [ d e f a u l t = INVALID ] ;
required bool hasData = 2 [ d e f a u l t = false ] ;
required uint64 host = 1 0 ;
message CmdChanPut {
required uint64 chnum = 1 ;
required uint32 numit = 2 ;
required Time32 timestamp = 3 ;
required Time32 duration = 4 ;
optional bool no_persist = 5 [ d e f a u l t = false ] ;
}
. . .
s t r u c t chan_put_data {
i n t size ;
i n t num ;
s t r u c t time32 timestamp ;
s t r u c t time32 duration ;
i n t no_persist ;
} ;
union chan_cmd_data sw i t ch ( s h o r t opcode ) {
case CHAN_GET :
s t r u c t chan_get_data cgd ;
case CHAN_PUT :
s t r u c t chan_put_data cpd ;
. . .
s t r u c t chan_cmd {
chan_cmd_data data ;
i n t hostid ;
} ;
Figure 24: Protocol Buffers vs. Sun RPC IDL
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Protocol: In addition to the serialization format (and related tools) for protocol metadata,
the actual wire protocol has also evolved over time. The first prototype uses a straightfor-
ward format with known-length headers and length-prefixed data items – messages to/from
the front-end and supernode are a fixed size (8K and 512 bytes, respectively). Channel-
related messages, like get and put operations, have a fixed 64-byte header. For put requests
and get responses, the header is potentially followed by a specified number of length-
delimited data items. As mentioned in Section 6.1, each channel data item is prefixed
with a 20-byte header containing three values: 1) a 32-bit length, 2) a 64-bit timestamp
and 3) a 64-bit duration. As the code is parsing a request (or response), it reads the header
and decodes it to determine the number of data items to expect. It then alternates between
reading item headers and data; it reads an item header, decodes it and uses the size data to
read the correct amount of item data. For illustrative purposes, a simplified code example
is provided in Figure 25.17
While this method is straightforward, it requires at least two read system calls per data
item. The next protocol revision allows the receiver to use scatter-input/vectored reads
(readv) by providing multiple data lengths in the header and then batching items in chunks
(as mentioned in 6.1). The channel operation header is fixed at 64-bytes and has enough
room for ten 32-bit item sizes after other necessary metadata. Many requests will contain
ten or fewer items, although that ultimately depends on the type of data an application will
store in a channel. After the first ten, items are batched in increments of 32, preceded with a
128-byte array of 32 lengths. Figure 26 provides illustrative code for this protocol strategy.
The second full re-implementation of the system (described in Section 6.5) significantly
17This and other provided examples omit various corner cases and error handling for clarity.
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. . .
tcp_read ( sock , respbuf , s i z e o f ( respbuf ) ) ;
/ * XDR decode r e s p b u f i n t o req . * /
f o r ( i = 0 ; i < req . items ; i++) {
tcp_read ( sock , cmdbuf , CHAN_METADATA_SIZE ) ;
/ * XDR decode cmdbuf i n t o i h d r . * /
ALLOC_ARR ( buff [ i ] , ihdr . dsize ) ;
tcp_read ( sock , buff [ i ] , ihdr . dsize ) ;
}
. . .
Figure 25: Protocol Decoder #1 Example
overhauled the networking code, using the Netty [13] communication framework and Pro-
tocol Buffers [15] for data serialization. Since Protocol Buffers uses variable length encod-
ing and is not self-delimiting, the wire protocol changed from using fixed-length headers
to using length-prefixed headers. Variable-length headers can significantly simplify migra-
tion to new protocol versions, because new fields can be added as needed; explicit lengths
make upgrades of long running systems much easier. Since we are already using variable
length headers, we include all data item lengths in a single data header payload. Like the
last protocol, this structure allows scattering reads for item data. The new protocol format
is in a comment excerpted from the actual code listed in Figure 27.
6.6.3 Runtime Interface Philosophy
A temporal streams-based application uses a client library providing the interface to the
system runtime. One of the concrete system design goals is to provide unintrusive software
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. . .
s t a t i c i n t readn ( s t r u c t iovec *iov , size_t niov ,
size_t *ilens , void **buff ) {
size_t i ;
f o r ( i = 0 ; i < niov ; i++) {
iov [ i ] . iov_len = ilens [ i ] ;
ALLOC_ARR ( buff [ i ] , iov [ i ] . iov_len+CHAN_METADATA_SIZE ) ;
iov [ i ] . iov_base = buff [ i ] ;
}
re turn tcp_readv ( sock , iov , niov ) ;
}
. . .
tcp_read ( sock , respbuf , s i z e o f ( respbuf ) ) ;
/ * XDR decode r e s p b u f i n t o req . * /
items = req . items ;
niov = MIN ( s i z e o f ( req . ilens ) / s i z e o f (* req . ilens ) , items ) ;
readn ( iov , niov , req . ilens , buff ) ;
items−=niov ;
whi le ( items > 0) {
tcp_read ( sock , cmdbuf , ITEM_SIZE_DATA ) ;
/ * XDR decode cmdbuf i n t o i s z . * /
niov = MIN ( s i z e o f ( isz . ilens ) / s i z e o f (* isz . ilens ) , items ) ;
/ * req . i t e m s − i t e m s == number o f i t e m s read . * /




Figure 26: Protocol Decoder #2 Example
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/*
* Uses netty’s ReplayingDecoder to decode the message
* structure.
* <hdr len> <hdr> [<data hdr len> <data hdr> <data>]
*
* The suffix in [] is optional depending on whether
* this message type is supposed to contain data.
*/
Figure 27: Second Protocol Format Description (in code comment)
– in other words, the library should be entirely passive and easy to integrate into existing
software, both at the level of an application’s code and its build process. Some distributed
programming system implementations (e.g., Stampede’s [167] CLF messaging layer [161])
require extensive hooks into core application functionality, which can constrain application
developers and make integration into existing software difficult. Other systems may re-
quire compile-time code generation or preprocessing (e.g., Flux [58]), and differentiated
application functionality is essentially subordinate to the runtime, receiving callbacks at
predefined points.
By my metric of intrusiveness, the runtime library should be passive and subordinate
to the application functionality – the application should choose how and when to call the
library entry points, rather than the other way around. Note that this does not mean that
the library cannot keep its own background communications threads; it simply means that
the application’s own control flow is self-determined and unmolested. Code preprocessing
or code generation techniques via little- or domain-specific languages are fine to use inter-
nally18 in building the temporal streams runtime library as long as it does not “spill over”
18and, in fact, very convenient when developing communications systems
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to the library user. In other words, the application developer should not have to run prepro-
cessing tools on his own source code or substantially modify his software build process to
use the temporal streams runtime.
Language Support: As mentioned earlier, the system has two separate native, but en-
tirely interoperable implementations: one in C (with enhanced C++ bindings) and one
in Java. While maintaining two different implementations in parallel and preventing in-
compatibilities is painful, previous experience with JNI [126] and various inter-language
wrapper-generators has been similarly painful, except the pain is exacted on all users of
the system rather than just the developers. Tools to generate multi-language bindings like
SWIG (Simplified Wrapper and Interface Generator) [48] are convenient and critical in cer-
tain scenarios, but the generated interfaces are typically cumbersome. Mike Burrows notes
that Google’s developers also have similar experiences with Java/C interoperability [59]:
Java encourages portability of entire applications at the expense of incremental
adoption by making it some-what irksome to link against other languages. The
usual Java mechanism for accessing non-native libraries is JNI [126], but it is
regarded as slow and cumbersome. Our Java programmers so dislike JNI that
to avoid its use they prefer to translate large libraries into Java, and commit to
supporting them.
Ultimately, like Google’s Java programmers, I preferred to provide a native Java imple-
mentation since it pays off for all users of the library. In addition, the fact that temporal
streams programs are naturally multi-threaded and the runtime requires its own background
threads complicates any use of JNI. While these problems are surmountable, the end result
will be nearly as complex as a re-implementation and is likely to be much more fragile.
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The effort required is better invested in a native Java implementation. As an added benefit,
the native Java implementation is also significantly more advanced than the C implementa-
tion, due to the availability of mature and powerful high-level concurrency primitives from
JSR-166 [119].
API Issues: One common issue in messaging middleware with a C language heritage is
large, unwieldy APIs. Figure 28 contains an example of a core, commonly used Stam-
pede [167] library call with ten parameters.19 This phenomenon is not in itself atypical in
general-purpose distributed programming systems because they attempt to provide highly
general behavior; however, it often bloats user code with unnecessary complexity. The
temporal streams libraries use Java and C++’s overloading facilities (and C++’s default
parameters) to make the API as simple as possible when users are calling core functionality
with very common parameters. Figure 29 shows some of the C++ convenience wrappers
of temporal streams followed by the fully general, 11-parameter mega-function.
spd_error_t









spd_mod_name_t *item_producer ) ;
Figure 28: Stampede Channel Get Item Prototype
19This brings to mind one of Alan Perlis’s famous programming epigrams: “If you have a procedure with
ten parameters, you probably missed some.” [162]
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i n l i n e s t r u c t user_item
conn_get_1 ( s t r u c t conn_endpt *chan ,
s t r u c t time32 *lower ,
s t r u c t time32 *upper ,
i n t group = −1) {
. . .
i n l i n e i n t conn_get_1_i ( s t r u c t conn_endpt *chan ,
s t r u c t time32 *lower ,
s t r u c t time32 *upper ,
s t r u c t user_item *i ,
i n t group = −1) {
. . .
i n l i n e i n t conn_get_n ( s t r u c t conn_endpt *chan ,
s t r u c t time32 *lower ,
s t r u c t time32 *upper ,
char **bufs ,
size_t *bufsizes ,
i n t max ,
i n t *meta_out = NULL ,
i n t group = −1) {
. . .
i n t chan_get_n_gen ( s t r u c t conn_endpt *ce ,
s t r u c t time32 *lower ,
s t r u c t time32 *upper ,
i n t *retval ,
char **buf , size_t *bufsize ,
i n t max ,
i n t *metadata , i n t block ,
i n t group , i n t get_type ) {
. . .
chan_get_n_get is the original call wrapped by the previous convenience functions.
Figure 29: Convenience APIs
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6.6.4 Complexity
Table 2 shows the complexity of different system components measured in physical SLOC
(Source Lines of Code) as counted by the open-source SLOCCount tool [206]. The table is
broken down into two columns: regular source and generated code. For example, the Erlang
supernode implementation consists of 510 lines of hand-written Erlang code, and 1,006
lines of automatically-generated serialization code created by erpcgen, an ONC RPC IDL
compiler that generates Erlang XDR serialization code from an IDL specification. Simi-
larly, the C runtime library is broken down into general-purpose utilities (data structures,
network utility functionality, etc.), IDL, the actual core temporal streams client library
and the five storage backends plus common support files and IDL. Table 3 breaks down
the storage components individually. In Table 3, fs1, gpfs1 and mysql are our custom
filesystem-based, GPFS [177] distributed filesystem-based and MySQL-based backends
respectively. pgsql is a PostgreSQL-based database backend provided as an alternative to
the MySQL-based backend, and null is a simple “no op” backend which throws away data
it receives and returns no results for get operations. Table 4 shows the complexity of the
second generation of the system detailed in Section 6.5.
Analysis: In Table 2, the C client library totals around 6k lines of C code excluding the
storage backends. This includes all of the other levels of the persistence stack described in
Section 6.2. By comparison, the first-generation Java client library is around 1,600 lines
of code but does not implement the full persistent storage stack. Finishing this portion
would probably add about 500 more lines of code. One original development goal was
the use of significant auto-generation of communication management and protocol code.
Although the serialization functions are generated by rpcgen, a significant portion of the
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Table 2: Full System Complexity
Component SLOC Generated SLOC
Supernode (Erlang) 510 1006
Front-end (Python) 192 -
Utilities (C) 1544 -
IDL (Sun RPC→ C) 231 1084
C Client Library (C) 4507 -
5 Storage Backends (C) 2030 -
Storage Backend Common (C) 250 -
Storage Backend IDL (Sun RPC→ C) 45 282
C Runtime Totals 8449 + 276 (IDL) 1366
Java Client Library (Java) 1663 -
Table 3: Storage Backend Source Complexity







Common IDL 45 282
Total 2280 + 45 (IDL) 282
Table 4: Second Generation System Complexity
Component SLOC Generated SLOC
IDL (Protobuf→ Java) 115 5692
Java Client Library 1517 -
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protocol-related code is still hand-maintained; this code is very regular in structure and
could be generated from a more declarative description. Conservatively, re-implementing
the C client library using custom code-generation tools or even the powerful C++ template
metaprogramming features would likely reduce the code base by at least 1,000 lines. In
addition, a significant portion of the “Utilities” code could be removed by using various
STL data structures or some high-quality utility libraries such as Boost’s.20 Besides being
more modern than C, Java’s extensive standard library is another reason why the Java-based
client runtime implementation is several times smaller.
Although temporal streams provides certain rich higher-level functionality – like time-
based data stream data access, channel groups, persistence of historical data and pickling
handlers – it is a relatively lightweight middleware substrate. As mentioned in Section 2.4,
one of the goals of temporal streams is providing a simple primitive which is high-level
enough to capture the essence of a problem but still low-level enough to be small, efficient
and widely applicable. Part of achieving this goal is in providing a relatively lightweight
runtime. Experiments in Chapter 7 and Chapter 8 quantitatively assess the performance
overhead of our runtime.
By comparison, stream processing engines and database-oriented stream management
systems tend to follow the opposite philosophy, attempting to provide a full stack – com-
plete solutions spanning from low- to high-level. SLOCCount reports the Borealis [27]
SDMS to be approximately 118k SLOC, primarily composed of 98k lines in C++ and
17.6k lines in Java. These statistics are generated from the Summer 2008 distribution
20http://www.boost.org/
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of Borealis21 with the demo and test subdirectories excluded and excluding the exter-
nally maintained Networking, Messaging, Servers, and Threading Library.22 Similarly,
the developers of IBM’s Stream Processing Core reported the research code base size at
200k SLOC [34]. The stark contrast between the complexity of temporal streams’s code
base and these systems’ highlights the significant philosophical differences and goals. See
Chapter 10 for more detail on related systems.
6.7 Architectural Enhancements and Design Alternatives
In this section, we present a variety of alternate and extended features for an implementa-
tion of temporal streams. These enhancements vary from pure system-level improvements,
such as HTTP-based networking interfaces (Section 6.7.1), to user-visible enhancements
such as enhanced stream naming and metadata support (Section 6.7.2). Although some of
the enhancements are quite extensive, none of them require changes to the abstract system
structure as described in Chapter 5. These modifications are all relevant at the level of the
concrete software architecture.
6.7.1 HTTP-based Networking
While the initial implementation of the temporal streams runtime focused on providing effi-
cient networking and keeping the wire protocol compact, temporal streams can map rather
naturally onto HTTP. Although an HTTP-based implementation would incur slightly more
metadata overhead than custom wire protocols, there are many benefits to using a widely-
used, standard protocol like HTTP. The biggest benefit is the wide availability of imple-
mentations – a huge variety of existing components can “speak” and understand HTTP. In
21borealis_summer_2008.tar.gzwith an MD5 checksum of 552EE6F44B6EC97774C97818C13E8CFF.
22http://nmstl.sourceforge.net/
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addition, by using a standard protocol properly, a system can automatically benefit from the
universe of existing components like proxies, tunnels and inline caches as well as protocol
decoders for analysis.
To map temporal streams on to HTTP 1.1 [84], consider implementing channel get and
put operations:
• get(tsl, tsh) on channel chan1 – one can simply perform an HTTP GET operation
with a URI encoding the timestamp lower bound, upper bound and channel (and any
other ancillary options). Figure 30 shows an example channel get operation. The
URI specifies a particular temporal streams application instance as a root domain
component, followed by a path specifying a channel and timestamps. The timestamps
may refer to concrete times or time variables.
To facilitate proper caching behavior in the presence of time variables, the server
can respond with a kind of temporary redirect (HTTP 302, 303 or 307); the redi-
rected URI will specify the proper concrete timestamps. Responses to requests with
concrete timestamps can be cached by clients or intermediaries.
• put(item, tsi) on channel chan1 – this operation can be implemented as an HTTP
PUT or POST. Figure 31 shows an example channel put operation implemented as an
HTTP PUT. Like get, the URI specifies an application and channel; it also specifies
the concrete timestamp for the new item. If the user does not provide a timestamp, the
system could use now at the time of the request and return a redirect HTTP response
(e.g., 303) to indicate the true URI of the new item, timestamp included.
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GET http : / / tsinstance / 1&low=tsl &high=tsh HTTP / 1 . 1
HTTP / 1 . 1 200 OK
Cache−Control : private , max−age=0
Date : Wed , 29 Apr 2009 2 2 : 3 1 : 5 0 GMT
Transfer−Encoding : chunked
ETag : "5 f8e38723ebbf6e01426879d360b3e77 "
Content−Length : . . .
• tsl and tsh will be some encoded representation of concrete times like
1241043627.015000 or time variables (e.g., newest-0.015023).
• tsinstance represents a particular application using temporal streams (i.e., a
namespace encompassing all the channels associated with a particular distributed
application).
• chan1 represents a specific channel identifier within tsinstance.
• The server response disallows caching if requests contain un-instantiated time vari-
ables, but allows caching for requests involving concrete times.
Figure 30: Temporal stream get as HTTP GET
6.7.2 Enhanced Stream Naming & Metadata
The temporal streams abstract programming model defines stream data interactions and
their semantics; it does not specify the overall distributed system structure or how streams
are named, located and managed. It also does not constrain the content of data within
streams – such functionality is left to the concrete implementation or application, which
makes the programming model relatively flexible. In our architecture and implementa-
tion, we have described a relatively simple distributed stream directory allowing streams
to be identified by names and system-generated unique identifiers. In addition, we have
left streams as untyped or implicitly typed entities (any data type information is entirely
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PUT http : / / tsinstance / 1&ts=tsi HTTP / 1 . 1
Content−Length : 58438
Content−MD5 : Q2hlY2sgSW50ZWdyaXR5IQ==
Content−Type : application / x−www−form−urlencoded
Connection : keep−alive
. . .
HTTP / 1 . 1 200 OK
Date : Wed , 29 Apr 2009 2 2 : 3 5 : 3 2 GMT
• tsi is some concrete timestamp encoding.
• tsinstance represents a particular application using temporal streams (i.e., a
namespace encompassing all the channels associated with a particular distributed
application).
• chan1 represents a specific channel identifier within tsinstance.
Figure 31: Temporal stream put as HTTP PUT
application-level). When channels use pickling handlers that switch between data formats,
items must be tagged with internal type information to allow analysis code to determine
the data format.
The potential design space involving enhanced stream location/naming/binding and
stream-internal metadata (such as type information) is very large. In this section we will
discuss a few alternatives design choices involving enhanced stream naming and metadata
and their benefits.23
More Expressive Stream “Subscription”: Our treatment of stream operations closely
follows traditional distributed message queuing approaches: a client finds a particular
23Ultimately some of these alternate designs could be specified at the programming model level; currently,
however, the programming model is flexible and leaves such details to the architecture or implementation, so
they are presented in this chapter for continuity of presentation.
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stream by unique identity and executes get and put operations on a particular unique stream.
Publish/subscribe-style systems tend to support more expressive means of sending and re-
ceiving data; in such systems, users specify endpoints of interest in a more declarative
way, typically via categories (topics) or constraints on specific message content. This
paradigm is sometimes applied in distributed stream processing systems (see Chapter 10
for more context). For example, IBM’s Stream Processing Core (SPC) [34] features a
publish/subscribe-style stream naming system whereby consumers specify input data us-
ing a flow specification, which matches properties of streams including data types.
Such functionality is often most useful in higher-level stages of stream analysis aggre-
gating data from many sources. For example, a video surveillance system may have many
video streams; each video stream may have identical and independent first-level feature
detectors (motion, background maintenance, foreground separation, blob tracking, etc.).
Adding a new camera video feed to a running system is simple and doesn’t affect other
streams’ first-level feature detectors. Higher-level analyses which aggregate results over
multiple camera feeds, however, may need to be proactive about dynamically finding and
fetching data from newly added streams or streams which suddenly become “interesting”
based on dynamic information. This kind of paradigm can be supported in various ways in
a realization of temporal streams.
• Stream name wildcards – One weak form of enhanced stream naming enabling eas-
ier dynamic subscription involves stream name “wildcards.” For example, an appli-
cation component could find streams matching the regular expression “vid_chan.+”
where . implies “any character” and + signifies repetition of one or more times. Al-
though this kind of matching is quite simple to implement, applications can use nam-
ing conventions to encode categorization data into stream names, giving functionality
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similar to topic-based stream subscription. For example, an application can name all
video camera channels with a prefix cam_, and prefix all background model output
channels with bg_.24 In the most basic realization of this functionality, however, the
dynamic resolution of channels matching a particular wildcard is done at lookup and
binding time rather than for each stream get or put operation. This could be com-
bined with a strategy to periodically refresh the current set of streams by performing
a new wildcard lookup.
• Dynamic channels – In a slightly stronger form of the previous strategy, the sys-
tem can allow “dynamic” channels which are actually materialized views of separate
component channels with tagged items indicating their original lineage. For instance,
the dynamic channel named “bg_.+” might dynamically provide data from multiple
background model channels. Performing a get on one of these channels would be
equivalent to executing a sequence of get operations on each individual channel cur-
rently existing with names matching the regular expression. This strategy could also
be used with channel categorization metadata independent of channel names – for
example, each channel could be tagged with one or more application-meaningful
categories.
Ultimately there is a rich space of design choices allowing ever more expressive se-
lection and naming of streams, particularly in publish/subscribe systems and in various
stream database efforts. While some applications certainly benefit from more dynamic
stream “subscription” mechanisms, our programming model’s view of streams lends it-
self to a certain style of constructing stream analysis applications which may not need such
24These channel names would also share common suffixes to indicate data lineage. For example, bg_345
would be the background model derived from video captured camera channel cam_345.
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advanced support. Temporal streams makes certain assumptions about the meaning of com-
ponent streams. It is designed with a model of significant streams that typically originate
from something with physical identity that must be processed to be interpreted – sensors’
output, for example, or higher-level streams derived from non-trivial analysis on funda-
mental streams. On the other hand, pub/sub systems may view streams as more volatile
predicates of interest over arbitrary application-level data. Both views lend themselves to
different application construction styles; stream analysis applications can be constructed
using both world-views, and particular application domains may be better suited to one or
the other.
Stream Type System: Currently, channel item data is entirely opaque from the perspec-
tive of temporal streams. A realization of temporal streams could also provide a type
system for channels whereby channel items would be associated with type information de-
scribing the format of item data. For example, one channel might contain video frames
in 24-bit pixel-packed RGB format with a resolution of 640x480; another video channel
might have grayscale JPEG compressed video frames with a higher resolution. This type
information could be constant over a single channel, or vary on a per-item basis; current
applications using temporal streams follow either strategy, depending on their specific re-
quirements. Applications that rely on pickling handlers often tag each item with internal
metadata describing the item’s data format, because a persistent channel might have items
in multiple formats – for example, uncompressed “live” data and compressed historical
data.
The system could provide an official, built-in mechanism to associate user-specified
type information with data items in channels since this functionality may be used with
some frequency. Such functionality could inter-operate with system-provided hooks for
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marshalling and unmarshalling code if items contain structured data. Some middleware
solutions like Media Broker [144] use a hierarchical media type system in order to reason
about and automatically reconcile data format mismatches by interposing content transfor-
mation functionality and changing sensor input parameters where possible. In fact, there
is often implicit coupling between stream type data and stream “subscription” as discussed
above. Many publish/subscribe systems specify data of interest based on attributes of struc-
tured data or type information. Again, there is a potentially large design space for type sys-
tems, some of which is explored in related work in stream databases and related systems.
More Complex Registry: Many of the alternative designs discussed above involve adding
more complexity to the distributed metadata directory or “registry” component of the sys-
tem.25 Below we consider various other enhancements to these facilities involving other
stream-associated metadata which could be stored in the registry.
• Priority & Feedback – In some applications, independent distributed analysis com-
ponents may want to share priority information or other feedback about specific
streams; the central metadata directory is a natural place to provide a shared “white-
board” for storing arbitrary application-interpretable metadata associated with streams.
Within the runtime system itself, storage backends (or pickling handlers) could use
specific priority data provided by stream analysis components to better tune internal
parameters.
• Access Policy – The metadata directory could also be used to store access or security
policy information. Depending on the requirements, the actual interpretation of the
25This directory is stored cooperatively by the supernodes in the first iteration of the system and by
ZooKeeper [3] in the second design.
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policy could could be implemented entirely at the application level – for example, the
application could allow any entity to retrieve channel data, but the data would be un-
interpretable without a shared secret. Alternately, some access control mechanisms
could be added and enforced within the runtime system itself. See Section 6.7.4 for
more related to security and access control.
6.7.3 Enhanced Persistent Data Lifecycle Management
The temporal streams storage/persistence stack, described in Section 5.2 and Section 6.2,
implements straightforward and useful stream persistence with pluggable storage back-
ends and user-provided item transformation functions. In the current software architecture,
the flow of persistent data is very linear – items move from live channels to persistent
backends, and they are potentially transformed/modified during this transition. Free space
management/storage reclamation and related ILM issues are delegated to particular storage
backends. It could be beneficial, however, to “close the loop” and provide a set of hooks
whereby storage backends could feed data back into the temporal streams stream persis-
tence layers so items could flow through the system multiple times rather than once. This
would enable several advanced features like allowing data re-transformation to further re-
duce the fidelity of streams as they age. It could also be used to provide multiple levels
of directly cooperative hierarchical storage by allowing items to “age out” of one backend
and re-enter the generic persistence layer to be sent to another backend. Currently, achiev-
ing this behavior requires advanced backends such a GPFS [177] which perform internal
hierarchical storage management; closing the loop would allow completely independent
backends to perform the same function, potentially using better higher-level stream infor-
mation to guide system decisions.
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The system architecture could also generalize the scope of live stream data “garbage”
collection – currently, stream data is pushed to storage backends as it is garbage collected
from the window of live stream data. This could be replaced with a more general “data
lifecycle” management system which could uniformly handle decisions involving both live
items or historical items on any of various storage backends. An orthogonal enhancement
involves mediation between multiple persistent channels hosted at the same peer; currently
each channel’s data is transformed and flows to a storage backend independently. De-
cisions about shared resources are largely made independently rather than cooperatively,
except where multiple channels feed data to common shared storage and the storage back-
end includes advanced mediation facilities (such as quotas, storage pools, IO bandwidth
limiting, etc.). Coordinated persistence functionality could use the priority and feedback
features mentioned in Section 6.7.2 to make better decisions about the relative priority of
streams to an application and make more globally optimal resource decisions.
6.7.4 Security Policy
Security is an important but complex topic in distributed systems. As we have briefly men-
tioned in Section 6.7.2, there are a variety of alternate design choices for adding security
and access control to our temporal streams implementation, and some of this functionality
belongs in the metadata directory. Realistically, though, security and access control deci-
sions affect the entire concrete system, and there is a large design space running the gamut
from simple to elaborate. One of the reasons for the vast potential design space is the need
to define threat (or attack) models – what kind of issues will the system actually attempt to
protect against? For example, are independent analysis components within a single appli-
cation mutually distrusting? Are there multiple trust domains within a single application?
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Are we trying to guard against network data snooping or tampering by external entities?
What about denial of service by external entities or denial of service within the system by
erroneous or malicious participants? Going even further, is sensor input data trusted? Are
analysis components’ outputs trusted?
The first temporal streams implementation provides basic but weak security and access
control. The metadata directory provides simple access control to prevent unauthorized
entities from changing channel location data by generating a shared secret upon channel
creation. The shared secret is used for authorization to modify channel parameters – the
creator of a channel will receive this shared secret after a new channel is created. In addi-
tion, there is a pre-shared secret providing administrative power over the entire metadata
directory. The ZooKeeper-based implementation uses ZooKeeper’s [3] Unix filesystem
permission-like Access Control List (ACL) mechanism.
One potential way to handle authentication is to rely on a protocol like Kerberos [148].
Using Kerberos, each channel can be treated like a network service and Kerberos client
principals could represent individual peers or coarser-grained subsections of stream analy-
sis applications. Point-to-point communication can be protected with traditional techniques
such as TLS [76]. Secure transmission of data is complicated by issues such as the desire
to multicast, latency requirements, performance overheads, dynamic changes in privileges
and many other potential intricacies.
Ultimately, this whole area is a deep avenue of inquiry and requires both significant
research and engineering. Some forms of access control can be added to the current sys-
tem structure with no deep changes. Obviously “security” is a holistic issue and not just
a matter of adding encryption and access control in key places.26 At a high level, one
26Anderson and Needham explore the inherent subtleties associated with using cryptography in distributed
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must determine the types of threats a system will defend against based on what threats are
likely and what threats are feasible to defend against without unacceptably compromising
system performance. One must also determine what data should remain confidential and
where data integrity is important. In addition, the boundaries of trust and granularity of
principals must be defined, based on both what is needed and what is feasible. These are
all complicated questions and may depend on both the application scenario in isolation
and the context of system deployment (i.e., a video surveillance application executed on
an internally maintained private cluster versus a similar application executed on Amazon’s
EC2 cloud service). Since some aspects of security may be domain-specific and temporal
streams aims to provide a lower-level substrate for many such live stream analysis applica-
tions, the system should be augmented to provide hooks to effectively support higher-level
functionality while remaining a flexible building block. To suit its intended purpose and
design philosophy, the temporal streams runtime should only provide the core security and
access control mechanisms that are either widely applicable or cannot be properly imple-
mented at a higher level.
6.7.5 Straightforward Enhancements
This section lists a few useful optimizations that would be straightforward to add to our
current implementation, requiring only self-contained design decisions (i.e., no significant
external impositions on the existing system structure).
Temporal Prefetching: The entire concept of temporal streams is based on the observa-
tion that time is critical semantic information in the interpretation of continuous streams.
systems [35]. They note that many security failures ultimately result not from a lack of cryptography but
misapplication, such as reversing the order of signing and encryption or “designers [protecting] the wrong
things.” They also warn, “do not assume that [encryption’s] use is synonymous with security.”
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Locality of reference is often used in computer systems to optimize performance – in par-
ticular, temporal and spatial locality. These assumptions are already used in the structure
of channels – “live” (recent) data is kept readily in memory, while historical data is kept
on secondary storage. We can potentially make similar assumptions about spatial locality
when accessing stored data in channels.
In particular, we can try to perform storage prefetching based on time information – for
example, if the channel interaction layer of the channel persistence stack processes a get on
the interval [t1, t2], we can actually retrieve and temporarily cache the interval [t1−∆, t2+∆],
guessing that an event of interest in the original historical interval [t1, t2] may lead to further
exploratory processing in nearby time intervals. Note that this is actually a form of spatial
locality, but we call it temporal prefetching because the spatial “adjacency” relationships in
a channel are directly mapped to temporal relationships in the context of temporal streams.
We can also perform prefetching of stored items based on gets referencing live items.
If we detect get operations at the edge of the live/stored boundary, we can prefetch some
stored items in anticipation of future interest. A huge number of potential enhancements
to these prefetching techniques exist in literature on caches and memory subsystems, but
some techniques, such as prediction of strided accesses, may rarely apply in most stream
analysis applications. Ultimately some domain-expertise may be required to tune activation
thresholds and parameters such a ∆ in prefetching. An implementation of this functionality
should allow applications to tune or disable the functionality as appropriate.
Chained backends: The simple and uniform interface to storage backends allows the
straightforward construction of multi-level or chained backends. One can easily create a
backend that accesses multiple levels of hierarchical storage in order; alternately, a com-
posite backend layer can send requests to multiple storage backends simultaneously to
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overlap loading time. To better support multi-level backends, we could augment the current
get_interval, put_item storage interface with an additional call to query backend inter-
val information. For instance, each storage backend could keep a quickly accessible cache
of upper and lower bounds for stored channel data. This would allow higher levels of the
storage stack to quickly determine which backends may contain relevant items and where
new items should go. Chained backends would benefit directly from the improved persis-
tent data lifecycle management functionality described in Section 6.7.3, allowing items to




In this chapter we present a series of microbenchmarks and experimental results designed
to highlight features of the temporal streams programming model and evaluate the per-
formance of key primitives in our architecture. These experiments are targeted quanti-
tative evaluations measuring specific system components in isolation – see Chapter 8 for
full-system, application-based evaluations. This chapter is divided into two sections: 1)
basic channel communication and in-memory indexing evaluations (Section 7.1) and 2)
storage/persistence stack evaluations (Section 7.2). For uniformity, we use the C tempo-
ral streams runtime with the first binary wire protocol version for all experiments (see
Chapter 6 for runtime details).
7.1 Channel Communication Architecture
In this section we present a series of experiments testing the features of the distributed chan-
nel communication architecture and basic, in-memory channel indexing (see Section 7.2
for persistence architecture benchmarks). We present three sets of experiments, the first of
which is a set of microbenchmarks designed to measure the local cost of channel primitives.
Next we present a series of benchmarks to demonstrate that channels can scale well when
many consumers are contending for access, measuring network performance. Finally, we
demonstrate that channel groups perform as expected in a realistic application scenario.
Channel Primitive Microbenchmarks: Figure 7.1 depicts a set of microbenchmarks
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assessing the cost of local channel operations. These microbenchmarks are run on a 2.2GHz
dual-core “Denmark” Opteron workstation1 with 2GiB of DDR-400 RAM running 64-bit
Linux 2.6.17.1 with a preemptable kernel. We measure the cost of a local item retrieval (get)
operation because it is slightly more complex than placing an item in a channel and requires
a traversal of the same data structures (as well as relevant locking). Figure 7.1 shows the
cost of retrieving one item by timestamp from a channel while increasing the number of
items (by an order of magnitude each time – the x-axis scale is logarithmic). Each item is
64 bytes, although the size of the item does not affect the retrieval time for a local operation
since item data is returned by reference. Each result is averaged over five runs and the cost
of a single operation is derived from a measurement of 10,000,000 identical operations
performed sequentially. Due to the internal data structures used for bookkeeping, the cost
of retrieving an item from a channel will vary between different items; consequently, the
cost is measured for three different timestamps (one near the beginning, middle and end in
the temporal sense). Both graphs show the worst-case observed2 and average values. When
increasing the number of items in an interval, the get time increases approximately linearly
with the number of items (Figure 7.1).
Channel Scalability Benchmarks: The remainder of the benchmarks are performed
on a cluster of dual-processor 3.06 GHz Intel “Gallatin” Xeon nodes with hyperthreading
enabled and 1 GiB of memory; each processor has 1MiB of L3 cache, 512KiB of L2 cache
and the front-side bus runs at 533MHz. Each node runs 32-bit Linux 2.6.9 and the nodes
1Each core has an independent 1MiB L2 cache.
2Measuring the absolute theoretical worst case is complicated due to the simultaneous use of several
different data structures with amortized access times. However, a brute-force test for smaller sizes (1001 and
10001) revealed that the absolute worst-case behavior did not deviate more than a few percent from those
presented.
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Figure 32: Channel get – Increasing Items
are interconnected with Gigabit Ethernet.
The channel scalability benchmarks test the ability of a single channel to serve many
clients by scaling up the number of consumers and measuring contention. A single pro-
ducer puts video frames into a channel at approximately 30 frames per second, and each
consumer retrieves the newest available frame repeatedly, blocking while the last frame
read is the newest frame available. As we scale the number of consumers contending for
access to the same channel, we measure the number of dropped (i.e., skipped) frames by
consumers. The number of dropped frames is a metric of scaling/contention that is directly
meaningful to applications using the system.
Note that in these experiments, “dropped” frames are not dropped in the traditional
sense – they are still available in the channel, but a consumer skipped them. The producer
is putting a sequence of numbered video frames into a channel, and each consumer is
reading the newest available frame in the channel as fast a possible. If contention is high,
it is possible for the consumer to skip a frame. For example, a consumer may get frame
#14 from the channel and the subsequent get may return frame #16 if the producer put both
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Figure 33: Channel get – Increasing Interval
frames #15 and #16 in the interim.
We scale the number of consumers and measure the number of skipped frames for two
different kinds of video: low data-rate Motion JPEG (MJPEG) video and high data-rate
uncompressed RGB video. Each dual-processor cluster node runs a maximum of four con-
sumers and the single video producer runs on a separate, dedicated node. Each consumer
negotiates a persistent, dedicated TCP connection to the peer hosting the channel (in this
case, the producer). Each experiment configuration is run five times, and we show two key
metrics: the sum of all frames dropped between all consumers (averaged over the five runs)
and the maximum number of frame drops by any single consumer on any test run. We
also provide a second graph showing the average number frames dropped per consumer
(averaged over the five runs), but this is simply the sum of all frames dropped divided by
the number of consumers. Motion JPEG is presented in Figure 34, and uncompressed RBG
video is presented in Figure 35.
The total number of video frames in each experiment is 2312, thus each run lasts ap-
proximately one minute, 15 seconds. In our first configuration (Figure 34), the producer
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puts frames of a Motion JPEG video stream into a channel at approximately 30 frames per
second, and each frame averages about 18KiB. The data rate is relatively low, and the chan-
nel scales well. Even with 32 simultaneous consumers, the maximum number of frames
dropped by any client on any run of the Motion JPEG test was four, and less than seven
frames were dropped on average between all 32 consumers.
For the RGB configuration (Figure 35), the video frame size is a much larger 300KiB
– a frame size appropriate for square uncompressed RGB video frames of 320x320. With
this significantly higher data rate, the single un-replicated channel cannot serve as many
consumers, but still scales quite well, dropping only 9.5 frames on average between all 12
consumers. With 16 consumers (not shown in the graph), the load is simply too high and
the average consumer drops approximately 17% of frames, with the maximum loss rate for
a single consumer at ∼24% (dropping 549 out of 2312 frames).
The theoretical data rate for 16 consumers is greater than a single Gigabit Ethernet in-
terface could support, but we can use channel replication split the load between two hosts.
Figure 36 shows the results of using a single extra channel replica with the uncompressed
video feed. The experiment setup is essentially the same as the previous experiment (Fig-
ures 34 & 35) with the addition of the channel replica running on a separate host: the first
11 clients are served by the original producer, with the remaining clients assigned to the
replica. These results demonstrate that channels can scale well to serve multiple consumers,
even with a relatively high data rate.
Channel Group Benchmarks: In order to assess the properties of channel groups, we
utilize a kernel of a real application (extracted from TV Watcher [103]). This example uses
two producer threads on the same peer: one produces MJPEG video frames at 30 frames
per second, and the other produces decoded closed captioning text at the rate of two items
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Figure 34: Channel Scaling Benchmarks – Increasing Consumers (MJPEG)
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Figure 35: Channel Scaling Benchmarks – Increasing Consumers (uncompressed)
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Figure 36: Channel Scaling with Replication (1 replica)
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per second (each item is 0.5KiB). A consumer on one machine retrieves video frames and a
consumer on another machine retrieves closed captioning text items. In one case, the con-
sumers both retrieve from channel descriptors that are part of a channel group synchronized
dynamically with the reference stream oldest, while in the other case they simply retrieve
new items as they are available. All three peers – the producer and two consumers – run
on different machines and Figure 37 depicts the experiment setup. Figure 38 measures the
average skew per frame in milliseconds. The total skew is calculated by taking the square
root of the sum of the square of the differences between retrieval times of items from the
two consumers.3 Clearly channel groups lead to significantly lower skew and, although
these results are somewhat obvious, the measurements simply provide a compact charac-
terization of the performance of channel groups and show channel groups do provide viable
synchronization in a realistic application scenario. While it is also true that the difference in
skew between the two configurations can be made arbitrarily large by simply tweaking the
relative rates of the two consumers, this set of parameters is taken from a real application.
With channel groups, the visibility behavior of items in a channel operates like the diagram
in Figure 4 (in Chapter 3). Since the programming model supports interval get operations,
the video consumer with channel groups gets fifteen frames in a single operation when each
new text item becomes available.
The previous experiments demonstrate that the key primitives in the programming
model (channel operations) do not impose significant overhead, even with a large number
of potential items in each channel. Additionally, contention does not significantly impede
the scalability of channels to serve many consumers, even with high data rates. Finally,
3Each text item demarcates an “epoch” spanning approximately 15 video frames (until the next text item),











Figure 37: Channel Group Experiment Topology
channel groups operate as expected, reducing skew between get times of consumers on dif-
ferent hosts for items corresponding to the same temporal intervals, allowing consumers to
operate on related streams in lockstep without explicit synchronization.
7.2 Storage/Persistence Architecture
In this section, we perform several sets of targeted experiments designed to demonstrate the
overheads incurred in the persistence architecture. We start with a relative comparison of
the storage backends, the lowest layer of our stack. After that we use our most lightweight
backend and target the higher layers, showing the overhead for get operations, performing
storage scaling tests with pickling handlers and adaptive load shedding; we conclude with
a benchmark showing the relative performance of live and stored get operations in both
pathological situations with no locality and locality-friendly scenarios.
The first experiments are performed on an x86_64 Linux 2.6.22 host with two Intel
Xeon E5310 processors (8 cores total, 1.60GHz) and 4GiB of DDR667 RAM. We added
two dedicated 300GB 7200RPM Seagate 7200.8 SATA disk drives – one with a new XFS
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Figure 38: Channel Group Benchmarks
filesystem and the other with a GPFS filesystem (both spanning the entire disk). We use
MySQL version 5.0.51a and GPFS 3.2.0. Our system binaries and related libraries are
compiled with gcc-4.2.3 and both -O2 and -g flags.
Single Producer Storage Backend Overhead: The first set of benchmarks compares
the relative overhead of the backends. We profile our storage backends with OProfile [123],
a low-overhead, sampling-based system-wide profiling tool integrated with the Linux ker-
nel; OProfile operates with un-instrumented binaries. Since OProfile provides whole-
system profiling, we can account for execution time spent in external processes, like the
mysqld daemon process (when using the MySQL storage backend). We run a single data
producer process putting 18,000 300KiB RGB video frames at 30 frames per second into
a persistent channel. During this time, all frames are stored using either the MySQL back-
end, the local filesystem backend (fs1), the GPFS-based distributed filesystem backend
(gpfs1) or a null backend, which is a no-op (throwing the data away). For MySQL, the
database server process is running on the same machine and stores its data on the same
filesystem. Communication between the MySQL client library and the database server
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Figure 39: OProfile (single producer)
occurs via a domain socket. We average the results of five independent runs.
The OProfile results in Figure 39(a) show that the execution time overhead of the
MySQL backend is very high relative to fs1 (and gpfs1). Using another profiling tool,
Callgrind (part of the Valgrind dynamic binary instrumentation tool-suite [147]), we no-
tice that using the MySQL backend causes the producer to execute an order of magnitude
greater number of instructions. See Table 5 for the Callgrind results of both the total in-
structions executed when using each backend and the relative percentage of instructions
spent in the backend during item storage.4 Callgrind attributes almost all of this overhead
to memcpy called within libmysqlclient_r, the MySQL client library.
Examining the source, we find that the library explicitly copies all data inputs while
4One must take the Callgrind results with some care, however: Valgrind dynamically interprets a binary
on a virtual processor, and it does not have the ability to give accurate cycle or time estimates. Obviously
executing an order of magnitude more instructions will lead to significant extra overhead, but the percentage
of executed instructions does not directly map to an equal proportion of execution time; system call time also
cannot be accounted for by Callgrind.
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marshalling them; this extra data copying significantly increases the overhead of the MySQL
backend, making it unsuitable for high data-rate streams. This simply highlights the fact
that the MySQL client libraries were not designed for this kind of workload as it is atypi-
cal for traditional relational databases. Additionally, our OProfile results indicate that even
though the MySQL library cost is quite high, the relative cost of work done on behalf of the
backend in the external mysqld process is even higher: if we consider both the time spent
in mysqld and the actual data producer binary, we find that mysqld accounts for 82% of
the time (with σ = 0.36%). The overhead of the null backend is simply measuring the
cost of executing a function call in a dynamically linked library. The relatively higher vari-
ance of the OProfile measurements can be attributed to its sampling-based approach, versus
Callgrind’s dynamic binary interpretation approach.
To get a more complete picture, we consider both user and kernel time accounted to
the applications in question; since fs1 and gpfs1 are thin layers over the filesystem, much
of the work will be done in the filesystem, accounted to system time. Figure 39(b) shows
cumulative kernel and application results, broken down into kernel time, filesystem and
disk kernel time, application time and application backend library time (when applicable).
These results are presented for both the data producer process using temporal streams (app)
and the external daemon process when present (mysqld for MySQL or mmfsd for GPFS).
Results are in thousands of samples, each sample representing about 100,000 core CPU
cycles worth of CPU time. Although the division between filesystem/disk kernel time and
other kernel time is going to be somewhat imprecise, these results are simply designed
to show relative trends between our storage backends. Again, the total overhead of the
MySQL backend is very high and this is expected since data is copied within the address
space of the data producer, sent to the mysqld process via IPC and then committed to disk.
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Table 5: Callgrind (single producer)
Backend fs1 gpfs1 mysql null
Total Instructions (Millions) 128 143 5,477 126
Instructions in Backend 1.99% 1.83% 5 97.50% 0.03%
NOTE: Instructions in Backend percentages do not include initialization instructions.
Ultimately this isn’t a fair comparison because MySQL is not designed to be a storage
backend for bulk streaming data and has a lot of other rich functionality; additionally,
neither tool accounts for idle time waiting for I/O. However, these results validate our
decision (and intuition) to build lighter-weight storage backends – fs1 is only about 600
lines of C code and gpfs1 is similar. Although we haven’t presented the read cost of the
MySQL backend, it is clear that it will also incur client library and IPC overheads.
The remaining experiments in this section are performed on an x86_64 Linux 2.6.24
host with an Intel Core 2 Duo E6750 (2.66GHz) processor and 4GiB of DDR667 RAM.
We use the fs1 backend (on a dedicated 300GB Seagate 7200.8 drive with XFS) since it
has the lowest overhead and no external dependencies.
Single Consumer Get Overhead: This experiment demonstrates baseline retrieval over-
heads of the storage layer with fs1. In Figure 40, we measure the cost of a get interval
operation as we increase the maximum number of items in the interval to include stored
items. We place 100 items in an eagerly persistent channel (using the fs1 backend) which
will hold up to 50 live items. Each item is 1024 bytes and retrieval is performed over loop-
back TCP/IP networking. Each get is performed 10,000 times and we report the per-get
5Although it may seem anomalous that the GPFS backend executes more total instructions but has a lower
percentage of instructions spent in the backend, this is because the total counts includes initialization, while
the percentage does not. The GPFS backend logic is slightly simpler when storing items, but sets sentinel
entries in a large multi-level index up-front during initialization. The one-time initialization cost of the multi-
level indices lead to a higher total instruction count.
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Figure 40: Cost of get operations with an increasing number of items
averages (i.e., measured time / 10,000); the values are averaged over five runs (the standard
deviations are less than 1% and thus not drawn on the graph). In the figure, get operations
scale roughly linearly with the number of items requested until items must be fetched from
the storage backend. At that point, each operation incurs a fixed cost of approximately 118
microseconds, and the roughly linear trend continues – obviously the additional cost of
accessing stored items will vary widely depending on the storage backend and underlying
storage media, but these figures show baseline overheads for fs1 (when all data is in buffer
cache). This shows the basic cost of the extra logic for persistent channel data, including
backend code.
Multiple Stream Scaling: This experiment shows how the fs1 backend and our per-
sistence architecture scale with increasing I/O rates by scaling the number of concurrent
streams committed to the same disk. Figure 41(a) shows the results of multiple persistent
channels simultaneously saving data to the same local XFS partition using the fs1 backend
with a chunk-size of 144MiB. Each channel is filled by a producer putting 300KiB RGB
video frames at 30 frames per second, and the experiment runs for 36,000 items in each
channel (20 minutes at 9MiB/sec per stream). We scale the number of concurrent producers
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and show results for the normal configuration as well as results where data writes simply
go to a file descriptor which throws away the data (/dev/null) – since the local disk will
bottleneck long before other components, “no op” disk writes let us isolate the overhead
of other pieces of our architecture. We modified the backend to get the current time after
an item’s data is written out and modify the item’s stored timestamp to provide an estimate
of the total latency from the time it arrives in the channel to the time it is written out. We
also set the level of queuing in the generic persistence layer to one, so each item is sent to
the backend as soon as it arrives to the generic persistence layer.6 We present the results of
item latencies in the form of several statistical percentiles (50%, 90%, 99%, 100%) because
the general distribution is hard to characterize with a single number. For each percentile,
we present the maximum among all producers. The vast majority of items have small la-
tencies and then median times are quite low, but heavy I/O tends to induce a small tail of
extreme outliers, particularly when the data rate streaming to disk is high (note the graphs’
log scale and broken axes). The 99th percentile latencies seem to be primarily influenced
by the amount of filesystem traffic and contention between multiple producers writing to
a common disk. The absolute worst case measures (100%) have a high variance and are
less meaningful across tests, because they are determined by a single high reading (i.e., the
highest latency item during the entire run among all producers).
Multiple Stream Scaling with Pickling Handlers: The next experiment shows how
applying pickling handlers to producers effectively reduces the data rate of streams commit-
ted to disk, enabling us to scale up the number of streams. We cannot reliably commit five
6This somewhat overestimates the overhead of the generic persistence layer because some of the inter-
thread locking and signaling overhead is amortized over multiple items waiting in a queue; however, com-
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NOTE: These graphs Y-axes are plotted on a log scale, and Figure 41(a) also features broken axes.
See Tables 6 and 7 for the raw data.
Figure 41: Item latencies by statistical percentile
Table 6: Raw Data: RGB streams – Item latencies by percentile
N With Data (by percentile) Only Metadata (by percentile)
50% 90% 99% 100% 50% 90% 99% 100%
1 208µs 223µs 265µs 0.131s 4µs 5µs 7µs 6.19ms
2 212µs 231µs 711µs 0.368s 6µs 105µs 140µs 12.73ms
3 217µs 239µs 1.04ms 0.934s 7µs 9µs 171µs 23.39ms
4 221µs 254µs 1.21ms 0.461s 8µs 22µs 196µs 61.29ms
8 - 10 µs 18µs 218µs 17.12ms
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concurrent 9MiB/s streams using fs1 with our particular hard disk and XFS, so we config-
ure a pickling handler to compress each 300KiB RGB video frame into a JPEG image. The
average JPEG size is 20K, a fifteen-fold reduction in data committed to disk. Figure 41(b)
shows the results for runs with 6, 8 or 12 producers all doing JPEG compression, and a mix
of RGB and JPEG producers. The item latency now includes a JPEG compression step,
performed by libjpeg6b, so the median item latencies are ∼4.5ms versus ∼210µs without
the added compression and creation of temporary items. The raw measured cost of the
JPEG compression by itself (without dynamic allocation of items or buffers) is ∼3.7ms per
frame on average. Although the data rate of 12 MJPEG streams is still less than a single
RGB stream, each producer requires at least 270MiB of memory to hold 30 seconds of
RGB data in the live channel (plus some extra memory for temporary JPEG items), and we
run into some physical memory pressure around 14-15 streams. We could reduce the num-
ber of seconds of live data that each channel holds to add more producers, but we eventually
hit a CPU bottleneck for JPEG compression before the disk bottlenecks. If we look at the
all JPEG producer runs versus the mixed runs, we see that the 99th percentile latencies are
now more indicative of CPU contention versus disk contention; since we present the maxi-
mum value over all producers for each percentile and compression adds significant latency
in the critical path for all JPEG streams, the storage latency for uncompressed items will
generally be overshadowed by JPEG items. Again, the 100th percentile measures are less
meaningful.
Dynamic Load Adjustment with Pickling Handlers: This experiment shows how the
architecture can dynamically adjust to overload conditions. By measuring operation laten-
cies in the generic persistence layer, the system can react by adding pickling handlers if the
disk is overloaded or removing/changing them if the CPU is overloaded. The user could
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Table 7: Raw Data: RGB & MJPEG streams – Item latencies
N RGB JPEG With Data (Percentile)
50% 90% 99% 100%
6 4 2 4.47ms 4.85ms 9.14ms 1.04s
8 3 5 4.47ms 4.97ms 9.78ms 0.56s
6 0 6 4.46ms 4.76ms 9.40ms 101ms
8 0 8 4.47ms 9.13ms 13.98ms 0.57s
12 0 12 4.82ms 18.13ms 29.05ms 1.07s
also provide several pickling handlers to compromise between stored item size and com-
putational cost. In our current prototype we’ve implemented a simple proof-of-concept
to illustrate the possibility of dynamic load adjustment: currently we only consider disk
load and a single pickling handler, but if the item latency starts to increase heavily, some
number of consumers automatically switch to using their pickling handlers until the over-
load is resolved. We ran successful tests starting with 6, 8 and 12 RGB video producers
with JPEG pickling handlers; in all initial configurations (6, 8 and 12 uncompressed video
streams), the load is too great for the local disk and the system would normally fall behind
and never recover without removing producers. Figure 42 shows the item latencies for a
single producer of the 8 producer run before and after it switches to JPEG frames. The
system is initially overloaded and latencies spike to multiple seconds since the data rate is
too high for the disk; the system detects this overload and enables enough pickling handlers
to recover, returning the latencies to around 5ms.
Mixed Stored/Live Reader Workload: In order to demonstrate the performance impact
of accessing stored versus live items, we vary the percentage of get operations requesting
live versus stored items and measure the time to perform 10,000 get operations. Again we
use 300KiB RGB frames and perform get operations which request 50 items from a point
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Figure 42: 8 Producers – Latency Before/After Adjustment
in the channel determined by a probability distribution. 72,000 items are placed into the
channel with a storage backend of fs1, and the last 200 items will stay in the live channel.
Since the size of all of the items is ∼20.6GiB, the full set of channel data is much larger
than can fit in memory. We measure the cost of gets of exactly 50 items from some random
point in the channel (containing all stored or all live items), and we limit the transferred
data of each item to 100 bytes to eliminate the network transfer overhead and emphasize
the overhead of stored data retrieval (all data is still read from disk when stored items are
fetched). We vary the percentage of requests for live items from 0 to 100 and measure
the total time to complete 10,000 requests with three different distributions – a uniform
random distribution, a Zipf distribution (s = 2.0) and a binomial distribution (p = 0.5).
The uniform random distribution exhibits no locality and rapidly bottlenecks by the raw
speed of the disk. Both the Zipf and binomial distributions exhibit a lot of locality and thus
benefit from caching, scaling much better (in fact, their differences are too small to see on
the graph scale). Figure 43 shows the average per-get time for the distributions (each point
is also averaged over five runs). Although none of these test configurations are realistic
models of an actual application, which might have many different clusters of “popular”
historical data based on detected events, it does show the gamut of scaling behavior between
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Figure 43: Per-get time with historical query distribution
pathologically bad and more locality-friendly workloads. Real workloads should fall in-
between these extremes.
Other Measurements: Although the results are not presented here graphically, we have
measured the effect of varying the fs1 chunk size parameter. The results are largely un-
surprising: a smaller chunk size increases the number of separate files created for a single
stream. With high data-rate streams, these additional and frequent filesystem metadata op-
erations are very expensive. Increasing chunk size improves performance to a certain point
and then flattens out.
These system experiments show that the persistence architecture and primitives can be




In this chapter, we will use motivating applications to evaluate temporal streams in the
context of realistic application scenarios. We perform both quantitative and qualitative
analysis: we describe a series of performance experiments and discuss the particular ap-
plication characteristics supported by temporal streams. Our three primary examples are
designed to highlight key properties of the programming model and system. Besides our
research group’s direct experience, all of our motivating applications are related in requir-
ing significant signal processing on heavyweight, unstructured but data-rich streams like
video. Furthermore, they illustrate different aspects of temporal streams spanning from
low-level processing to higher-level inferencing to broad system architectural properties.
In particular, the airport surveillance scenario highlights the use of historical data through
persistent streams. The traffic monitoring scenario highlights the use of time-based syn-
chronization: a channel group is used to synchronize the output of background mainte-
nance with the raw video stream from which the background is produced, providing input
for traffic density estimation. Finally, the port asset tracking scenario deals with the rela-
tionship between higher-level inferencing and time-oriented data access. After our three
application evaluations, we briefly introduce a fourth scenario currently in development to




• Section 8.1 – We describe the three application scenarios at a high level, including
relevant background information.
• Section 8.2 – We describe the implementation of each application scenario on tem-
poral streams. We describe the temporal streams-based components of each scenario
in detail as well as salient implementation details, including code samples. We also
compare the scenarios.
• Section 8.3 – We perform quantitative performance analysis of the airport and traffic
application scenarios and analyze the results. The application components are ab-
stractly described in Section 8.2 independent of any deployment; in this section, we
will describe the experiment-specific configurations of these components, including
the connection topology, the assignment of components to physical nodes and the
data inputs and parameters used.
• Section 8.4 – We evaluate the overall picture of the applications in the context of
temporal streams given our results. Here we also provide our qualitative discussion
of our three scenarios.
• Section 8.5 – We introduce a nascent project using temporal streams as a fourth con-
crete application scenario.
8.1 Applications
In this section, we will describe three application scenarios at a high level, giving relevant
background information. In all three cases, the scenarios are based on real-world problems;
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we have toured all of the relevant sites and gathered information on current processes and
technology. Our application examples are based on conceptualized next-generation systems
with higher automation or more advanced analysis than current existing systems, but the
computation is applied to existing, required processes already taking place manually.
8.1.1 Airport Surveillance
Airport surveillance is a timely but controversial topic; nonetheless, using such surveil-
lance as a motivating example is practical because the scenario is familiar and easily acces-
sible. Atlanta’s Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta International Airport1 is consistently one of the
world’s busiest airports. As of mid-2007, the airport has around five hundred PTZ closed-
circuit cameras with analog feeds to the main security control room. The control room has
three to five employees monitoring a small subset of feeds selected manually, although all
feeds are recorded for potential retrospective analysis. Their system is not automated in any
substantial way, so our application will model a conceptualized next-generation automated
system providing basic stream-of-interest detection to enhance employees’ monitoring ef-
fectiveness.
The system will use common, computer vision-based higher-level feature detectors to
pick streams of interest. For example, a face detector will extract faces from camera views;
the face detector is actually a trained instance of a more general and widely-used object-
detection technique [198]. In addition, optical-flow based motion detection will isolate
areas of high interest. The raw streams’ historical data are also stored in a compressed




Traffic monitoring and airport surveillance share similar lower-level streams and sensors
but differ in higher-level analysis and goals. In both cases, a moderate number of fixed
video cameras2 are positioned throughout an environment (e.g., an airport or metropolitan
roadway system). The difference is mainly in the higher-level feature detection and analysis
computation performed – the higher-level goals of monitoring and patterns of analysis are
obviously domain-specific.
The Georgia state Department of Transportation3 runs a central Transportation Manage-
ment Center (TMC) with several satellite Transportation Control Centers (TCC) to monitor
and respond to roadway issues. Their sensor system consists of over 1400 fixed black
and white cameras for traffic density estimation (VDS – Video Detection System cameras),
plus over 400 color PTZ CCTV cameras for monitoring. Queries come in from operators at
the transportation centers, the Georgia Navigator website, and the *DOT traffic information
line.4 At the various transportation centers, operators take calls and monitor traffic cameras
to detect incidents and direct emergency response.
Currently, the roadway video feeds are only used for viewing by human personnel and
not for automated analysis; the specialized, fixed VDS cameras provide traffic density in-
formation. Due to the large volume of data and the nature of traffic monitoring, video feeds
are not archived. In the TMC, a large display shows three camera feeds associated with
the most important incidents as determined based on severity and recency. Our application
2Fixed in the sense of affixed to some sort of structure. Fixed cameras may still have operator-controlled
pan, tilt and zoom (and, in fact, do in both of our scenarios).
3http://www.dot.state.ga.us
4See http://www.georgia-navigator.com/about for an overview of Georgia’s Intelligent Trans-
portation System (ITS).
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will model a conceptualized future system that uses vision-based analytics on the camera
video streams to estimate traffic density and pick streams of interest.
The computation includes a background maintenance algorithm which generates a back-
ground model to assist in detecting moving roadway objects and also in detecting break-
downs and other obstructions. Vision-based foreground separation is used for traffic vol-
ume estimates. A modified scene cut detection algorithm is used in coordination with the
background maintenance to determine unanticipated camera angle changes or camera ob-
structions.
8.1.3 Port Asset Tracking
Operated by the Georgia Port Authority, the Port of Savannah5 is one of the fastest growing
and busiest ports in the nation. In 2008, the Port handled 8,000 truck transactions and
20,000-25,000 containers per day. Efficient logistics and coordination are critical with
such high levels of cargo traffic. Tracking cargo and monitoring daily operational flow
is important because anomalies can lead to costly delays and lowered efficiency. While
the Port is adding technological measures to improve automation, including RFID tagging,
OCR-based scanning, GPS-based positioning and mesh networking, critical processes –
including asset movement scheduling and tracking – are still handled manually for the
most part.
Groups of researchers at Georgia Tech are already looking at many different aspects of
operations automation to reduce costs, improve efficiency and increase utilization. Since
the overall operations of the Port are quite complex, involving many different actions span-
ning a variety of assets and vehicles, we will focus on a specific illustrative example – a
5http://www.gaports.com/
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truck picking up a container unloaded at the Port. A truck’s pickup flow can be monitored
from the time a truck arrives and is inspected at one of the Port’s truck entry lanes to the
time a truck leaves with cargo (and undergoes an outgoing inspection). Since unexpected
problems or coordination failures may delay a truck’s unimpeded flow from entry to exit
and lead to cascading delays, such tracking would allow the system to detect and poten-
tially remediate such issues (or at least alert staff). Employees already look out for these
problems, but automated tracking has the potential for wider coverage and lower detection
latency.
Activity tracking from fundamental sensor streams such as video is an active area of
research. Researchers have demonstrated techniques for inferring anomalies in videos of
delivery vehicle loading and unloading [98] and for tracking targets in sparse camera net-
works [196]. For our evaluation purposes, we will assume the existence of appropriate
fundamental analysis techniques. Since our previous two application scenarios already
demonstrate computationally significant feature detectors running on fundamental streams,
here we will focus on the interplay between higher-level anomaly detection and the high-
level features of temporal streams – specifically its time-based data abstraction and support
for historical data.
Our example will assume that some lower-level analysis is feeding data into a higher
level inferencing mechanism to detect anomalies – we will model the higher level infer-
encing using a rule engine. If an anomaly is found, an alert is signaled. The system must
also use historical data from appropriate timeframes to do exploratory postmortem anal-
ysis involving interactive feedback from tracking personnel. A system might prefer reac-
tive analysis to exhaustive routine monitoring if the computational cost of constant routine
analysis is too high or if current techniques are not yet capable or accurate enough for full
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automation. In the latter case, a partially automated strategy can be used where the system
performs analysis guided with interactive feedback.
8.2 Implementation
In this section, we will describe how each application scenarios is implemented using tem-
poral streams. We will describe the components of each implementation in detail, aug-
menting our discussing with specific code examples. The code examples presented here
are excerpted and somewhat stylized for illustrative clarity (primarily in the form of sim-
plified error checking and elided boilerplate); nonetheless, all of the examples come from
the actual application implementations. Following our three application implementation
subsections, Section 8.2.4 compares the structure and key details of the different applica-
tion scenarios.
For the vision-based video feature detectors used in the airport and traffic scenarios, we
primarily use the open source computer vision library OpenCV 1.1 [14]. JPEG encoding
or decoding uses the standard libjpeg6b library. The airport and traffic applications are
constructed in C, using the C-based temporal streams runtime. The port scenario uses the
Java-based temporal streams runtime and the Drools [8] Business Rules Engine version
4.0.7.
8.2.1 Airport Surveillance
The airport surveillance application scenario consists of seven basic components: 1) “agents”
hosting video and sensor channels, 2) video data producers, 3) sensor data producers, video
feature detectors – 4) face detection and 5) optical flow, 6) historical query generators, and

























Figure 44: Airport Surveillance – Components & Dataflow
the structure of our airport surveillance application from ASAP [180]. ASAP is a situa-
tional awareness system for applications such as video-based surveillance, including airport
surveillance.
Agent: An agent is a component hosting multiple persistent video and sensor data chan-
nels. Each agent will create locally hosted video and sensor channels and add a pickling
handler on each video channel. The pickling handler will take the raw RGB video frames
and transform them into JPEG images when data is moved to persistent storage.
Video Data Producer: The video data producers are quite simple; each producer decodes
MJPEG video files to RGB video frames and places each frame into a video channel using
the default timestamp (i.e., now at the time the put call is executed). This component’s
structure follows the basic data producer example depicted in Figure 7. Each video frame
is 225KiB and the frame rate is approximately 29fps.6
Sensor Data Producer: The sensor data producers are like the video data producers,
except they produce smaller, 1024-byte items representing sensor data readings. The data
6The video is captured in a custom format, hence the unusual framerate.
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i n t main ( i n t argc , char **argv ) {
rt_sys_handle_t *rtsh ;
conn_endpt_t inchan , outchan ;
cmdargs_t args ;
/ / Parse command− l i n e args
parse_args(&args ) ;
/ / Connect t o f r o n t end and c o n t a c t super −nodes .
rtsh =     _   ( argv [ 1 ] ) ;
/ / Get c h a n n e l d e s c r i p t o r .
inchan = _ ( rtsh , args . input_name ) ;
outchan = _ ( rtsh , args . output_name ) ;
/ / Run t h e t r a n s f o r m f u n c t i o n
transform ( rtsh , &args , &inchan , &outchan ) ;
re turn EXIT_SUCCESS ;
}
Figure 45: Simple Unary Feature Detector – main
production rate is 15 items per second.
Face Detector: The face detector component takes input video frames and isolates image
regions containing potential faces using OpenCV’s face detector. The OpenCV [14] face
detection functionality is based on Viola and Jones’s object-detection techniques [198],
using Rainer Lienhart’s stump-based trained 20x20 frontal face detector Haar cascade.7
Figure 48 shows an example of OpenCV’s face detector running on live video. The struc-
ture of this component is a straightforward unary feature detector as depicted in Figure 45
and Figure 46. The output of the face detector is a 128-byte vector of image coordinates
7OpenCV’s haarcascade_frontalface_alt.xml.
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void transform ( rt_sys_handle_t *rtsh , cmdargs_t *args ,
conn_endpt_t in_ch , conn_endpt_t out_ch ) {
/ / Cr ea t e l o c a l copy o f i n _ c h t o in
/ / S e t up b u f f e r s , l o c a l v a r s
/ / . . .
whi le ( ! done ) {
/ / Get one i t e m
item−>status = __ 1 _  ( in , &low , &up , item ) ;
/ / S u c c e s s f u l g e t
i f ( item−>status == 0 && item−>buf_len >= 1) {
low =  _ (&item−>ts , &one_micro ) ;
/ / P r o c e s s i tem , r e s u l t i n buf2
rval = _ ( out_ch , buf2 , buf2_sz , &item−>ts ) ;
}
}
/ / . . .
}
Figure 46: Unary Feature Detector – transform
corresponding to (x, y) for potential faces bounds. This component uses a local replica of
the input video channel so the fetching of video frames is partially overlapped with the
feature detector computation.
Optical Flow: The optical flow feature detector estimates motion from the raw video
frames. The processing consists of two steps: 1) transforming each RGB video frame
into grayscale and 2) performing the optical flow calculation. We use OpenCV’s imple-
mentation of Horn and Schunck’s optical flow algorithm [106] and a simple hand-coded
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decode_vid_hdr ( item−>buf , &height , &width , &bpp , &c ) ;
/ / make g r a y s c a l e
rgb_to_grayscale ( buf3 , DATA_OFFSET ( item−>buf ) ,
width , height , bpp ) ;
/ / h a l v e f r a m e r a t e
i f ( i & 1 == 1) {
goto skip ;
}
/ / do OpenCV o p t i c a l f l o w
n = detect_optflow1 ( buf3 , width , height , buf2 ) ;
/ / . . . send r e s u l t s i n bu f2 . . .
Figure 47: Unary Feature Detector – Optical Flow Processing Example
grayscale converter.8 Like face detection, the structure of the optical flow component is a
unary feature detector as depicted in Figure 45 and Figure 46. Figure 47 presents the spe-
cific processing operations for our optical flow component (these would occur in Figure 46
where the comment indicates that the data item is processed). This component uses a local
replica of the input video channel so the fetching of video frames is partially overlapped
with the feature detector computation.
The calculation of optical flow requires two video frames (as motion is estimated from
inter-frame differences), so we buffer the previous video frame to use it with each newly
fetched video frame. Note that we perform the grayscale conversion on all images, but
only run the optical flow calculation on every other image (hence the “halve framerate”
8The RGB to grayscale conversion uses color weights of 0.299 for red, 0.587 for green and 0.114 for blue
(weights specified in ITU-R BT.601-6 “Studio Encoding Parameters of Digital Television for Standard 4:3
and Wide-Screen 16:9 Aspect Ratios”).
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Figure 48: Airport Surveillance – Face Detection Example
comment in Figure 47). This is an artifact of our testing environment – the optical flow
calculation is relatively expensive and we cannot perform full-framerate calculation on our
target hardware (see Section 8.3.1). The output of the optical flow feature detector is a
128-byte digest of motion information.
whi le ( t rue ) {
/ / Genera te a random t i m e i n t e r v a l based on rp ’ s params
random_gen(&lower , &upper , percentage , &rp ) ;
/ / Get rp . n i t e m s
rval = conn_get_n ( chan , &lower , &upper ,
bufs , bufsizes , rp . n , metadata ) ;
. . .
}
Figure 49: Airport Surveillance – Historical Query Generator
Historical Query Generator: A historical query generator performs periodic get opera-
tions on both live and historical data designed to simulate human interest on a given input
channel (either a video or sensor channel). There is one query generator for each raw data
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producer (i.e., one generator for each video channel and one for each sensor channel). Pe-
riodic queries follow a specific probability distribution, and the choice between fetching
historical or live data is determined by a unbiased coin flip. The choice of what historical
data to fetch then follows a power-law distribution over the range of archived data. The
power-law distribution roughly approximates the application-specific situation where most
video captured will be uninteresting with a few periodic events of high interest. Figure 49
shows how the query generator retrieves both live and historical data.
Feature Aggregator: The feature aggregator gathers data from all channels corresponding
to a particular class of feature detector. For example, if there are five optical flow outputs
in an application, the feature aggregator will consume data from all five optical flow output
channels. In our airport surveillance application, we use two feature aggregators – one for
optical flow, and one for face detection. The feature aggregators represent agents using
feature detector outputs to perform higher-level inferencing; in our implementation, they
are just used to measure end-to-end processing latencies.
8.2.2 Traffic Monitoring
For our traffic monitoring application scenario, we implement five major components: 1)
video data producers, 2) feature aggregators, and three video feature detectors, 3) back-
ground maintenance, 4) foreground separation, 5) camera change detection. Figure 50 de-
picts the dataflow between these components, including the channels present.
Video Data Producer: The video data producers are simple and straightforward; each
producer decodes specially-produced MJPEG video files to RGB video frames and places
each frame into a video channel using the default timestamp (i.e., now at the time the






















Figure 50: Traffic Monitoring – Components & Dataflow
Figure 7. Each video frame is 225KiB and the frame rate is 30fps.
Background Maintenance: The background maintenance feature detector component
creates a simple background model from raw video frames. The component consumes
video frames and maintains a simple moving average like OpenCV’s cvRunningAvg func-
tion with α = 0.1. Figure 51 shows an example raw video frame and a background model
corresponding to that video frame. The structure of the background maintenance compo-
nent is a straightforward unary feature detector as depicted in Figure 45 and Figure 46. The
background maintenance component uses a local replica of the input video channel so the
fetching of video frames is partially overlapped with the background model computation.
The background model output data is the same size as a source video frame (225KiB).
Foreground Separation / Traffic Density: The foreground separation feature detector
component attempts to estimate traffic density by separating the moving foreground of the
raw video image from the static background. This process involves image differencing
using two inputs – the background model and the raw video frames. This component is a
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Figure 51: Traffic Monitoring – Background Maintenance Example
binary feature detector using inputs from both the background maintenance and the video
producer; since it needs to use up-to-date background models, the two input channels are
put into a channel group for virtual synchronization. The structure is depicted in Figures 52,
53 and 54. Figure 56 shows an example raw video frame and a foreground corresponding
to that video frame. The output of this feature detector is a 128 byte data item containing
estimated traffic density information.
Camera Change Detection: The camera change feature detector finds abrupt changes
in camera positioning by using histograms. It is also a binary feature detector, potentially
using inputs from both the original video data and the background model. Unlike traffic
density estimation, however, the camera change detector only uses input from both chan-
nels occasionally – so the feature detector input is either unary or binary depending on
dynamic application conditions. Normally, the system performs histogram calculations on
raw video data, but upon detecting a sudden change, it retrieves a range of background
model data to analyze the cause and nature of the change. The structure of this component
is depicted in Figures 52, 53 and 55. The output of this feature detector is a 128 byte data
item containing estimated camera change information.
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/ / . . .
/ / Parse command− l i n e args
/ / Connect t o f r o n t end and c o n t a c t super −nodes .
/ / Get c h a n n e l d e s c r i p t o r .
inchan = _ ( rtsh , args . input_name ) ;
inchan2 = _ ( rtsh , args . input_name2 ) ;
outchan = _ ( rtsh , args . output_name ) ;
/ / Cr ea t e c h a n n e l group
i n t ch_nums [ 2 ] = {inchan . chan_num , inchan2 . chan_num } ;
_ ( rtsh , ch_nums , gr_nums , 2 , 1 ) ;
/ / . . . Cr ea t e background g e t t h r e a d . . .
/ / Run t h e t r a n s f o r m f u n c t i o n
Figure 52: Binary Feature Detector – main
Feature Aggregator: The feature aggregator gathers data from a limited number of simi-
lar feature detectors. For example, in a run of the traffic monitoring application, one feature
aggregator will consume data from four traffic density output channels. In our application,
we run feature aggregators for both camera change detection and traffic density. As with
the previous application scenario, the feature aggregators represent agents using feature de-
tector outputs to perform higher-level inferencing but we use them to measure end-to-end
processing latencies in our system.
8.2.3 Port Asset Tracking
Since port asset tracking involves a large space of potential events and behaviors, we will
focus on an small illustrative subset of a full conceptual application. In particular, we will
focus on a truck’s flow through the port to pick up cargo and depart; this application cross-
section highlights the interplay between higher-level inferencing and time-oriented data
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/ / . . .
whi le ( ! done ) {
/ / Get one i t e m
item−>status = __ 1 _  ( in , &low , &up ,
item , gr_nums [ 1 ] ) ;
/ / S u c c e s s f u l g e t
i f ( item−>status == 0 && item−>buf_len >= 1) {
low =  _ (&item−>ts , &one_micro ) ;
ATOMIC_PUT(&globbg , item−>buf ) ;
/ / . . .
}
}
Figure 53: Binary Feature Detector – Background Fetching Thread
access. For the purposes of our application, we will assume that a truck flows from port
entry to port exit and passes various checkpoints along the way.
In our implementation, we use a declarative business rules engine called Drools [8] to
interpret high-level events as they occur. We take for granted the ability to produce event
information since the previous two application scenarios already involve the transformation
of fundamental component streams to feature streams. Drools is Java-based, so we use the
Java temporal streams runtime. The example code presented here is in Drools 4.x format.
Each named rule is of the simple form depicted in Figure 57. As the figure shows, each rule
consists of a when clause followed by a then clause. The when clause is set of declarative
pattern-matching rules specifying conditions concerning facts in the rule engine’s working
memory. When facts are inserted into working memory, the various rules’ when clauses
are evaluated; if a rule is true, meaning all of the when conditions are satisfied, the then
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decode_vid_hdr ( item−>buf , &height , &width , &bpp , &c ) ;
/ / grab c u r r e n t background
ATOMIC_GRAB(&databuf , &globbg ) ;
cvSetImageData(&bgImg , DATA_OFFSET ( databuf ) , width * 3 ) ;
/ / do f o r e g r o u n d s e p a r a t i o n
res = detect_fgdata1 ( DATA_OFFSET ( item−>buf ) , &bgImg ,
&tmpIn , width , height , buf2 ) ;
/ / . . . send r e s u l t s i n bu f2 . . .
Figure 54: Binary Feature Detector – Foreground Separation Example
actions are executed. These actions may modify working memory by adding or removing
facts. Actions are specified in a Java-like dynamic expression language called MVEL.9
The first application rule is the simplest: Figure 58. This rule just logs whenever a truck
enters the port. The rule in Figure 58 fires when an object of type TruckEnterEvent is
newly inserted into working memory. The when clause asserts that such an object exists
and binds it to the $tee variable so the event object causing the rule to execute can be
used in the corresponding action. This rule will fire each time a new TruckEnterEvent is
generated.
When a truck leaves, the corresponding “Truck Leaving Port” rule listed in Figure 59
should execute. The rule triggers when a TruckEnterEvent and TruckLeaveEvent both
exist with matching id fields – this means that the same truck has previously entered the
port and is now leaving. The rule’s actions calculate the number of seconds between enter-
ing and leaving and then log the event. After logging, the rule action removes both the enter
9http://mvel.codehaus.org/
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decode_vid_hdr ( item−>buf , &height , &width , &bpp , &c ) ;
/ / h i s t o g r a m s c e n e change
res = detect_schist1 ( DATA_OFFSET ( item−>buf ) ,
&lastHist , width , height ,
corr_hist , ncorr_hist ,
&curr_start , 0 . 5 ) ;
. . .
i f ( res > threshold ) {
upper =  ( ) ;
/ / f e t c h BG images from bg_chan t o c o n f i r m
lower = TIME_SUB( item−>ts , TIME10MS ) ;
__ ( bg_chan , &lower , &upper ,
bufs , bufsizes , 10 ,
NULL , gr_nums [ 1 ] ) ;
/ / . . .
Figure 55: Binary Feature Detector – Camera Change Example
and leave events from working memory and inserts a new TruckCycle fact to represent a
complete trip from entry to exit. The TruckCycle is subject to further processing by other
rules.
Now that we have demonstrated basic rules for normal scenarios, we show a simple
anomaly detection rule in Figure 60. The “Phantom Truck Leaving Port” rule finds a
TruckLeaveEvent where no corresponding TruckEnterEvent exists. When the “Phan-
tom Truck” rule is triggered, the system logs the anomaly and attempts to diagnose it.
Figure 61 shows the actions taken. The system attempts to find the missed automatic truck
entry event by involving the human operator. First, the system finds the current average
truck cycle time and uses that to generate a guess for the “phantom” truck’s arrival time.
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Figure 56: Traffic Monitoring – Foreground Separation Example










Figure 57: Port Asset Tracking – Drools Syntax Example
It then fetches video from the camera monitoring the port’s truck entry point; here we use
temporal streams, fetching video from the corresponding channel based on a historical time
interval bracketing ±10% of the system’s estimated entry time. The operator watches this
video and either marks the truck’s arrival or modifies the search parameters (for exam-
ple, based on knowledge of recent backups or other reasons why the entry time would be
different from the estimated time). Eventually, the truck entry is found and the correspond-
ing TruckEnterEvent is generated or the operator gives up and the system removes the
orphaned TruckLeaveEvent from working memory.
The rule in Figure 62 shows another anomalous event: a truck leaving the port late. If
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 " Truck E n t e r i n g P o r t "

$tee : TruckEnterEvent ( )

log ( $tee )

Figure 58: Port Asset Tracking – Truck Entering Port
 " Truck Leav ing P o r t "

$tle : TruckLeaveEvent ( $tsl : timestamp , $id1 : id )
$tee : TruckEnterEvent ( $tse : timestamp , id == $id1 )

diff = ( $tsl . getTime ( ) − $tse . getTime ( ) ) / 1000)
log ( " Truck %d l e a v i n g a t %d s e c s " , $id1 , diff )
retract ( $tle )
retract ( $tee )
insert ( new TruckCycle ( $tee , $tle , diff ) )

Figure 59: Port Asset Tracking – Truck Leaving Port
 " Phantom Truck Leav ing P o r t "

$tle : TruckLeaveEvent ( $id1 : id )
not ( exists ( TruckEnterEvent ( id == $id1 ) ) )

log ( "No e n t e r e v e n t : phantom t r u c k %d " , $id1 )
/ / d i a g n o s e anomaly
diagnosePhantom ( $tle )

Figure 60: Port Asset Tracking – Phantom Truck Leaving Port
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/ / r u l e " Phantom Truck Leav ing Por t " a c t i o n s
void diagnosePhantom ( TruckLeaveEvent tle ) {
Long ts = tle . getTimestamp ( ) . getTime ( ) / 1000 ;
/ / based on e s t i m a t e d t r u c k t i m i n g , f i n d p o t e n t i a l
/ / v i d e o o f e n t r y
Long tentry = ts − getAvgCycleTime ( ) ;
Long tdelta = getAvgCycleTime ( ) / 1 0 ;
boolean done = found = f a l s e ;
whi le ( ! done && ! found ) {
/ / ± 10% around p o t e n t i a l e n t r y
Item [ ] i = entryCam .    I    ( tentry − tdelta ,
tentry + tdelta ) ;
/ / show human o p e r a t o r
OpOutput oo = showOperator ( i ) ;
/ / u s i n g o p e r a t o r f eedback , c o n t i n u e s e a r c h i n g
tentry = oo . getTEntry ( ) ;
tdelta = oo . getTDelta ( ) ;
found = oo . isFound ( ) , done = oo . isDone ( ) ;
}
/ / . . .
/ / i f we can ’ t f i n d a n y t h i n g , l o g f a i l u r e and
/ / remove t r u c k l e a v e from work ing memory
i f ( ! found ) {
log ( " F a i l e d t o f i n d %s " , tle ) ;
retract ( tle ) ;
done = t rue ;
}
}
Figure 61: Port Asset Tracking – Phantom Truck Diagnostics
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 " Truck Leav ing P o r t La t e "

/ / >55 mins i s l a t e ( t i m e i s i n s e c o n d s )
$tc : TruckCycle ( time > ( 6 0 * 5 5 ) )

log ( " Truck L e f t La t e ! " )
/ / d i a g n o s e anomaly
diagnoseLateDeparture ( $tc )

Figure 62: Port Asset Tracking – Truck Leaving Port Late
we find a TruckCycle object in working memory where the corresponding time is greater
than 55 minutes, we log the anomaly and attempt to find potential issues leading to the
late truck departure. Figure 63 shows the diagnostic actions taken. The system uses the
timing information corresponding to a truck’s entry and departure to find out why the truck
has been delayed. The system uses an iterative feedback process involving the human
operator to isolate the earliest point at which the truck is delayed. This process is a binary
search, starting with the estimated mid-point of the delivery. The system finds a video
channel which would observe a truck at the projected point in the delivery process, looks
up some historical video and shows it to the operator. The operator can guide the process
by indicating that the truck is still on time at the point specified, meaning that the delay
occurred later in the cycle, or the truck is already late, meaning the delay occurred earlier in
the cycle. This process shows the use of temporal streams-provided historical data spanning
multiple channels.
Finally, we show another anomalous event detection rule in Figure 64 – it detects when
a truck misses a scheduled checkpoint. In the rather complex when clause, we find a
CheckptEvent where no corresponding CheckptEvent exists to signify the immediately
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/ / r u l e " Truck Leav ing Por t La t e " a c t i o n s
void diagnoseLateDeparture ( TruckCycle tc ) {
Long len = tc . getTruckLeaveEventTime ( ) −
tc . getTruckEnterEventTime ( ) ;
Long tdelta = len / 1 0 ;
/ / do a b i n a r y s e a r c h f o r t h e t r u c k d e l a y ; f i n d
/ / t h e f i r s t p o i n t where t h e t r u c k s t a r t s r u n n i n g l a t e
/ / s t a r t a t t h e m idd l e o f t h e j o u r n e y
Long ts = tc . getTruckEnterEventTime ( ) + ( len / 2 ) ;
whi le ( ! done ) {
/ / g e t a p p r o p r i a t e c h a n n e l f o r t i m e i n d e l i v e r y c y c l e
chan = getVideoChannelByTime ( tc , ts ) ;
/ / . . .
Item [ ] i = chan .    I    ( ts − tdelta , ts + tdelta ) ;
/ / show o p e r a t o r v i d e o
OpOutput oo = showOperator ( i ) ;
/ / mo di f y s e a r c h based on f e e d b a c k
}
/ / . . .
}
Figure 63: Port Asset Tracking – Late Departure Diagnostics
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preceding truck checkpoint (excluding the first, which has no predecessor). For exam-
ple, if checkpoints 1, 2 and 4 are present, this rule would trigger with $ce1 bound to the
CheckptEvent with point = 4 (because no CheckptEvent exists with point = 3). The
other two clauses of the rule collect all prior checkpoints into a list and find the most recent
checkpoint present. In our example, $prior would contain CheckptEvents correspond-
ing to 1 and 2 and $lp would be equal to 2. Figure 65 shows the diagnostic actions taken:
the system grabs video data from the time interval between two good checkpoints imme-
diately bracketing the missing checkpoint. The operator can then use this information to
determine the cause of the anomaly and take action (if required).
For a more slightly more advanced implementation, consider modifying the code in
Figure 65 from lines 10 to 15. Instead of fetching and showing raw video, we could fetch
data corresponding to the same time interval from a feature stream containing foreground
objects isolated from the raw video. This feature stream data would be more sparse than the
video data from which it is produced because it only contains moving objects. We could
then use this data to match up potentially relevant foreground objects with corresponding
video data using temporal streams’s timing information, thus narrowing down the amount
of video the operator must watch to a subset of promising times of interest (with object
motion). This could be extended to query multiple cameras covering a common geographi-
cal region, using the foreground feature stream data to aggregate intervals of interest in the
corresponding fundamental camera video data.
8.2.4 Comparison
Although the three previously described application scenarios all have commonalities, they
highlight different properties of live stream analysis applications; their diversity spans a
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 " Truck Missed C h e c k p o i n t "

/ / i f we have a gap i n c h e c k p o i n t s
$ce1 : CheckptEvent ( $id1 : id , $point : point > 1)
not ( exists ( CheckptEvent ( id == $id1 &&
point == ( $point −1) ) ) )
/ / c o l l e c t a l l p r i o r c h e c k p o i n t s i n t o a l i s t
$prior : ArrayList ( ) from
collect ( CheckptEvent ( id == $id1 ,
$p2 : point < $point ) )
/ / f i n d t h e most r e c e n t c h e c k p o i n t b e f o r e m i s s i n g
$lp : Number ( ) from
accumulate ( CheckptEvent ( id == $id1 ,
$p2 : point < $point ) ,
max ( $p2 ) )

log ( " Truck %d m i s s i n g c h e c k p o i n t #%d " , $id1 , $point −1)
log ( " L a s t c h e c k p o i n t #%d : %s " , $lp , $prior )
/ / d i a g n o s e anomaly
diagnoseMissedCheckpoint ( $ce1 , $prior , $lp )

Figure 64: Port Asset Tracking – Truck Missed Checkpoint
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/ / r u l e " Truck Missed C h e c k p o i n t " a c t i o n s
void diagnoseMissedCheckpoint ( CheckptEvent ce ,
ArrayList<CheckptEvent> lst ,
Long lastPointId ) {
5 HashMap<Long , CheckptEvent> map = pointListToMap ( lst ) ;
CheckptEvent last = map . get ( lastPointId ) ;
/ / . . .
10 Channel c = getVideoChanByCheckpt ( lastPointId +1 ) ;
/ / g e t da ta be tween two good c h e c k p o i n t s
Item [ ] i = c .    I    ( last . getTimestamp ( ) ,
ce . getTimestamp ( ) ) ;
15
/ / use v i d e o f o r d i a g n o s i s
/ / . . .
20 }
Figure 65: Port Asset Tracking – Missed Checkpoint Diagnostics
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range of potential application requirements. The airport surveillance scenario uses heavy-
weight unary feature detectors with a fairly regular graph structure. It also makes use of
historical data and temporal streams’s persistence mechanism and pickling functions. The
traffic monitoring scenario highlights multi-stage fundamental feature detector chains – in
particular, both the traffic density estimation and camera change detection use inputs from
the background maintenance component. These two second-level feature detectors also
demonstrate multiple inputs; the traffic density component uses a channel group to dynam-
ically synchronize its two inputs – the raw video data and a corresponding background
model. On the other hand, the camera change detection component dynamically changes
between consuming input data from one or two channels. When a potential camera change
is detected, the system uses extra background model data to confirm. The number of in-
puts is dynamically determined by properties of the data itself – properties extracted by the
feature detector.
Finally, the port asset tracking scenario demonstrates the interplay between higher-level
inferencing in stream analysis applications and the programming model’s time-based data
access plus the ability to access arbitrary intervals of stream content potentially spanning
historical data. Since the airport and traffic scenarios involve the transformation of fun-
damental component streams to feature streams, we do not focus on those aspects in the
port asset tracking scenario; instead we assume those capabilities as a given. The declar-
ative rules used to detect and respond to anomalous conditions “close the loop” between
higher-level event behavior and lower-level data. The system attempts to diagnose and
remediate problems by fetching relevant data from corresponding time intervals and allow-
ing human operators to quickly troubleshoot anomalies. This diagnostic process involves
both automatic analysis and human judgement; although many kinds of analysis can be
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entirely automated, involving personnel in quick directed feedback increases the overall
quality of results. This kind of synergistic semi-automated monitoring will be common in
cyber-physical systems as long as humans are significantly better at some kinds of tasks
than current state-of-the-art computational techniques.
8.3 Experimental Evaluation & Analysis
In this section we will provide a quantitative experimental evaluation and analysis of both
the airport surveillance application (Section 8.3.1) and the traffic monitoring application
(Section 8.3.2). Each application section will briefly recap the components outlined in
Section 8.2 for suitable, experiment-relevant context; in addition, we describe the experiment-
specific configurations of these components, including the connection topology, the assign-
ment of components to physical nodes and the data inputs and parameters used. Since
both experiment series are run on the same cluster resources, we will first describe some
common hardware and software configuration details as well as baseline communication
measurements.
Common Experimental Setup: Our quantitative application experiments are run on a
cluster of dual-processor 64-bit Linux nodes. Each node has two Pentium 4-based (Net-
Burst) “Nocona” Xeon 3.2GHz processors with 1MiB of L2 cache, 800MHz FSB, 6GiB of
RAM, and IP over Infiniband networking (4x SDR). Under moderate load, observed ICMP
round trip latency is about 100 µs with a 256 byte payload. The typical observed peak
IPoIB throughput is about 2.5Gbits (see below for more in-depth and application-relevant
network measurements). For the first set of experiments (the airport scenario), the nodes
run RHEL 4u6, kernel 2.6.9-67.0.1.ELsmp (64-bit). Due to an upgrade, the nodes are run-
ning RHEL 4u7, kernel 2.6.9-78.0.13.ELsmp (also 64-bit) for the second set of experiments
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(the traffic scenario). All binaries are built with gcc 4.1.2 with -g and -O2 (debugging and
optimization). Persistent channels in the airport scenario use the fs1 storage backend, writ-
ing to /tmp on the channel hosting node – /tmp resides on an ext3 filesystem on a Seagate
ST373207LC 10k RPM SCSI drive. For uniformity, we use the C temporal streams run-
time with the first binary wire protocol version (see Chapter 6 for runtime details) for all
quantitative experiments.
Baseline Network Metrics: In order to get baseline measurements for the communica-
tions performance of the cluster nodes, we use the netperf tool [112]. netperf provides a
“TCP Round Robin” mode (TCP_RR) which measures the throughput of a TCP request-
response sequence over an established, persistent connection. TCP_RR mode measures
the achievable throughput when performing a common request-response communication
pattern – this pattern is identical to our implementation’s communication protocol when
fetching channel data (see Section 6.6.2), so it should provide a good frame of reference
for all of our quantitative experiments. In order to model our protocol, we use a request size
of 64 bytes, matching a simulated get request. We set the response size to 230,492 bytes,
as this matches our experimental video data response size: the 24-bit RGB 320x240 video
frame is 230,400 bytes (225KiB) with an additional 8-bytes of video metadata, 20-bytes
of channel item metadata and the 64-byte get response header. Using these parameters,
we run netperf from several pairs of unloaded hosts ten times. One representative result is
presented in Figure 66.
All of the tests reported between about 1170-1176 transactions per second, and the net-
perf process incurred about 55-70% of a single CPU to sustain peak TCP_RR throughput.
These transaction rates imply a best-case channel get operation for a single video frame
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$ netperf -p 12865 -t TCP_RR -H rohani16 -4 -l 30 -i 10 -- -D -r 64,230492
TCP REQUEST/RESPONSE TEST from 0.0.0.0 (0.0.0.0) port 0 AF_INET to
rohani16.cc.gatech.edu (130.207.115.136) port 0 AF_INET :
+/-2.5% @ 99% conf. : nodelay
Local /Remote
Socket Size Request Resp. Elapsed Trans.
Send Recv Size Size Time Rate
bytes Bytes bytes bytes secs. per sec
16384 87380 64 230492 30.01 1174.43
16384 87380
Figure 66: Example netperf results on test cluster
should take 0.85-0.86 milliseconds on an unloaded (otherwise idle) system. 1176 transac-
tions per second of 225KiB video frames gives an effective maximum payload data rate of
about 258MiB per second.10
8.3.1 Airport Surveillance
Components Recap: Our airport surveillance application on temporal streams consists
of seven parts: 1) the “agents” hosting video and sensor channels, 2) video data producers,
3) sensor data producers, video feature detectors – 4) face detection and 5) optical flow,
6) random query generators, and 7) feature aggregators. Figure 44 depicts the dataflow be-
tween components. Each agent hosts some number of persistent video and sensor channels.
The video data is 225KiB RGB video frames at ∼29fps, transformed to JPEG format using
a pickling handler. The sensor data is random 1024 byte samples produced at 15fps. Video
producers generate the RGB video frames by decoding MJPEG 3-4 minute compressed
video files captured from TV and playing them back on a loop. The feature detectors get
10(1176 ops. per sec × 225 KiB per op.) ÷ 1024 KiB/MiB = 258.3984375 MiB/sec
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video frames one at a time from the channels and run either face detection or optical flow
analysis on each frame. They overlap computation and communication by simply getting
video data to process from a local replica of the video channel. The optical flow process
first converts each video frame to grayscale but only performs the subsequent optical flow
computation on every other frame (the CPUs limited our ability to do full frame-rate optical
flow). Halving the frame-rate keeps a CPU busy approximately 65-70% of the time. Each
feature detector outputs a small 128-byte digest of the results into a channel. The random
query components generate random historical and live data queries on the video and sensor
data with a specific probability distribution. Finally, there is a single feature aggregator for
each feature detector type (face detector or optical flow); each aggregator gets the results
from all feature detectors of the given type (corresponding to all video channels) and cal-
culates the latency of processing video frames. All components process data in order and
do not drop frames.
Topology: In our setup, we host four video channels and two sensor channels per agent,
with one agent per cluster node. The four video producers and two sensor data producers
corresponding to the agent are also collocated on the same node, although they are logically
separate processes. This node will be decoding 4 MJPEG video streams to produce RGB
video frames, encoding 4 MJPEG video streams from the same RGB frames for pickling
handlers and committing all six data streams to disk. It is also responsible for serving
video content to eight feature detectors (four of each type) and handling live and historical
queries from the random query generators. The rest of the pieces run on independent nodes
in different groupings. The feature detectors run two per node and host their own output
channels locally. The random query generators run six per node (four video, two sensor)















































This figure depicts the node assignment of components with four video channels and two
sensor channels. This setup would be replicated for every added four video channels (and
two sensor channels) except for the feature aggregators; a single instance of each type of
aggregator exists regardless of the number of total video channels.
Figure 67: Airport Surveillance – Topology
agents and eight video streams total. We use a total of 14 cluster nodes. Table 8 summarizes
this setup, and Figure 67 graphically depicts the component to node assignments for a four
video channel subset of the experiment.11
Workload Characteristics: We perform five runs of each experiment, each normal run
lasting six minutes and involving about 10,500 frames of video for each channel. Each
11To extrapolate to the eight video channels used in this experiment, the entirety of Figure 67 would be
replicated except for the two aggregation components.
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Table 8: Airport Surveillance experiment
Component Configuration Total +Nodes
Agent 1 per node, hosts 4 vid. / 2 sensor 2 2
Producers 6 per ASAP node, one per stream 12 -
Historical Query 6 per dedicated node 12 2
Face Detection 2 per dedicated node 8 4
Optical Flow 2 per dedicated node 8 4
Face Aggregator 1 per dedicated node 1 1
Optical Flow Aggregator 1 per dedicated node 1 1
The “+Nodes” column specifies the additional nodes required by each column.
query generator makes a video query every 100ms requesting a live or historical frame
with equal probability. The historical frames’ timestamps are chosen based on a probability
distribution that is roughly Zipfian12 (we use a power-law distribution to approximate a
situation where most video captured will be uninteresting with a few periodic events of
high interest). The standard configuration has all streams converted to MJPEG before being
stored to disk. The 1RGB configuration has one stream per agent (two total streams) stored
to disk without compression to increase the size of the historical data-set. Similarly, the
2RGB configuration has two streams per agent stored without compression. Due to the
large amount of RAM on each node, the set of files comprising all historical streams can
fit in buffer cache easily on the shorter runs. Consequently, we also run some significantly
longer experiments to ensure that the historical data set size is large enough to ensure that
all requests cannot be serviced from RAM. All of the longer experiments have one RGB
stream per agent.
12It’s not a true Zipf distribution since N changes over time.
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Feature Detector Results: Figure 68 shows the feature detector latencies (in millisec-
onds) of several different configurations (and Table 9 presents the raw data): the first two
columns are the processing latency measurements at the face detector and optical flow fea-
ture detectors. The Agg columns show the measured latency at the aggregators. In both
cases, the latency is calculated using the timestamp of the original video frame. The ag-
gregators include another network hop since they consume the feature detection output
data stream; in addition, the aggregators get the newest item from all feature detectors of
a given type in sequence rather than concurrently, and each get call can potentially block.
Consequently, the feature aggregators’ latencies (and standard deviation) increase with the
number of streams they are consuming.13 Having a separate thread handle each feature
stream independently would alleviate this, but the straightforward sequential implemen-
tation is entirely adequate for ASAP and the performance is still quite good. Figure 69
shows a conceptual code example of the sequential feature aggregation consumer type we
are using, while Figure 70 shows an example where all feature channels are measured con-
currently.
Face detection is less expensive than the optical flow calculation, so the latencies are as
expected. The baseline costs for the standalone feature detectors run on the same datasets
on an unloaded node are shown as “Standalone.” The face detection standard deviation
13For example, consider consuming items from three feature streams (A, B, and C) in sequence. If new
items from feature streams A and C are ready immediately, but B takes a bit longer, and the feature aggregator
reads the channels in alphabetical order, the get operation on B will block until B is ready. This means that
the timing for C will include B’s delay, potentially over-counting. See Figure 69 – we use now measured after
each channel get operation. If instead, we only measured now once at the beginning of each group of streams
(e.g., after a get from A, the first stream), we risk under-counting the delay (since the end time is fixed for
B and C after A’s read, so arbitrary delays by B or C are not counted). We prefer over-counting to potential
under-counting. In practice, this is not significant in our application because the feature streams keep well in
step. In addition, a real application’s feature aggregation components would be performing analysis and not
simply timing system latency; in this case, a developer would likely use the simplest method that maintained
acceptable performance.
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Figure 68: Airport Surveillance – Component latency in ms.
Table 9: Raw Data: Airport Surveillance – Component latency in ms.
Config Face Optical Flow FaceAgg OptAgg
Standalone 23.9 (3.0) 41.0 (0.5) - -
0RGB 29.7 (8.5) 47.8 (6.7) 39.2 (13.0) 66.3 (20.9)
1RGB 29.1 (7.6) 47.8 (5.7) 37.7 (12.1) 65.7 (20.7)
2RGB 28.8 (5.9) 48.5 (4.4) 36.8 (11.6) 65.1 (20.6)
30mins 30.0 (27.3) 47.7 (12.3) 39.4 (28.0) 66.5 (25.5)
45mins 30.0 (24.8) 47.7 (23.0) 40.3 (28.6) 67.8 (33.9)
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/ / i n main
consume ( chans ) ;
. . .
/ / i n consume
whi le ( t rue ) {
f o r ( i n t j=0; j < ntotal ; j++) {
upper = _ ( ) ;
/ / Get one i t e m
item−>status = __ 1 _  ( chans+j , lower+j ,
&upper , item ) ;
/ / S u c c e s s f u l g e t ?
i f ( item−>status != 0)
c o n t in u e ;
ts [ j ] = item . ts ;
nowt32 =  ( ) ;
i f ( timercmp(&nowt32 , ( ts+j ) , >) )
timersub(&nowt32 , ( ts+j ) , ( diff+j ) ) ;
e l s e
diff [ j ] = ( s t r u c t timeval ) { 0 , 0 } ;
. . .
Figure 69: Sequential Aggregator Example
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/ / i n main
f o r ( i n t i=0; i < n_chans ; i++) {
pthread_create ( thrs+i , NULL , consume , chans+i ) ;
}
. . .
/ / i n consume
whi le ( t rue ) {
up = _ ( ) ;
/ / Get one i t e m
item−>status = __ 1 _  ( chan , &low , &up , item ) ;
/ / S u c c e s s f u l g e t ?
i f ( item−>status != 0)
c o n t in u e ;
ts = item . ts ;
nowt32 =  ( ) ;
i f ( timercmp(&nowt32 , &ts , >) )
timersub(&nowt32 , &ts , &diff ) ;
e l s e
diff = ( s t r u c t timeval ) { 0 , 0 } ;
. . .
Figure 70: Concurrent Aggregator Example
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Figure 71: Airport Surveillance – Query time in ms.
is slightly higher because the face detection operation takes a varying amount of time de-
pending on how many potential faces are present in an image, while the optical flow is
only dependent on the image resolution. The deviation drops slightly going from nRGB to
n+1RGB because the processing load decreases slightly with the removal of JPEG encoding
pickling handlers. The variance on all components increases on the longer runs because of
the effect of historical queries that cannot fit into RAM.
Historical Query Results: Figure 71 shows the average time to make a random historical
query (in milliseconds) for video streams (and Table 10 presents the raw data). We separate
the RGB and the compressed streams to show the effect of larger historical data sets. We
can see that the average query time and variance grows as the amount of historical data
grows – since the RAM size is constant, our locality gets worse as the total dataset grows.
The compressed streams’ latencies are affected too (but not as severely) because the same
node and disk are used to host both types of streams.
Other Experiments and Measurements: We also ran the experimental configurations
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Table 10: Raw Data: Airport Surveillance – Query time in ms.
Config All Historical RGB Others
0RGB 4.18 (0.75) - -
1RGB 4.70 (1.31) 6.33 (1.49) 4.16 (1.24)
2RGB 5.13 (0.92) 6.17 (1.06) 4.79 (0.87)
1RGB-30mins 7.0 (8.0) 10.13 (10.73) 5.97 (7.07)
1RGB-45mins 11.0 (13.67) 15.87 (18.0) 9.33 (12.20)
with frame dropping by the feature detectors.14 It negligibly lowered the latencies observed
at the feature detector and aggregation components, although not significantly. The differ-
ences were consistent over various runs but about an order of magnitude smaller than one
standard deviation; this is because the system rarely fell behind so dropping was also rare.
Ultimately load-shedding in some form is essential to prevent overload situations where the
system continues to fall further behind. Frame-dropping is one form of load shedding, but
the decision on what form of load shedding to use depends on the application in question;
some applications may prefer to lower the fidelity of analysis while continuing to process
all data. In all cases, load shedding should reduce the components’ average latencies and
variances (by smoothing out peaks) if the system falls behind.
Table 11 lists the data sizes for the different application components and the system-
imposed overhead in bytes. The per-item metadata size is a fixed 20 bytes and the per-
response header overhead is 64 bytes. The worst-case total overhead is 84 bytes per item,
and the per-item amortized total overhead can be less when multiple items are fetched
within a single get request. The fixed overhead is negligible with medium to large data
items in channels. For small items, the overhead is proportionally large but the overall data
14In other words, feature detectors would not process every video frame – if they fall behind they will skip
items and always process the newest data available; see Section 7.1 for a more thorough description of “frame
dropping.”
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size is still small, so it doesn’t become significant unless there is an extremely large number
of tiny data items. Temporal streams is not designed for application spaces where streams
have a very large number of tiny items, but variable length metadata encoding in the second
wire protocol revision cuts down on the overhead for get operations, which matters most
with small items (variable length metadata encoding is provided by Protocol Buffers [15]
in the second system revision; see Section 6.6.2).
Figure 12 shows the overheads incurred using full variable length encoding with the
second temporal streams wire protocol; even though the second wire protocol is less suc-
cinct and encodes redundant information (e.g., both the request data header and individ-
ual item metadata headers encodes item data lengths), it still requires 50% or fewer bytes
compared to the fixed size metadata (84 bytes vs. 42 bytes in the largest case for this ap-
plication). Additionally, a get request with typical parameters will require 52 bytes (50
byte header plus 2 byte header length) instead of 64 bytes – again, this small savings will
matter most when each get request returns a small amount of data. Realistically, however,
these savings are an ancillary benefit of using Protocol Buffers [15], as optimizing for small
data items was not a major consideration; the decision to use Protocol Buffers was primar-
ily based upon its superior flexibility, modern toolchain and more natural mapping into
common programming languages.
In Context: To provide a frame of reference for our numbers, ASAP’s [180] published
end-to-end latency results for live queries are between 135-175 ms, which in practice are
perfectly adequate for the application domain. In our temporal streams-based evaluation,
the highest latency we have measured for historical queries is 18ms (+/-16ms), and live
15The item metadata size depends on the actual values of the item timestamp, duration and data size.
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Table 11: System Data Overheads in bytes
Data Video Face Optical Flow Sensor
Payload 230,408 128 128 1024
Response Header 64 64 64 64
Item Metadata 20 20 20 20
Total System Data 84 84 84 84
Total 230,492 212 212 1108
Overhead % 0.036% 39.62% 39.62% 7.58%
Table 12: System Data Overheads in bytes (with variable length encoding)
Data Video Face Optical Flow Sensor
Payload 230,408 128 128 1024
Response Header Len 2 2 2 2
Response Header 13 13 13 13
Data Header Len 2 2 2 2
Data Header 4 3 3 3
Item Metadata Len 2 2 2 2
Item Metadata15 15-21 14-20 14-20 14-20
Total System Data 38-42 36-40 36-40 36-40
Max Total 230,450 168 168 1064
Overhead % 0.018% 23.81% 23.81% 3.76%
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queries are even lower. Although the temporal streams-based implementation and func-
tionality are not directly comparable to the ASAP system, the structure of our application
components is derived from the ASAP design and both evaluations were run on the same
hardware using the same OpenCV library primitives for analytics. This does show that the
results are promising and potentially provide headroom for higher fidelity. These results
also show that the temporal streams runtime adds minimal overhead to the baseline stream
processing operations which are at the core of such stream analysis applications.
8.3.2 Traffic Monitoring
Components Recap: Our traffic monitoring scenario on temporal streams consists of
five major parts: 1) video data producers, video feature detectors 2) background mainte-
nance, 3) foreground separation, 4) camera change detection, and 5) feature aggregation
components. Figure 50 depicts the dataflow between components. Video channels are
hosted by the respective video data producer components. The video data items are 225KiB
RGB video frames produced at 30fps. The video producers generate the data by decoding
specially produced MJPEG compressed video files and playing them back on a loop (see
“Video Data” below for a description of the input video).
The background maintenance component retrieves video frames one at a time from a
video channel and maintains a running background model. It overlaps computation and
communication by getting video data to process from a local replica of the video channel.
The foreground separation and camera change detection components both consume data
from the background maintenance component as well as the original raw video data (also
using local replicas of the raw video data to overlap communication and computation). The
foreground separation component uses the current background model and a video frame
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to separate out the foreground content and then perform a traffic density estimate. The
traffic density component’s two input channels – background and video – are put into a
channel group to virtually synchronize their contents. The camera change detection com-
ponent gets raw video data normally and retrieves background data conditionally (based
on changes detected). In our simulation, we force the camera change detection to retrieve
background data every 90th frame, and for measurement purposes we limit the retrieval to
a single frame. Finally, the feature aggregation components consume data from the traffic
density (foreground separation) and camera change detection components to measure the
processing latency. Each feature aggregator measures the latency for a small number of
feature detector outputs, and each aggregator uses a dedicated thread per channel to gather
more accurate information (using the concurrent feature aggregator pattern described in
Figure 70).
Topology: In our setup, we host four video producers (and their corresponding video
channels) per cluster node; all four producers are logically separate processes. Each video
producer node will be decoding 4 MJPEG video streams to produce RGB video frames. It
is also responsible for serving video content to twelve feature detectors (four of each type).
The rest of the pieces run on other nodes in different groupings. The feature detectors
run in groups of four per node and host their own output channels locally; the background
maintenance and camera change detectors run on the same nodes (thus each node hosts
eight components, four background maintenance and four camera change). The feature
aggregators run on the same nodes as the corresponding video producers (i.e., an aggregator
consuming foreground density information for cameras 5-8 runs on the same nodes as the
producers for cameras 5-8) – this allows us to get full-pipeline latency measurements where




















This figure depicts the node assignment of components with four video channels. This
setup would be replicated for every four video channels added to the system.
Figure 72: Traffic Monitoring – Topology
the potential clock skew. For our experiments, we use eight to twenty-four video streams
total and each group of four video streams adds three cluster nodes. We use a total of 18
cluster nodes for the twenty-four stream configuration. Table 13 summarizes this setup. In
order to run the experiment, we created a test harness that starts up the various components
based on a declarative dataflow graph dependency representation. The corresponding file
used for this set of experiments is presented in Figure 73; note the similarity to Table 13.
For illustrative purposes, Figure 72 graphically depicts the component to node assignments
for a four video channel subset of the experiment.
Video Data: The video data files used as input are custom generated for this experiment.
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Table 13: Traffic experiment
Component Configuration Total +Nodes
Video Producers 4 per node, one per stream 24 6
Background Maintenance 4 per shared node 24 6
Camera Change 4 per shared node 24 -
Foreground Density 4 per dedicated node 24 6
Density Aggregators 1 per video node, one per 4 streams 6 -
Camera Change Aggregators 1 per video node, one per 4 streams 6 -
The “+Nodes” column specifies the additional nodes required by each column. The
addition of “Camera Change” components does not incur additional nodes because each
group of four runs collocated on the node with a group of “Background Maintenance”
processes. The aggregators run on the same nodes as their corresponding video producers.
# deps... component | per machine, machine group id
VID VID | 4, 0
VID BG | 4, 1
BG VID CAMCH | 4, 1
BG VID FG | 4, 2
FG*4 AGG%1 | 1, 0
CAMCH*4 AGG%2 | 1, 0
Compare to Table 13.
Figure 73: Traffic experimental control file
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Figure 74: Traffic Monitoring – Component Latency in ms.
Bulk traffic camera still image output was gathered from the Georgia DOT’s Navigator
site16 and used to generate static road background images. Using the road background
images, we generated a variety of simulated traffic videos using moving foreground rect-
angles. Eight videos of varying levels of traffic density, four from daytime and four from
nighttime, are used in our experiments. Each video stream is assigned one of the eight
videos, round-robin. Each video frame is a 320x240 color JPEG image, and the frame rate
is 30fps. The video producers decode this JPEG data to raw uncompressed video.
Workload Characteristics: We perform five runs of each experiment, each run lasting
five minutes and 45 seconds and involving around 10,350 frames of video for each channel.
We repeat the experiment scaling the number of video data channels from 8 to 24 and
measure the processing latency of various components.
16http://www.georgia-navigator.com/
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Table 14: Raw Data: Traffic Monitoring – Component Latency in ms.
Config BG FG CC FGAgg CCAgg
Standalone 3.12 (0.33) 2.34 (0.06) 4.11 (0.05) - -
8 3.24 (1.51) 6.81 (2.47) 7.69 (2.09) 8.93 (2.64) 9.30 (1.84)
12 3.79 (1.53) 7.95 (2.54) 8.27 (2.33) 9.06 (2.72) 9.28 (1.89)
16 3.96 (1.57) 8.49 (2.52) 8.47 (2.19) 9.08 (2.76) 9.44 (1.95)
24 3.76 (1.52) 8.54 (2.47) 8.22 (2.13) 8.93 (2.67) 9.29 (1.88)
Component Latency Results: Figure 74 shows the latency measured at different com-
ponents in the application as the number of video streams is scaled from 8 to 24. We also
present standalone measurements for the computation part of the three feature detectors
run in isolation on unloaded (otherwise idle) nodes. The first column shows the processing
latency measurements at the background maintenance component. The next two columns,
“FG” and “CC” show the latency measurements at the foreground separation/traffic den-
sity components and the camera change components, respectively. The Agg columns show
the measured latency at the foreground and camera change aggregators, respectively. In
all cases, the latency is calculated using the timestamp of the original video frame (and
averaged across all instances and all five runs).
First of all, when looking at the difference between standalone and application mea-
sures, consider the feature detector dataflow topology: the background maintenance com-
ponent only includes one network hop (fetching video data from the producer), while the
foreground and camera change components both consume data output from the background
maintenance process. In particular, the foreground component shows the biggest increase
in latency from the standalone case – this is expected as the foreground components are
running on a separate node and consume channel-group synchronized data from both the
background maintenance output and the original video output channels. This means that
the critical path to consuming data includes two network transfers and one feature detector
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computation.17
On the other hand, the camera change detector primarily consumes data from the video
producer, only getting background model data every 90th frame. We can break down our
measurements of the latency into averages calculated with and without the background
model get operations. These results are shown in Figure 75. The “Diff” column calcu-
lates the difference between the “Get” and “No Get” cases. We can see that the difference
between these two cases is between 2.2 and 2.3ms. In addition, the “Get” measurements
clearly exhibit higher variances incurred from an additional get operation. Although this
is not a remote network operation, since the background maintenance and camera change
processes run on the same node, it does potentially involve a blocking wait for background
model processing. Note that the sampling method used to generate latency measurements
during our experiments predictably over-weights the relative frequency of “Get” operations
– although the background get operations occur only every 90 video frames, the application
instrumentation only measures every 15th feature detector operation in order to cut down
on the large volume of log data written.18 This means that the “Get” operations will occur
during 1/6th of all samples rather than 1/90th, but ultimately this difference is unimportant
to our comparison.
In general, however, we can see that the latency variance between components increases
directly with the number of network hops incurred (as expected). The key trend to note
in Figure 74 is the fact that the aggregator latencies are essentially flat as the number of
streams is scaled. This is expected as the temporal streams architecture does not contain
17The background maintenance must fetch data from the video producer and run the background calcula-
tion. Then the foreground separation component must fetch that background model output and a video frame
from the original producer. Both of these are guaranteed to be remote network operations given the node
assignments of the components (although there may be some partial overlap).
18Large volumes of logging output slow down and perturb the application’s performance.
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“Diff” shows the difference between “Get” and “No Get.” The raw “Diff” data is as
follows:
8 12 16 24
2.311 ms 2.276 ms 2.249 ms 2.205 ms
Figure 75: Traffic Monitoring – CC Latency in ms. (with and without gets)
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Figure 76: Measured NTP Offsets in seconds
any centralized bottlenecks, but these results demonstrate that fact quantitatively.19 The
aggregator results will also be the most accurate measurements since the starting times-
tamps (the video producer timestamps) and the ending timestamps (when the aggregator
measures) are both measured on the same physical node, thus minimizing time skew due to
slightly unsynchronized local clocks (see below for more on clock skew). The aggregators
also use dedicated threads for each input channel to prevent one slow channel’s blocking
get operation from perturbing other channels’ latency measurements (i.e., the concurrent
feature aggregator pattern described in Figure 70).
Time Skew: The feature detector computation in the traffic monitoring experiment is an
order of magnitude less expensive than the computation used in the airport surveillance
experiment. The standalone feature detector latencies are on the order of 2-4ms rather than
19The only central points of contention imposed by the experiment are the network switches and the NFS
mount where the output logs are sent (and the output log I/O is unlikely to be a significant issue at the levels
of data involved in our experiments).
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20-40ms in the airport surveillance scenario. This means that clock skew between nodes
will be relatively more significant in our measurements. The aggregator measurements ad-
dress this problem by taking starting and ending measurements on the same node. With the
other measurements, however, we can clearly see the effect of clock skew. Figure 78 shows
the 24 separate background maintenance latencies grouped by individual cluster nodes. We
can see that there is a clear clustering effect where each node has a particular time skew
but the measurements within a single node are quite close. This skew could also be caused
by network-related issues, but we note that the average background maintenance compo-
nent latency on some nodes (13-16 and 17-20) is actually below the standalone measured
average of 3.12ms. It is unlikely that the addition of a network hop would significantly
decrease the feature detection latency, so this points to clock skew effects. Compare the
node-centric skews of Figure 78 with the 24 individual aggregator measurements for both
feature detector types in Figure 79 and Figure 80. Despite the fact that these aggregator
measurements go through a greater number of network hops, we see they are much closer.
In fact, independent sampling of the ntpd’s internally maintained skew measurements
confirm skews on the order of ±2 ms between nodes. Figure 76 shows a histogram of
skews measured on the experiment nodes at several different times – the ntpd estimated
offsets from the primary time source are queried with ntpd -p. These offsets also vary
significantly over time. To illustrate the effect of the varying offsets on our measurements,
Figure 77 shows a limited subset of experimental configurations from Figure 74 compared
with a second series of five runs of the eight video stream configuration. Note the significant
difference in measured feature detector latencies between the first and second eight stream
tests. Despite these variations, the aggregator latencies are still nearly identical. This
highlights the value of taking aggregator measurements on the same nodes as the video
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Figure 77: Traffic Monitoring – Component Latency in ms. (run variation example)
producers.
In Context: If we use the standalone computational cost of the feature detectors, we can do
rough back-of-the-envelope calculations for the pipeline cost measured by the aggregators.
The foreground aggregator should see the cost of the foreground computation (2.34 ms),
plus some portion of the cost of the background computation (3.12 ms), plus the cost of
transferring two video frames (the background model plus the raw video frame), plus some
channel group synchronization delay, plus the network hop from the feature detector to
the aggregator node. In practice, the cost of transferring two video frames will be over-
lapped with each other, or the transfer of the raw video frame may be overlapped with the
background computation. Additionally, the background computation and foreground com-
putation will be partially overlapped because the foreground computation for a frame at
time t will proceed as the background computation is occurring for a frame at time t + 1,
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which is why we say it should only include a portion of the background computation. If
we assume that any beneficial pipelining overlap is roughly equivalent to the channel group
synchronization delay (canceling each other out), we can ballpark 2.34 + 3.12 = 5.46 ms
as the computational cost. We estimate the average cost of the video frame transfer as
1.7 ms – double the ideal measurement of 0.85 ms on an unloaded node, adjusting for the
computation and fact that many transfers are taking place. If we then estimate the cost
of another network hop to the feature aggregator as ∼0.85ms (lower than the video frame
transfer because the data payload is much smaller), we get a total estimate of about 8 ms,
which is about 1 ms smaller than our actual aggregator measurements.
The camera change computation is the simpler of the two – it should see the cost of the
camera change computation (4.11 ms) plus the cost of transferring a video frame. It should
also include the network hop from the feature detector to the aggregator node and some
residual cost for the background model gets (∼2.25 ms 1/6th of the time). If we add those
figures up, we get 4.11+(2.25/6)+1.7+0.85 ' 7 ms. Our actual measurements are between
9.3 − 9.4 ms, and it may seem odd that the estimated foreground latency is higher than the
camera change latency when the actual aggregator measurements show the opposite trend
(i.e., camera change measured slightly higher). One key unaccounted factor, however, is
the node assignments of feature detector computation – the camera change computation is
already more expensive than the foreground separation and it runs on a node that is much
more contended (also running all background separation computation). The standalone
measurements are executed on idle, un-contended nodes, so they are really lower bounds;
even a modest 33% increase in average computational time due to the contention of running
eight feature detectors and making many large network transfers would more than account
for the difference.
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These estimates are extremely rough, but they do give a very rough “ballpark” feel for
the potential levels of overhead imposed by the temporal streams system implementation.
These traffic monitoring experiments show that, even with feature detector computation on
the order of 2-4 milliseconds per frame, the temporal streams library adds little overhead
to our application-specific computation. The end-to-end, full-pipeline measured latencies
are on the order of 9ms, and that includes several network hops and multiple potential steps
of computation. Additionally, the fact that latencies remain flat as we scale the number of
consumers shows the benefit of the system’s decentralized design.
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Figure 78: Traffic Monitoring – Background Latency in ms. for each node
Each node hosts four video background detection components. This graph depicts all 24
independent component instances, grouped according to node. The first bar in each group
is the node average (averaging the four instances in each group). The groups are labeled
with a number x and each group contains components x + i where i is between 1 and 4. For
example, the second cluster contains detectors 5-8 since it is labeled 4 (4 + 1, 4 + 2, ...).
Table 15: Raw Data: Traffic Monitoring – Background latency per node averages







































Figure 79: Traffic Monitoring – Camera Change Aggregation Latency in ms. for each
node






























Figure 80: Traffic Monitoring – Foreground Aggregation Latency in ms. for each node
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8.4 Discussion
As described in Section 8.2.4, the three application scenarios highlight different properties
of live stream analysis applications, spanning a range of potential use cases. Specific fea-
tures of temporal streams directly support various stream analysis requirements. At the
most basic level, the runtime provides streaming data transport and communication be-
tween distributed application components; data access uses temporal indexing specifically
relevant to live streams. In the airport monitoring scenario, the application makes use of the
programming model’s stream data persistence and time-based historical data access mech-
anism. The airport application also uses the pickling handler functionality to transform live
RGB video data suitable for analysis into a compressed (JPEG) representation suitable for
storage.
In addition to the basic time-based data access, the traffic monitoring scenario uses a
channel group to virtually synchronize a fundamental video stream with a feature stream
created from the video stream. The camera change detector dynamically changes its num-
ber of inputs used in analysis. In steady state, with no changes, the detector uses only
fundamental video stream input. When a potential change is suspected, the detector re-
trieves a set of background models spanning 10ms around the suspected change in order
to do further analysis. The flexibility to choose arbitrary inputs and outputs dynamically is
not universal in stream processing solutions; for example, systems based on synchronous
dataflow models often quite restrictive and database-oriented solutions may not allow the
expression of certain kinds of dynamic input changes or only do so in the context of user-
provided operators which are opaque to the system’s query more advanced optimization
and query planning functionality (see Chapter 10 for more on related work).
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In order to provide looser coupling and impose fewer restrictions on the stream compu-
tation, temporal streams does not provide application-wide scheduling of computation. In
the traffic monitoring experiment, the video channels and related feature computation are
statically partitioned onto cluster nodes. Although such a configuration may seem simplis-
tic, it actually directly fits the topology of the GDOT’s existing camera and data transport
system. Although the traffic cameras are spread throughout the entire city and all feeds
are sent back to the traffic monitoring center (TMC), there are also many local fiber con-
centration stations servicing a nearby geographic area. In these stations, a small number
of nearby cameras’ feeds are concentrated into a single data feed sent back to the central
headquarters. The addition of a processing node to perform local feature detection on the
small local set of cameras is a very natural extension of the existing infrastructure.
The port asset tracking scenario performs higher-level inferencing and anomaly de-
tection using a semi-automated monitoring feedback strategy involving human operators.
Even when operating with high-level events (versus lower-level feature streams), time in-
formation is critical; when we “close the loop” between higher-level event behavior and
lower-level data to generate alerts or diagnostics for remediation, we use the temporal
streams’s time-based retrieval to grab potentially large intervals of data spanning historical
content. The system provides the ability to seamlessly express retrieval of live or stored
stream data without making arbitrary distinctions. This allows the “Truck Leaving Port
Late” rule action (Figure 63) to perform a binary search over a truck’s journey through the
port to find the initial source of a delay.
Although it provides key functionality to enable live stream analysis applications, the
temporal streams runtime is designed to be relatively lightweight and suitable as a substrate
for higher-level, more domain-specific middleware functionality. The runtime overhead
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incurred by the core feature detection operations is negligible. In both of our experiments,
the difference between the standalone computation time of the feature detectors and their
computation time in our running application is on the order of less than a millisecond to
a few milliseconds. This difference includes the time taken to transfer the data over a
network, effects related to running on a busy system versus an idle system and scheduling
jitter (and in some cases, waiting for synchronization or waiting for output from other
feature detectors). In addition, the data overhead of temporal streams imposed by headers
and metadata is relatively small (84 bytes) and can be further reduced by variable-length
encoding.
Robustness: The process of running our experiments also highlighted the robustness of
the runtime’s decentralized design. When running our traffic monitoring experiments, we
accidentally encountered a node without working Infiniband networking. Only internal
temporal streams communication uses the Infiniband interfaces, while the test harness run-
ning the experiment uses the IPs associated with the regular external Ethernet interfaces
to ssh in and spawn the appropriate processes. Consequently, the malfunctioning Infini-
band interface was not detected until after the experiment had run. Communication to and
from components running on the malfunctioning node was not possible. In our results we
noticed that we had no measurements for one set of foreground density components and
the upstream aggregators dependant on their outputs. Despite this failure, all of the other
components in the system were unperturbed, including other feature detectors running on
the same video streams. The traffic experiment’s aggregators also use a dedicated thread
per input channel (see Figure 70), so an unexpected delay in one channel’s output will not
block other measurements.
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Table 16: Application Complexity
Component SLOC
Airport Surveillance (C) 1050
Traffic Monitoring (C) 810
Port Asset Tracking (DRL) 75
Port Asset Tracking (Java) 25020
Complexity: Table 16 shows complexity of each application measured in source lines of
code (SLOC) as reported by SLOCCount [206]. These figures do not include the code re-
lated to OpenCV [14] computer vision library functionality. Since the airport surveillance
application consists of seven components, and the traffic monitoring application consists
of five components, we calculate an average of 150-160 SLOC of C per component. In a
modern language like Java, with automatic memory management and a large standard li-
brary, the number of lines of could easily be halved. Ultimately, temporal streams does not
eliminate all complexities in constructing live stream analysis applications, but it does pro-
vide a significant set of important baseline functionality. This enables relatively compact
implementations of our motivating applications.
Enhancements: The experience of implementing these applications also highlights po-
tential avenues of improvement in temporal streams. In particular, the traffic monitoring
scenario’s camera change detection (Figure 55) would benefit from time variables dealing
with reverse time intervals. As described here, temporal streams provides the next and
newest-after time variables, but does not define analogous, reverse-direction previous or n-
before style variables. Currently, a get request can retrieve prior items only by subtracting
concrete time amounts from known timestamps (e.g., in Figure 55, 10 milliseconds before
20This port asset tracking application implementation is more conceptual, since it is not a complete system;
the SLOC figure provided here is counting the prototype code plus illustrative pseudocode stubs.
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the point of interest). While this is adequate in some situations, it is also possible that the
span of time to subtract to move back a certain number of items may not be known a priori.
Enhancing the programming model with these time variables would not impose much on
the implementation; the current system could accommodate such time variables already.
The port asset tracking scenario would benefit from the enhanced system stream registry
discussed in Section 6.7. In that section, support for arbitrary application-level metadata
associated with channels is described in the context of analysis priority and feedback. In
the port asset tracking scenario, channels could be tagged with location information to
allow components to query geographic relationships between sensors. Since our other
scenarios also involve cyber-physical systems, they could all potentially use such facilities,
depending on the nature of their higher-level analysis requirements.
At the level of implementation, our applications share common code patterns – for
example, unary feature detectors which simply transform one stream to another are univer-
sal. Although temporal streams makes these components relatively small, we should fur-
ther reduce the required boilerplate for very commonly-used patterns such as unary stream
transformation by providing pre-built code “templates” in some form. C++ template-based
metaprogramming can make the process relatively easy. As our experience implementing
live stream analysis applications in different domains grows, an appropriate set of such
commonly required patterns will become more evident.
8.5 Future Directions – Video as a Service
One application scenario where we are currently applying temporal streams is the extension
of live stream analysis to cloud computing services. Video as a Service21 (VaaS) is a new
21Video as a Service is perhaps more aptly named Video Analytics as a Service.
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project umbrella in the tradition of cloud computing -as a service offerings. The goal is pro-
viding video stream analytics as services in an environment that utilizes cloud computing
resources. The nearly unlimited capacity of cloud infrastructure-level and platform-level
service offerings can be leveraged for demand-based scaling. The VaaS computational
platform provides common video analytics as metered, cloud-based services; it also uses
the cloud as an optional scale-out strategy to augment local computational and storage re-
sources.
Although the VaaS project is currently under active development, temporal streams
provides a good building block for system implementation. Since temporal streams mod-
els stream data interactions only – acting as a glue between loosely-coupled communicating
components – building a distributed system from disparate components in different admin-
istrative domains is not problematic. From a computational perspective, this flexibility
enables service-compositional approaches to application construction. In a stream analysis
application built using Video as a Service, user-provided analysis components will coex-
ist with black box service-provided components for common video analysis. The VaaS-
provided components are black boxes since they are metered services, so there are strong
and natural communication boundaries between VaaS-components and user-provided pieces.
Temporal streams provides a simple, uniform interface between stream components, and an
HTTP-based interface to the system (described in Section 6.7.1) would fit well with current
practice in constructing cloud services.
Other live stream analysis construction approaches are arguably less suited to this style
of application, making more “closed world” assumptions or imposing higher coupling be-
tween application components. Compiler or language-oriented research typified by so-
lutions such as StreamIt [193] or WaveScript [93] tend to require more global program
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knowledge. WaveScript in particular uses whole-program, profile-driven optimization to
decide how distribute operator computation among nodes a priori. Database-centric sys-
tems such as Borealis [27] tend to assume the entire system will function in a common
runtime execution environment responsible for dynamically scheduling operators and or-
chestrating communication. See Chapter 10 for more related work context.
In addition to cloud computation, we would also like to utilize cloud storage in Video
as a Service. As a simple and transparent first step towards cloud storage, the flexible per-
sistence architecture of temporal streams allows a backend to use cloud as a large “backing
store” for local disk storage. In fact, one of the first VaaS-umbrella projects is a temporal
streams persistence backend using Amazon’s S3 cloud storage, plus EC2 cloud computa-
tion and its EBS block storage.22
Ultimately, however, Video as a Service will point to potential improvements to tem-
poral streams to better suit the capabilities exposed – and challenges imposed – by the
cloud. Many of the concrete software architectural improvements mentioned in Section 6.7
are directly related to the demands of VaaS. In particular, the chained or advanced hier-
archical storage is helpful to utilize cloud storage; the common channel-related metadata
“whiteboard” allowing priority and feedback information to be published would also prove
useful for Video as a Service-based applications. In addition, advanced access control
is important when utilizing cloud computing because the system crosses administrative
boundaries and is less controlled. Finally, the communications interface to channels may
be enhanced to better support the black box metered cloud service paradigm. As mentioned
earlier, “REST-like” [85] HTTP-based system interfaces are common in cloud services to-
day. While Video as a Service requires some domain-specific computational scheduling
22See http://aws.amazon.com/ for more information about Amazon’s cloud services.
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capabilities and other higher-level functionality, it will not all be added directly to tempo-
ral streams. Instead, temporal streams should provide hooks to effectively support such





In Chapters 7 and 8, we evaluate temporal streams in several ways: Chapter 7 focuses on
the raw system performance, while Chapter 8 evaluates temporal streams in the context of
several application scenarios. The application-based evaluations highlight how temporal
streams provides needed functionality to upper layers while maintaining reasonable perfor-
mance.
Support for Upper Layers: As mentioned in Section 2.3, temporal streams is designed
to address a set of development “pain points” related to fundamental data issues in live
stream analysis applications. Applying the concept of time to data access at a low system
level elegantly solves a variety of common problems faced by applications in the domain.
Fundamentally, temporal streams is a relatively thin stream data substrate for distributed
applications; in previous sections, we have mentioned that temporal streams is designed to
be suitable as a foundation for higher-level functionality.
Live stream analysis applications have a variety of concerns, and naturally temporal
streams is not intended to address all of them. Higher layers – either the application itself
or middleware layers built on top of temporal streams – will address additional application
concerns. For example, the Port Asset Tracking application presented in Chapter 8 uses
a business rules engine to reason about very high level events. Although the high-level
needs of different target applications may vary significantly, temporal streams is sufficient
to support upper layers’ time-oriented stream data access needs.
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In the Port Asset Tracking scenario, temporal streams is used directly by the applica-
tion. In a system like ASAP [180], the highest-level application layer consists of queries
written in a custom domain-specific language. These queries refer to time and stream data
implicitly, so the use of temporal streams underneath is not directly exposed. Regardless,
temporal streams is sufficient for the domain-specific language runtime implementation,
which must compile queries into specific computation and related time-oriented data inter-
actions.
Reasoning about high-level events is a very common concern in live stream analysis
applications, particularly in cyber-physical systems. When low-level time-oriented stream-
ing data is progressively refined into very high-level event data, there is a qualitative shift
in the processing needs and uses of data. At the highest level, streams disappear to a large
extent and the data is simply a sparse set of events; these events are associated with time but
not necessarily processed in a stream-oriented fashion. At that level, non-stream-oriented
event-reasoning systems such as Crest [30] are useful. However, as demonstrated in the
Port Asset Tracking scenario, applications often need to “close the loop” and return to
fundamental/lower-level stream data using time information associated with events, and
temporal streams directly supports this need.
Engineering and Use Considerations: The temporal streams runtime (and program-
ming model, to some extent) embodies certain assumptions about the system’s use context.
For example, temporal streams is designed to scale “out” as multiple streams are added,
but its ability to scale “up” delivery of a single stream’s data is not designed to the level
required for something like Internet video delivery (where the number of consumers may
be numbered in the hundreds of thousands or even millions). However, we believe that our
facilities to scale up a single channel through replication are more than adequate for typical
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live stream analysis.
As mentioned in Chapter 1, our primary focus is the subset of live stream analysis appli-
cations processing heavyweight fundamental input streams of relatively unstructured data
where feature detection and analysis are the major computational requirements. Consider
the standard structure of these applications as depicted in Figure 81. A typical applica-
tion in this area has a moderate number of first-level feature detectors running on all input
streams. These applications tend to be looking for high-level events of interest across a
set of input streams, and the streams (like video) are not directly interpretable until rele-
vant high-level information is extracted, so the system will usually perform some baseline
processing on all input streams.1 As these fundamental streams are transformed into pro-
gressively higher-level information, the amount of data is reduced. As higher-level infor-
mation is generated, the outputs will often be more like sparse event streams of the type
highlighted in the Port Asset Tracking scenario in Chapter 8. Higher-level analysis often
combines multi-modal analysis or trend analysis; it may induce further selective processing
on specific streams or request historical data from fundamental streams (also highlighted
in the Port Asset Tracking scenario). Figure 81 shows this hierarchical processing as a
one-directional processes with large amounts of data (at the bottom of the diagram) pro-
gressively transformed into more compact and higher-level information (at the top of the
diagram). In reality there is a feedback between higher and lower levels, but the data vol-
ume trends still hold.
A consequence of this application structure is that the data demands are relatively uni-
form across streams, at least in the lower levels of feature extraction where data rates are
1Usually the application cannot know a priori which streams will be “interesting” or worthwhile to analyze
until at least some first-level processing has occurred.
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highest. In contrast, online user-generated video sites like YouTube handle streams with
vastly different relative popularities. Online content consumed directly by users often fol-
lows power-law distributions [56, 209], which means that the relative popularity of streams
may differ by many orders of magnitude. The current temporal streams architecture is not
designed to handle data delivery at the scales required for those domains, but it is appropri-
ate for live stream analysis applications.
The real world scenarios providing the basis for the applications presented in Chapter 8
involve 500-1500 video cameras. The results presented here show 8-24 streams to establish
proof-of-concept. The Traffic Monitoring experiments show that the end-to-end feature
detector processing latencies stay flat when scaling from 8 to 16 to 24 streams. I argue that
the system’s architecture should, by construction, allow scaling out the number of streams
to these levels,2 but obviously there is no concrete experimental proof.
This is a common caveat to academic systems research. Professor Ken Birman notes,
“as a researcher interested in scale, I can’t help but be disturbed by the tendency of [Pro-
gram Committees] to demand types of experimentation that can only be undertaken by
employees of the largest companies” [50]. If I could gain exclusive access to the cluster
resources currently available to me, I could scale my experiments to perhaps 50-75 streams,
but this is still an order of magnitude lower than the real world scenarios. While explicit
experimental results are obviously a “gold standard,” their potential infeasibility leads to an
interesting question: how can one otherwise provide reasonably convincing evidence that
a particular artifact can achieve suitable scale?
I conjecture that, while experimental evidence is key for evaluating a particular concrete
system implementation, reasonably convincing evidence can be provided for a particular
2because channels are only related to each other either through system-wide metadata or channel groups
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Fundamental Input Streams (Heavy-weight)
First-level Feature Detection
Feature Streams (Lighter-weight)





Event or nth-level feature Streams (light-weight and/or sparse)
Figure 81: Structure of a Live Streaming Application
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approach by evaluating the constraints imposed by general architectural properties. For
example, this dissertation provides several successive refinements of the fundamental idea
stated in my thesis. I move from 1) the abstract idea of wall clock time indexing in live
streams to 2) a specific programming model using wall clock time to 3) a specific runtime
architecture to 4) a concrete implementation of the architecture. At each level of refinement,
certain constraints are imposed on any potential implementation. The first level of detail –
the abstract idea – imposes certain overheads on individual streams, because time-indexing
must be provided: this could potentially limit the ability of a single stream to scale “up”
in aggregate data rate. However, it does not make any particular impositions on scaling
“out” by adding multiple streams, as there are no specific constraints on how multiple
streams affect each other. At the second level of refinement – the programming model –
multiple streams are related loosely by global naming metadata, but again few constraints
are imposed. Finally, at the level of an architecture, the programming model could be
realized in an extremely non-scalable way by centralizing all resources on a single node or
in an extremely scalable way by making all channels independent.
I have chosen to design a highly decentralized architecture for temporal streams. In
general, the only architecturally-imposed interdependencies between channels are 1) chan-
nel groups and 2) global metadata. In Section 6.1, I note several limitations of channel
groups and their use context: they are not intended to scale to a large number of channels
or widely distributed channels, but such synchronization needs are already constrained.
In our problem context, the message propagation delay between distributed nodes already
limits the achievable synchronization accuracy. In addition, while channel groups may not
scale to a large degree by themselves, this limitation only applies within a channel group. In
other words, the presence of channel groups does not limit the ability of the greater system
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to scale.
The performance of global temporal streams metadata really constitutes the major
architecturally-imposed scalability limit when scaling “out” to many channels. I argue that
it will not be an impediment to scaling to the levels needed by the application scenarios;
as the system is designed currently, global metadata is queried infrequently and updated
even more rarely. In many ways, the metadata facilities in temporal streams are similar to
the Domain Name System (DNS): queries are relatively rare and updates are infrequent,
hierarchical caching at clients is used to lessen the load on authoritative, top-level sources
and the system uses eventual consistency. If the system’s view of channels was more sig-
nificantly more dynamic (for example, supporting dynamic publish/subscribe predicates as
described in Section 6.7.2), a different approach might be necessary.
As the system is presented here, I believe one can reasonably accept that the abstract
approach described in my thesis does not impose fundamental limitations that would pre-
vent scaling an implementation “out” to many streams. While a particular implementa-
tion’s scaling properties may vary, I believe it is evident that the programming model and





This chapter is a survey of existing literature relevant to our temporal streams programming
model and runtime architecture. Since our work addresses a variety of different concerns,
including high-level distributed programming models, networking issues, and storage of
streaming data, this chapter covers a relatively broad and diverse set of efforts, spanning
areas like databases, distributed systems/networking, programming languages and compil-
ers. In this chapter, we attempt to be thorough but by no means exhaustive. Note that 1)
some prior work is only related to a particular piece of our system architecture and 2) the
works are roughly categorized – certain systems are thematically suited to several differ-
ent categorizations. See Section 10.7 for a broad discussion of the thematic relationship of
different classes of work.
10.1 Stream Databases & Stream Processing Engines
Much work in alleviating higher-level concerns for live stream analysis applications comes
in the form of stream data management systems (SDMS) (also referred to as stream databases)
or stream processing engines / data stream processing systems (DSPS). These systems
manage execution (and communication) of stream analysis functionality and often use
continuous queries in declarative query languages. Many are evolved out of traditional
relational databases. There are a variety of relevant research systems like domain-specific
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Gigascope [68] and Hyperion1 [75] (for network monitoring) as well as more general-
purpose systems like TelegraphCQ [63], Synergy [169] and Borealis [27] (and its predeces-
sor Aurora [43]), and Stanford’s STREAM Data Manager [37]. IBM’s Stream Processing
Core [34] (part of System S) is another research system for stream mining (data mining
on streaming data); it uses a publish/subscribe-inspired stream model and provides lower-
level core runtime infrastructure for stream processing engines and applications. SPADE
(Stream Processing Application Declarative Engine) [88] is a declarative stream processing
engine that runs on the Stream Processing Core. NexusDS [65] is a recent DSPS designed
to address various limitations in many of the aforementioned systems, such as support for
unstructured streams, heterogeneity in processing nodes and dynamic addition of operators
at runtime.
General-purpose commercial systems include StreamBase [17], Coral8 [6] and Tru-
viso’s TruCQ [18]. IBM’s Middleware for Large-Scale Surveillance (MILS) [12] uses a
regular DB2 database and targets surveillance and related applications specifically. In these
systems, all streaming data analysis runs as part of the database or some sort of stream query
engine. Generally, application-specific data analysis code is written as a stream operator
in some extension API if user-defined operators are possible.2
Another series of related systems exist in a sub-community built around the area of
Complex Event Processing (CEP) [131] or Event Stream Processing (ESP).3 Systems for
1See Section 10.6 for more on Hyperion. Although it is heavily motivated by stream database approaches,
the primary contribution in the cited publication is at a lower level – a high performance filesystem for stream
storage.
2Otherwise the user is limited to the built-in query language features.
3The terminology is not well standardized, but CEP applied to event streams is often called Event Stream
Processing (ESP). Some sources differentiate between CEP as a set of techniques for event analysis and ESP
as application of CEP to streams [130], while others use the terms more interchangeably.
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CEP are often similar to stream processing engines (or stream databases) and the distinc-
tion is not clear-cut; the concerns and applications often overlap and many differences are
in the originating research community and terminology. CEP/ESP scenarios often involve a
massive number of small data items (events) which are aggregated and correlated with pat-
tern matching languages or rule engines – these are similar to continuous query languages,
although many are explicitly limited in expressiveness for performance considerations [9].
Some systems explicitly targeted towards CEP include the research efforts SASE [97],
Cayuga [74], and Microsoft Research’s CEDR [46], as well as the open-source, but com-
mercially supported Esper [23], the freely-available, closed-source StreamCruncher [110]
engine and the commercial ruleCore CEP Server [16]. Both StreamBase [17] and Coral8 [6]
are marketed as CEP systems, although StreamBase’s lineage is in Borealis [27]/Aurora [43]
and Coral8’s lineage is in STREAM [37]. Owens [159] surveys a large set of stream pro-
cessing systems, including CEP systems. Dekkers also surveys [73] several competing
CEP systems.
While these systems are impressive, they represent a different architectural approach
than temporal streams. These systems provide centrally managed and controlled execution
(often with high level query languages), while our system is a glue for loosely coupled
systems of independent communicating components with no centralized control where dis-
tributed actors communicate implicitly via channels. Temporal streams does not impose
any particular computational model on applications; it only models stream data interac-
tions. Our system is also targeted at scenarios involving significant signal feature detec-
tion/analysis on streams such as audio and video, in contrast to SQL-like declarative query
languages often more suited to domains with highly structured data like network monitor-
ing or stock trading. The authors of the WaveScript language [93]/XStream engine [94]
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note that traditional stream database approaches are not well suited to signal analysis ap-
plications (audio, for example) and provide an augmented model and stream management
system for isochronous signal processing. The Linear Road benchmark [39], the only stan-
dard benchmark for stream databases/stream processing engines, uses highly structured
data for analysis and does not include signal analysis or feature detection from data sources
like video.
Perhaps more importantly, unlike traditional databases with SQL, there is no widely
agreed-upon, “industry standard” temporal query language: CQL [38], TSQL2 [185],
StreamSQL [22] (used in StreamBase [17]), CCL [5] (used in Coral8 [6]), and various other
extended SQLs such as GSQL [68] and non-SQL based languages such as TQuel [184]
(based on Quel, the original Ingres query language) have all been proposed over the span
of the past twenty years. ATLaS [204] supports streaming and regular relational queries us-
ing an extended, Turing-complete SQL dialect. Even the baseline semantics of continuous
queries regarding time windowing and blocking/non-blocking operators are still debated
and vary from solution to solution; additionally, the suitability of various query semantics
is potentially domain-specific. For example, the Gigascope [68] authors found that contin-
uous queries with sliding windows – the most popular streaming database paradigm – are
“inappropriate for network data analysis,” so Gigscope instead uses a pure stream model.
The recently published “Towards a Streaming SQL Standard” [109] proposes a unified
execution model for time-based and tuple-based stream query languages.
Our approach does not impose a particular computational model on stream analysis
applications; we only model stream data interactions, supporting arbitrary communica-
tion/data dependencies between components at the expense of being less declarative. In
the end, we believe this tradeoff is acceptable given the additional flexibility of general
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distributed applications (e.g., components can be developed independently/in different lan-
guages, hold internal state, utilize external resources, etc.). It is also easier to integrate
into existing distributed systems, as components have explicit communication boundaries
and are not executed in the context of a constrained execution environment. This, in turn,
facilities service-composition approaches to application development. Our approach also
provides a substrate for higher-level domain-specific solutions which raise the level of ab-
straction for a set of applications.
Ultimately, our approach represents another point in the design space balancing trade-
offs between flexibility/generality as well as performance and the level of abstraction.
Our choices are similar to Distributed Data Structures [95] and BerkeleyDB [155], where
some higher-level and heavyweight features of a full DBMS are traded off for a simpler,
more procedural programmatic interface. In some ways our approach is similar to Box-
wood [132], which provides distributed, managed data structures as a fundamental storage
abstraction in lieu of more traditional approaches; in our case, the stream abstraction also
serves as the storage interface. Distributed Data Structures [95] and Boxwood [132] also
fit as distributed programming solutions (see Section 10.4).
10.2 Data Parallel & Stream Languages
Two related classes of language and compiler-oriented research have adopted terminology
involving “streams” and “streaming.” I will call one category stream programming and the
other category continuous stream languages. Works in the former category have evolved
out of data parallel languages and those in the latter are typically derived from the syn-
chronous dataflow model of computation. Both classes of solutions also share common
traits and goals – one major goal is providing a means to express parallelism explicitly to
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enhance optimization. Despite the overloaded common terminology, the groups evolved
from somewhat different starting points. See Section 10.7 for a broad, high-level compari-
son.
10.2.1 Stream Programming
Presently, stream programming is a popular research area, with much current work on par-
allel programming models to effectively utilize GPUs for general purpose computation,
the Cell processor, DSPs, custom FPGAs, many-core processors, and Polymorphous Com-
puting Architectures [70]. In these models, stream processing is effectively an extension
of SIMD (or MIMD), a mechanism for expressing and exploiting data parallelism. There
is a proliferation of recent data parallel programming models and languages, including
Brook [57], Peakstream [21], Accelerator [190], Ct [92, 91], CUDA [150]. These models
are often similar to earlier languages such as APL [108] and NESL [53]. Recent evolution-
ary works such as Sequoia [83], OpenCL and Streamwave [96] go much further, extending
the generality of computation and adding runtime support related to many general-purpose
parallel programming systems. The main differences between temporal streams and these
stream programming models are 1) the assumed level of available data parallelism, 2) the
level at which the computation is modeled, and 3) the use of time.
Although there is significant variety in the specifics of the various stream programming
models/languages, their basic model of streams are similar – streams are generally repre-
sented as data parallel arrays which are inputs to kernels of computation applied element-
wise.4 These models are typically applied to large-scale data processing tasks where the
4Some of these models (e.g., Ct or NESL) also support nesting in addition to “flat” data parallelism.
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primary concern is scaling out to effectively utilize large amounts of available parallel pro-
cessing power, such as in the massive number of ALUs available in GPUs – these ap-
proaches assume large amounts of data available for bulk processing. In addition, these
systems generally have no notion of time and operate on bounded sets of data. Live streams
are different, because data is processed as it is produced, so data parallelism between items
is limited by the production rate and latency expectations (in waiting for results to be pro-
cessed). In this manner these models are different, but our temporal stream model is also at
a higher-level: the domain of the actual stream analysis code is entirely the application’s.
Temporal streams models the data production characteristics, while the actual processing
of the data in a particular stream (or streams) could reasonably utilize data-parallel com-
putation techniques. Since these approaches are at different levels of abstraction, they can
be mutually complementary – many applications using temporal streams will also need
to incorporate such low-level processing optimizations, and our higher-level abstractions
are designed with that possibility in mind. By not defining an execution model for the
individual stream analysis code itself, our temporal stream model can easily support ex-
otic hardware and heterogeneous systems, provided the scheduling/resource management
component is adequately aware of such issues.
SPADE [88] has nascent support for integrating stream processing techniques in the
context of live stream analysis applications. It supports these techniques in the form of list
data types, which are very similar to data parallel arrays of previous systems. They provide
data parallelism for dispatch on vector extensions on general purpose processors, as well
as specific support for the Cell processor. The authors of SPADE also compare the list
data type approach for live stream analysis applications to WaveScript’s [94] primitives for
isochronous signal processing.
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10.2.2 Continuous Stream Languages
StreamIt [193] is a stream language and compiler frequently compared to the aforemen-
tioned stream programming models; its goals are similar but StreamIt’s view of streams is
somewhat different. Rather than viewing streams as parallel arrays of data items processed
by idempotent compute kernels, streams are an unbounded series of data items arriving in
a particular order and at a known rate – this is the synchronous dataflow model [121]. This
model facilitates static analysis and is exploited for automatic extraction of parallelism in
moderate sized, structured tasks (such as sorts, media decoders, FFTs, etc.) decomposed
into smaller filter hierarchies. The synchronous dataflow model of streams is closer to
our model than the stream programming model, because streams are continuous and time-
oriented; however, our model is asynchronous like most streaming database work. Vari-
ous other systems similar to StreamIt bridge the gap between synchronous dataflow stream
programming and asynchronous stream data management. Flask [133] is a domain-specific
dataflow programming language for sensor networks. The WaveScript language [93, 94] is
also similar to StreamIt in many aspects but provides elements of asynchrony like streaming
database work.
Spidle [66] takes a dataflow-based, domain-specific language approach to supporting
non-distributed streaming applications. By constructing streaming applications as net-
works of filter hierarchies in a declarative language, Spidle allows succinct specification
of such applications and enables domain-specific static analysis, including verification.
Nizza [189] provides a framework for the construction of real-time, non-distributed stream-
ing multimedia applications. Nizza’s approach is based on using dataflow-oriented program
representations to exploit both task and data parallelism on SMP systems. TStreams [114]
is a proposed model of parallel computation used as a language/compilation target – it
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defies clean categorization. Mandviwala [134] describes TStreams as follows:
The TStreams [38] parallel programming model was developed by combining
ideas from Dataflow [4], Tuple Spaces [21] and Streaming computations [53,
60] to enable a model where parallelism and data-dependencies could be cleanly
expressed separately from the distribution and scheduling policies of concur-
rent tasks. In TStreams, the application programmer expresses all the available
potential parallelism by describing fine-grain computations and data commu-
nication specification between them via an application task-graph.
10.3 Processing Streams / FIFOs
The general concept of processing potentially unbounded streamed data as it is made avail-
able is fundamental – for example, the Unix pipe5 [172] is a nearly ubiquitous streaming
data flow abstraction, as are lazily-evaluated infinite lists in functional programming lan-
guages [28, 113, 194]. Dataflow-driven languages such as Lucid [41], SISAL [139] and
Id [40] use similar idioms as a core programming paradigm.6 Functional reactive program-
ming [152] integrates a form of dataflow programming dealing with time-sensitive asyn-
chronous events into functional programming. Shivers and Might [181] explore techniques
for optimizing pipelines of online transducers. An online transducer performs item-at-a-
time computation on a perpetual data streams. This paradigm is related to Sawzall [163],
a language made for writing mapping and aggregation functions in MapReduce [71] (see
Section 10.5). McIlroy [140], inventor of the Unix pipe, shows how to evaluate power
5or any number of equivalent IPC abstractions for other operating systems
6Thies [192] explores the relationship between various classes of dataflow languages and models of
computation in depth, and their connection to the previously mentioned classes of stream languages
(Section 10.2).
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series in Pike’s Newsqueak language [164] in a similar manner (composing sequences of
transducers applied to infinite streams).
Although they were introduced primarily to facilitate network protocol and service in-
novation, active networks [191] process data as it flows through the network en-route to its
destination. There is an entire area of research in online algorithms or streaming algorithms
in theoretical computer science [146]. Hundreds of other abstractions in many diverse areas
also model streams as a sequence of bytes or messages and model computation as functions
applied to perpetual input streams.
10.4 Distributed Programming
The workload of live stream analysis applications is unique and lends itself well to dis-
tributed programming, because stream processing has natural and explicit communication
boundaries. In addition, live stream analysis applications are also amenable to distribution
because all shared state can be explicitly pushed into streams, which simplifies the analysis
code into stateless, functional operations.
The development of more expressive and convenient programming models to ease the
burden of distributed programming is a very common goal and there is an extremely large
body of prior work in this area. The communications aspects of temporal stream abstrac-
tions are related to various distributed programming systems and programming models,
such as message-passing systems, distributed shared memory, RPC/RMI, group communi-
cation, tuple spaces, or publish/subscribe systems. Nonetheless, no existing system directly
provides a programming model tailored for the natural expression of temporal idioms com-
mon in the development of live stream analysis applications. At the lowest level, network
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communication via sockets or byte streams provides high performance and excellent flex-
ibility but is inconvenient and complicated. Much work has gone into layering more con-
venient and structured abstractions on top of underlying unstructured transports. Remote
Procedure Call [186, 51] and Remote Method Invocation [11] are now nearly ubiquitous
mechanisms to provide more structured network programming. Although very expressive
and widely applicable, RPC/RMI are very general and typical implementations are unsuited
for continuous bulk data transfers; the programming model of RPC makes it unnatural or
impractical to exploit multicast for many kinds of interactions. Additionally, time-based
manipulation of streaming data must be layered on top of a basic RPC system.
Low-overhead Message Passing: In many domains involving high-performance com-
puting, message-passing systems are more common than RPC/RMI. Active Messages [202]
and related systems like Optimistic Active Messages [203] and Fast Messages [160] are
high performance point-to-point messaging layers, but they are low level and often more
suitable as a substrate for implementing higher-level abstractions. Systems like PVM [78]
and MPI [87] provide more facilities for point-to-point messaging and various collective
communication operations. Although significantly more convenient than raw transport-
level operations and very general, message passing systems like MPI and PVM are still
fairly low-level; additionally, such systems have traditionally been narrowly targeted to-
wards relatively static cluster-computing environments and may not handle failure or dy-
namism in a manner appropriate for more widely distributed environments. Various efforts
have attempted to address related shortcomings: MPI-2 [141] addresses the issue of static
participants by expanding the process model to allow runtime dynamism. FT-MPI [82]
stands for “Fault Tolerant MPI” and attempts to address MPI’s shortcomings with regard
to failure tolerance.
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Group & Configurable Communication: Configurable communication systems like
Isis [49] and Horus [195] are often targeted for group/collective communication, but are
more appropriate for applications requiring heavyweight features such as group member-
ship agreement or causal message ordering. detection of group partitions and atomic mes-
sage delivery (via virtual synchrony). CCL [42] also provides a number of powerful prim-
itives for group communication. For our target class of applications, direct point-to-point
message passing is inappropriate because it would require producers to be informed of the
current consumers of a particular stream. In the target class of applications, group commu-
nication is more appropriate than point-to-point messaging, but per-stream group broad-
casts would still involve much redundant messaging because each item would be broadcast
to each stream consumer, even those that may not need it. Additionally, many group com-
munication systems are not designed to support a large number of groups or groups with
quickly varying membership. Recent related projects like QSM [158] attempt to address
some of these limitations. Finally, the recognition of time as a first-class entity would still
have to be layered on top of a group-based communication system.
Publish/Subscribe & Message Queuing: Publish/subscribe is a messaging paradigm
similar to group communication – in fact, one can view group communication as a specific
simple form of publish/subscribe, although in practice systems utilizing the two approaches
often target quite different domains and therefore have different performance characteris-
tics and design tradeoffs. Producers publish messages and all interested consumers receive
messages; consumer interest can be determined in a variety of ways, but content-based
classification or subject-based tagging are common. The Information Bus [154] (TIB/Ren-
dezvous), Siena [62] and Gryphon [45] are notable examples of pub/sub systems. The
Cayuga [74] streaming event processing system augments a publish/subscribe model with
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a database-inspired, expressive query language and IBM’s Stream Processing Core [34]
also uses a publish/subscribe-based stream system. Message-queuing/brokering systems
are also related to publish/subscribe and group communication systems and many also
present basic forms of distributed data structures. Often both point-to-point direct messag-
ing and publish/subscribe style distribution coexist in “message-oriented middleware” [44]
solutions. Many such systems exist, but Sun’s Java Message Service (JMS) [99] and
AMQP [197] (Advanced Message Queuing Protocol) are two recent standards with a sig-
nificant number of independent implementations and vendor support. JMS is simply an in-
terface specification for Java messaging components enabling pluggable implementations
but not necessarily interoperability, while the newer AMQP includes complete protocol-
level specifications. Such systems are typically used for asynchronous event notification
rather than bulk data transfer, and designed for business-oriented applications rather than
high-performance computing scenarios.
Distributed Shared Memory: Distributed programming models with implicit commu-
nication, such as Distributed Shared Memory (DSM) and tuple-space environments like
Linda [61], are also popular. DSM is not appropriate for our target class of applications
due to the nature of data and the granularity of sharing. The rate of data turnover is high,
but items are read-only once produced and any given consumer may simply need the latest
item. DSM systems require relatively infrequent page faults to achieve good performance.
Also, when the item size is greater than a single page (for instance, uncompressed frames of
video), the system will generally require several remote operations to retrieve a single item.
Making the page size large is also undesirable because it can cause false sharing/unneces-
sary data transfer of unneeded old data items or internal fragmentation for streams with
smaller items. More fundamentally, stream-based data processing does not map naturally
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onto shared memory models.
Tuple Spaces & Language-based distribution: Although they are not traditionally
used for applications with high-volume communication requirements, tuple-space pro-
gramming models like Linda [61] can provide a fairly natural mental model for stream-
based processing if each stream is represented by a tuple space and a timestamp is used
as the tag for each item. In order to provide automatic storage management, the runtime
would need to keep track of a window of currency and reclaim items with timestamps older
than the minimum bound. To the best of our knowledge, no existing tuple space imple-
mentation provides all of these features with suitable performance for real-time streaming
media. TStreams [114] is a proposed model of parallel computation general enough to sub-
sume the previous description of stream-based programming in tuple-based systems, but it
is a language/compilation target to expose parallelism rather than a runtime environment.
Some programming languages, such as Erlang [199] and Oz [100], provide communication
channels or distributed message passing as core language primitives.
Stream Delivery: Many systems exist for transport of streaming data for viewing: Yima [179]
and related systems are concerned with scalable media delivery to many clients. Several
systems, such as TOAST [86], MAESTRO [105] and CORBA Audio/Video Streaming Ser-
vice [118] augment CORBA [153] to provide transport of streaming media and concentrate
on efficient transmission. Systems such as these often use lower-level transport proto-
cols also designed specifically for real-time streaming media such as RTP [178], RTMP,
RTMFP [25], and SCTP [157].7 Various peer-to-peer systems also target streaming media
in different ways: CoolStreaming/DONet [210, 124] uses an overlay network to distributed
7Here transport is used in a general sense: only SCTP is a proper transport protocol. The other listed
media protocols are layered on TCP or UDP.
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streaming video data, while Skype [47] provides VoIP service. RTMFP [25] also has peer-
to-peer aspects. Liu et al. [129] survey peer-to-peer video distribution systems. Such data
distribution techniques and protocols can be applicable in the efficient implementation of
temporal streams.
Information Flow: Infopipes [52] are high-level communication abstractions for build-
ing distributed streaming multimedia systems. Infopipes focus on dataflow and commu-
nication in such systems, making the information-flow relationships explicit through com-
positional first class communication endpoint components which are significantly higher-
level than transport primitives. By explicitly representing the program’s dataflow with
a vocabulary of higher-level communication design patterns (i.e., concepts such as “tee”
connections, buffers, pumps and filters), the system can provide automatic management
of QoS-related issues, scheduling of certain types of computation and data movement,
as well as verification of certain application-level properties. DirectFlow [128] extends
the concept of InfoPipes to a full domain-specific language for describing dataflow rela-
tionships. STAGES [207] also uses a domain-specific language approach to specifying
dataflow graphs in interactive multimedia applications running on high-performance com-
puting resources. In particular, STAGES uses an aspect-oriented programming approach
to allow applications to separate core algorithmic components from cross-cutting concerns
like connection topologies, parallelization strategies and the mapping of threads and data
layout to available resources. These systems straddle the boundary between compiler and
language-oriented stream systems and distributed programming solutions.
Space-Time Memory: Stampede [167] and D-Stampede [31] are the most closely related
programming systems and are StampedeRT’s [104]/temporal streams’s direct predecessors,
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but there are significant differences in the programming models, especially in the handling
of time and garbage collection. Stampede’s “Space-Time Memory” programming model
also involved distributed data structures, but applications operate with discrete virtual time
stamps, which is significantly less natural for live streams and makes synchronization dif-
ficult. Also, Stampede requires distributed upkeep of system-wide global virtual time min-
imum bounds in order to perform garbage collection [151], and channels store distributed
state on behalf of clients, making transparent relocation and replication difficult. Tempo-
ral streams uses currency bounds which require only local information. Stampede also
does not provide inter-stream synchronization facilities. Finally, Stampede’s programming
model, like basic MPI, assumes a static participant set, which makes adapting to more
widely-distributed and dynamic environments difficult. D-Stampede eliminates this limi-
tation but at the expense of dynamic participants not being “first-class” entities (i.e., op-
erations of dynamic participants must be proxied by a static participant). In concert with
D-Stampede, Crest [30] supports reasoning about events using historical information in
the context of pervasive computing applications. Crest defines a three dimensional tuple-
space for historical events based on time, location and identity and provides a set of query
operations to find events lying along intersecting lines or planes.
Distributed Data Structures & Derived Storage: As mentioned earlier, Distributed
Data Structures [95] and Boxwood [132], provide various data structures as distributed
programming primitives. Distributed hash tables (DHTs) are also a popular form of dis-
tributed data structure for distributed programming, typically presenting familiar key-value
store interfaces.8 Chord [187] (plus DHash [69], a basic block storage layer on top of
8Although some solutions, such as Chord [187], decouple the basic hash lookup primitive from any
higher-level value storage functionality built above.
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the Chord hashing primitive), CAN [168], Pastry [175] and Tapestry [211] are all no-
table examples. Many of these systems have been used beneath higher-level distributed-
storage solutions, including various peer-to-peer filesystems. CFS [69] provides a read-
only filesystem interface built on top of DHash/Chord. DHash and Chord were later used
to implement Ivy [145], a peer-to-peer read-write filesystem. Similarly, both PAST [174], a
peer-to-peer data publishing/archival system (with immutable data; not a read-write filesys-
tem) and Pastiche [67], a cooperative-storage based backup system, are layered on Pas-
try. OceanStore [115], another wide-area distributed storage system, is itself built upon
Tapestry. Note that these peer-to-peer filesystems present a filesystem-like interface and
use distributed data structures underneath as an implementation mechanism, while tempo-
ral streams presents a distributed data structure interface and uses a storage mechanism
underneath to provide persistence of data structure contents.
10.5 Parallel Batch Processing
Distributed programming models and runtime systems designed for parallel processing/min-
ing large amounts of data, such as MapReduce [71] and Dryad [107], often have similar
concerns as live stream analysis applications, which makes many related techniques rele-
vant to our domain. For example, Sawzall [163] provides a small domain-specific language
for item-at-a-time processing of stored data sets within MapReduce, but it could also apply
to streaming data. The key difference is that live stream analysis applications are contin-
uous and data is explicitly time-related, while these aforementioned systems operate on
stored data. Although stored data is often streamed for processing, the time at which a
streamed data item becomes available for processing is unrelated to the data itself. Also,
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such systems are generally optimized for throughput over latency, are not limited to one-
pass processing, and typically use foreknowledge of the size of a dataset to partition pro-
cessing. Operating on stored data enables certain optimizations – for example, MapReduce
simply re-executes failed tasks and also uses a similar strategy when a slow mapping task
is holding up progress. In fact, Isard et al. explicitly note the unsuitability of the system for
such tasks: “Dryad is a batch computation system, not designed to support real-time oper-
ation which is crucial for [Continuous Query] systems since many CQ window operators
depend on real-time behavior” [107].
While parallel batch computation systems such as MapReduce [71] and Dryad [107]
define programming models for conveniently expressing instances of data-oriented batch
computation, He et al. [102] have recently proposed wave computing as a new computing
model encompassing the use of these batch processing systems in a larger context. These
systems are often used for preprocessing indices or exploratory data processing on datasets
that evolve (e.g., the entire web or sets of log files). Consequently, batch jobs are often re-
run regularly to reflect changes in the input datasets. Additionally, during exploratory data
processing – for example, the authors use “log mining” as a motivating scenario – several
interested parties may run independent instances of MapReduce over the same dataset to
extract different information. The wave computing model is designed to reflect recurrent
instances of batch computation on evolving datasets. It also attempts to capture and exploit
temporal relationships between multiple concurrent but normally independent instances
of batch computation, allowing independent but similar MapReduce jobs to eliminate re-
dundant computation and I/O. The authors describe wave computing as a middle-ground
between stream processing and batch processing [102]. In practice, however, the data pro-
cessing characteristics are somewhat incongruous. Unlike live stream processing, wave
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computing deals with large finite datasets (e.g., the entire web), where the system can ac-
cess a full snapshot for processing.
10.6 Storage
Since temporal streams includes a persistence interface, some storage-related work is rele-
vant in that context. Although much prior work could be used by our system as part of an
implementation (addressing issues related to stream persistence), in the interest of brevity
we will only highlight a few representative examples and one particularly relevant project:
Hyperion [75] is a system for online indexing and retrieval of high-volume data streams,
with network monitoring as the primary example. Although the motivation of Hyperion
is supporting a streaming database style approach like GigaScope [68] (with indexing like
MIND [125]), the primary contribution of Hyperion is a high-performance filesystem op-
timized for storing several concurrent high-bandwidth streams on a single physical disk –
StreamFS.9
At the lowest level of the storage stack, the ATA/ATAPI-7 interface standard [19] (for
storage devices such as hard drives) specifies a “streaming” command-set designed to sup-
port time-critical streaming data transfers for applications like video recording and play-
back, prioritizing data timeliness over integrity. Active Disks [171], an architecture for
offloading data-centric computation to disk-resident processors (closer to the data), is re-
alized with a stream-based programming model [29]. The programming model supports
local, inline filtering and transformation of data as it is streamed from disk storage to a
requesting host processor. Similarly, there is a whole class of research in external memory
algorithms [200] where considerations of I/O performance bottlenecks between external
9Note: several other unrelated filesystems also use this name.
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storage and internal memory are foremost – such algorithms typically process data in a
streaming fashion, preferring full passes or scans over data rather than random access.
Parallel batch processing systems such as MapReduce [71] also operate in this manner to
optimize for the nature of magnetic disks.
Temporal streams uses time as an indexing mechanism for streaming data storage.
Other, non-streaming storage systems also recognize the utility of timestamps as a fun-
damental indexing mechanism. Google’s Bigtable [64], a distributed storage system for
structured data often used with MapReduce [71], augments the traditional row/column data
model with the additional fundamental dimension of time. These timestamps reflect the
periodically-updated nature of the datasets Bigtable is designed to store; the wave comput-
ing [102] model is built around this property.
10.7 In Context
The relationship between various stream databases, stream processing engines, event stream
processing systems, stream languages, stream programming systems and distributed pro-
gramming systems is very complex. Many systems defy categorization and there is signifi-
cant overlap between categories. There are many general recurring themes woven through
significantly different works in disparate areas – spatial locality, temporal sequencing, com-
putation involved in bulk data transformation and data flow between distinct computational
components at various granularities. Here we will attempt to roughly contrast a few differ-
ent categories and sub-categories at a high level.
Synchronous vs. Asynchronous: Newton et al., the authors of WaveScript/XStream,
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characterize synchrony versus asynchrony as a “major divide in [stream processing] sys-
tems” [149]. They note that the difference in approaches has mostly split on commu-
nity boundaries, with database literature focusing on asynchronous models and compiler
and programming language research focusing on synchronous models. While synchronous
models are better for analysis and optimization, they are ultimately too restrictive for prac-
tical, large-scale live stream analysis applications. Consequently, solutions inspired by
synchronous dataflow models such as StreamIt [193] and WaveScript [149] have all added
support for selective asynchrony in various forms.
Stream Programming vs. Continuous Stream Languages: Both stream program-
ming solutions like Brook [57] and continuous stream languages like StreamIt [193] and
WaveScript [93] have adopted the terms “stream” and “streaming.” Some may find a dis-
tinction between categories arbitrary; indeed both classes of solutions have ended up evolv-
ing to increasingly similar computational models applied to achieve similar goals. From
the perspective of temporal streams, however, the distinction between the classes of solu-
tions is their model of streams – primarily whether time is significant. Continuous stream
languages generally ascribe significance to time and the rate of data arrival. In contrast,
stream programming systems generally treat streams as finite sets of bulk data to process;
the rate of data arrival is not critical. Gummaraju et al. [96] describe stream programming
as follows:
Stream programming advocates a style of programming where data is encap-
sulated into contiguous array of records called streams which get operated on
by a series of computation kernels. ... Essentially, the program is structured in
a data-flow style at the granularity of streams and kernels.
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As the above definition notes, these systems generally view streams as arrays of records
that need to be processed rather than as sequences of items arriving over time as they are
produced. Mattson and Lethin [137] also distinguish the two categories based on whether
streams are finite (as in stream programming), or infinite (as in continuous stream program-
ming). These solutions are also distinguished in their originating research communities.
Many stream programming systems were developed to scale out data-intensive calculation
to utilize massively parallel hardware resources like GPUs. Mattson and Lethin [137] note
that one of the main differences is the communities: Brook [57] and related solutions are
“designed by application and architecture people,” while StreamIt [193] and similar sys-
tems are “designed by compiler people.” This distinction is now disappearing as the two
models increasingly adopt similar features.
Parallel Batch Processing vs. Stream Programming: Parallel batch processing solu-
tions such as MapReduce [71] and stream programming solutions such as Sequoia [83] and
Streamwave [96] can be viewed as performing similar functions at significantly different
levels of scale. MapReduce takes arrays of records and applies item-wise and reduction
computational kernels. While MapReduce allows a single item-wise mapping and a sin-
gle reduction per pass, Dryad [107] allows more general dataflow graphs. These operations
look like kernel stream dataflow graphs in languages like Streamwave [96]. Fundamentally,
the difference is in the level of scale and the performance goals of the system. Both types
of systems attempt to take large amounts of data and scale the granularity of computation
to use parallel hardware resources. Stream programming solutions typically try to opti-
mize single-node computation where data fits in memory – optimizing the use of low-level
resources of stream processors and the utilization of complex memory hierarchies by care-
fully orchestrating dataflow. Parallel batch processing solutions typically target clusters
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of workstations and datasets too large to fit in memory – optimizing for sequential access
patterns to external storage and for placement of computation near data. Gummaraju et
al. [96] note the similarity:
These efforts are mainly focused on multi-node configurations where each
node could be a multi-core processor. While Streamware uses some similar
techniques (e.g., for load balancing) it is distinguished by focusing on optimiz-
ing single node performance by effectively utilizing the on-chip caches and
SIMD execution units of the multi-core processors using the stream program-
ming model.
CEP vs. Stream Databases: Stream databases and Complex Event Processing (CEP) or
Event Stream Processing (ESP) systems are very closely related and often interchangeable.
One perceptible difference is in the originating research sub-community and terminology.
Additionally, CEP systems are often targeted towards more specific application scenarios
and workloads; consequently, the expressive power of query languages may be explicitly
limited for performance reasons [9]. Demers et al. [74] describe the distinction in terms of
target workload and related system design properties:
Event processing differs from general data stream management in two major
aspects of the query workload. First, it has a distinct class of queries, which
warrants special attention. In complex event processing, users are interested
in finding matches to event patterns, which are usually sequences of correlated
events. ...
Second, in complex event processing, there is usually a large number of con-
current queries registered in the event processing system. This is similar to
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the workload of publish/subscribe systems. In comparison, data stream man-
agement systems are usually less scalable in the number of queries, capable of
supporting only a small number of concurrent queries. ...
[Stream databases] have very powerful query languages, typically subsuming
SQL with provisions for sliding windows stream grouping features. Though
powerful, these query languages can be awkward for expressing the kinds of
sequential patterns that occur frequently in our target applications. Moreover,
the systems have yet to demonstrate the scalability of the other approaches.
Transparent Computation vs. Opaque Computation: In temporal streams, stream
computation is largely opaque to the system; the programming model fundamentally con-
cerns stream data interactions. Systems from the database and compiler communities typi-
cally have very different goals, using domain-specific knowledge of stream computation
to optimize in various ways. Compiler-oriented research typified by solutions such as
StreamIt [193] or WaveScript [93] tend to use global program knowledge to optimize heav-
ily. Mattson and Lethin [137] describe the scope of streaming compilers as “[laying] out
all computation, data, and communication” with applications that are “transparent to [the]
compiler.” Stream databases and processing engines typically optimize query plans by un-
derstanding properties of operators (like commutativity, etc.) and dynamically monitoring
dataflow interactions. To optimize in this manner, such systems assume the entire applica-
tion will function in a common runtime execution environment responsible for dynamically
scheduling operators and orchestrating communication.
As a consequence of this focus on optimization, both database-oriented and compiler-
oriented solutions tend to impose tighter coupling and more “closed world” assumptions
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on applications. Many optimization techniques do not work in the face of opaque user-
provided database operators or analysis code written in a common, legacy, non-stream
programming language like C. In contrast, temporal streams targets more loosely coupled
systems with opaque computation, forgoing the potential for heavy optimization in tightly
coupled applications.
Unstructured vs. Structured Streams: Temporal streams is focused on the subset of
live stream analysis applications involving heavyweight input streams of relatively unstruc-
tured data (such as video and audio) where the process of feature detection and analysis is
the major computational requirement. Unstructured streams are data rich but are not di-
rectly interpretable until meaningful features are extracted – this area is what the system
is best targeted towards and most of our application experience falls in this category. In
contrast, applications with a large number of relatively lightweight streams10 of structured
data (where the individual data items are directly interpretable, like stock prices or position
data), typified in Linear Road [39] and financial analysis scenarios, are often well-suited to
stream database or processing engine style systems.
Granularity of Stream Data: There is also a wide range in the granularity of data items
processed by stream systems. Some ESP/CEP systems and synchronous-dataflow based
compiler-oriented systems are designed to process hundreds of thousands of tiny, individual
data samples per second [93]. Database-oriented solutions and temporal streams tend to
work with larger chunks of data and WaveScript [93] presents a middle-ground in the form
of windows of isochronous data.
Granularity of Dataflow: In addition to variations in stream data granularity, various
10Individually lightweight – in aggregate the streams may constitute a large amount of data.
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categories of related work model dataflow at significantly different levels. For example,
temporal streams models coarser-grained data flowing between independent, typically dis-
tributed components. On the other hand, continuous stream languages like StreamIt [193]
model dataflow between many small filters. For example, a reference JPEG decoder ex-
pressed in StreamIt consists of 66 non-identity filter instances [193], whereas temporal
streams might model the entire JPEG decoder as a single, atomic entity (or just one step of
a larger piece of analysis code). Like continuous stream languages, stream programming
languages tend to model dataflow at a very fine level of granularity, in order to expose fine-
grained parallelism for stream processors and similar hardware. Stream databases tend to
model dataflow at a moderate granularity, occupying a middle-ground between compiler-
oriented solutions and temporal streams.
Streams and Computation: Stream processing solutions specifically designed for dis-
tributed execution can be compared in two broad dimensions – their model of computation
and their model of live streams (i.e., stream dataflow). Figure 82 plots several solutions or
solution classes on a two-dimensional graph corresponding to these properties. Although
condensing entire systems to a simplistic two figure classification is obviously very im-
precise and somewhat subjective, it is suitable for illustrative purposes. In the bottom left
corner, we have general distributed programming and communication solutions. These
systems provide for distributed messaging but are not specifically targeted towards live
stream-oriented applications. In the upper right-hand corner, we have a series of declara-
tive stream processing solutions, which may have SQL-like continuous query languages for
expressing stream computation. Stream computation and stream dataflow are all implicitly
supported in a domain-tailored manner. SPADE [88] would fall into this category, but the
Stream Processing Core [34] without SPADE on top supports lower-level, less declarative
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computation. SPC’s model of streams is still a fairly expressive publish/subscribe-inspired
model, however. Finally, at the upper left-hand corner we have temporal streams, which
provides a time-based model for stream data interactions but avoids modeling most stream
computation. The one limited way in which temporal streams models stream computation
is through pickling handlers, which define mapping functions executed on stream data tran-
sitioning to secondary storage. As we have discussed in detail in this chapter, all of these














Figure 82: Model of streams and model of computation
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Ultimately the concept of a stream is a very general theme in computer science, as is
the concept of dataflow. Processing potentially unbounded sequences of data as they are
generated is fundamental, both for flexibility and for performance – sequential access is of-
ten faster due either to properties of external storage or to locality of reference assumptions
made at all levels of hardware. Many infinite streams are inherently related to time, which
is another general theme underlying many systems in different areas. In “Computing Needs
Time” [120], Edward A. Lee argues that when computers interact with physical processes,
the concept of time is so essential that the core abstractions of computing at every level
must be fundamentally redesigned – from micro-architecture to programming languages to
operating systems to networks.
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CHAPTER XI
CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK
“Perfection is achieved not when there is nothing more to add, but when there
is nothing more to remove.”
– Antoine de Saint-Exupéry, Terre des Hommes
11.1 Conclusion
A large number of future critical applications will involve continuous and computationally
intensive analysis on live data streams. This work presents temporal streams, a program-
ming model designed to address certain complexities inherent in constructing distributed
live stream analysis applications. Temporal streams acts as a lightweight glue between
communicating application components and provides a simple but flexible time-oriented
stream primitive. This abstraction, called a channel, encompasses both communication
and storage spanning live and historical stream data thus presenting a unified stream data
abstraction. The time-based data indexing used by channels is natural for continuous data
streams and provides a fundamental mechanism to synchronize data from multiple sources
and reason about temporal correspondences. The quote at the beginning of this section
exemplifies the philosophy shaping the temporal streams programming model – our goal
is providing the simplest primitive high-level enough to capture the essence of a particular
problem while being low-level enough to be small, efficient and widely applicable.
In addition to developing the abstract programming model, we have also examined the
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issues inherent in efficient realization of temporal streams as a distributed runtime, using
the programming model as a vehicle for exploring systems software design issues. We
describe both the general distributed architecture of our runtime as well as the concrete
software architecture as implemented in two generations of prototypes. Using both tar-
geted system-level benchmarks and application-based evaluations, we have analyzed the
performance of our system prototype in detail. In addition, we look at elements of each
application’s implementation using temporal streams and compare their requirements. We
conclude by summarizing several potential avenues of future work for temporal streams.
11.2 Future Work
Broadly, directions for future work can apply at different levels – we can evolve the abstract,
high-level temporal streams programming model, or we can pursue enhanced features in
the system design and implementation. In addition, future work involving specific applica-
tion studies might point to potential improvements in both. Here we will summarize a few
different avenues of exploration covering all system levels.
Reverse Time Variables: In Section 8.4 (under “Enhancements”), we noted how the
traffic monitoring scenario could benefit from programming model support for reverse time
intervals. In retrospect, this functionality seems obvious and is trivial to support in existing
implementations. In particular, we suggest the addition of time variables to specify time
intervals backward from existing items. On possibility is previous, which is analogous to
next but operating in the opposite direction. The second and more general possibility is
n-before, which allows reverse navigation in a channel by a certain number of items.1 Cur-
rently, reverse temporal navigation in channels can be performed by concrete time amounts
1Technically previous is just n-before when n = 1.
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(e.g., 10 ms. earlier), but n-before allows this navigation to depend on the timestamps of
items in the channel.
These possibilities also point to other potential time variables to add; specifically, our
set of forward and reverse variables should be symmetric if possible. For example, n-
before implies an analogous n-after which is like next but allows forward navigation of
n items rather than a single item. The existence of newest-after(ts) implies some sort of
predicated equivalent such as oldest-before(ts), which would be equal to oldest if ts is
newer than oldest and ∞ otherwise. It is not clear intuitively when oldest-before would be
needed, so the suggestion is only based on the desire for symmetry in the set of defined time
variables. While symmetry is appealing, future experiences with new application domains
are superior in evincing time variable deficiencies to rectify.
Auto-Sizing of Live Windows: In Section 3.6, we discuss channel garbage collection
in the programming model. Typically, the programmer specifies a time-based window of
live data to keep in the channel in memory; for example, a video channel might keep
the most recent five minutes of data. In this manner, users are implying that data with a
certain level of currency is important. In Section 3.6 we also mention the possibility of
dynamically adjusting these windows based on factors such as the number of consumers or
estimated end-to-end latency. Using the enhanced stream metadata facilities discussed in
Section 6.7.2 for stream priority and feedback, the system could dynamically increase the
amount of data kept in memory for streams that are currently “important” based on prior-
ity information or based on feedback from analysis components in danger of temporarily
falling behind. Allowing the system to dynamically adapt based on application-provided
information helps to improve overall performance and quality of service.
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Providing Hooks for Upper Layers: Both Section 6.7 and Section 8.5 discuss the na-
ture of additions to temporal streams in light of its intended purpose and design philoso-
phy. In particular, temporal streams should provide hooks to effectively support a variety of
higher-level domain-specific functionality while remaining a flexible lower-level substrate.
It should only provide core mechanisms which are widely applicable or cannot be prop-
erly implemented at a higher level. Ultimately, system-level hooks provide opportunities
for bidirectional information exchange between an application and the underlying tempo-
ral streams layer, allowing both layers to make better decisions. Performance information
provided by temporal streams to the application can allow it to adapt more effectively, and
information provided by the application to temporal streams can take advantage of domain-
specific knowledge to more accurately assess properties like stream priority. This bidirec-
tional information exchange is particularly important when the “application” directly above
temporal streams is actually an extra layer of middleware. Each extra system layer abstracts
and hides information; smart cross-layer sharing need not be overly complex to ameliorate
some of the downsides of extra layering.
The aforementioned feedback mechanism to control the size of channels’ live windows
is one form of system hook provided to upper layers to allow application-directed adap-
tation – this example allows the system use application-provided feedback. In the other
direction, the system can provide introspective system performance information to the ap-
plication. Ruan and Pai [176] demonstrate the significant effectiveness of this technique in
the context of operating systems providing system call performance information to server
applications, but their general lesson can hold for many kinds of multi-layer systems. Tem-
poral streams could provide optional introspective performance information on channel get
and put calls. Solaris’s dynamic tracing/instrumentation framework DTrace [60] is often
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used in a similar capacity to great success. Although these tools frequently focus on trac-
ing and instrumentation of production applications for performance optimization or trou-
bleshooting, such information could also be used for automatic dynamic adaptation (e.g.,
load shedding).
Implementation-Directed Work: Section 6.7 covers extensive potential future enhance-
ments primarily focused at the level of concrete system implementation. The section dis-
cusses an HTTP-based wire protocol (Section 6.7.1), enhanced stream naming and meta-
data facilities (Section 6.7.2), enhanced persistent data lifecycle management (Section 6.7.3),
security considerations (Section 6.7.4) and miscellaneous straightforward implementation
enhancements (Section 6.7.5). Of these improvements, the enhanced stream naming and
metadata facilities, the enhanced persistent data lifecycle management and security consid-
erations could also be visible at the higher level of the programming model. In particular,
enhanced stream “subscription” features or dynamic stream “views” could be defined in
the programming model. Some stream processing systems, such as Media Broker [144]
also define built-in type systems.
Enhanced persistent data lifecycle management could also change the view of channels
presented by the programming model. Currently, each channel presents a simple linear
process: live data enters a channel via put calls and stays in the channel until it is old
enough to be garbage collected. After that, the data is either reclaimed or sent to the
persistence layer, which may optionally transform the data with pickling handlers. With
a more advanced persistent data lifecycle, the data may be transformed multiple times by
pickling handlers with different tradeoffs. In addition, with increasing interest in solid-state
storage, the difference in access times between “live” and first-level historical data may not
be as stark as with traditional magnetic media. Finally, aspects of security and access
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control could be visible at the programming model level. For example, the E programming
language defines a powerful capability model for distributed programming [142].
Future Application Work: In Chapter 8, we evaluate temporal streams using three con-
crete, motivating application scenarios. Section 8.5 describes Video as a Service, a new
application using temporal streams. Future application studies provide the opportunity for
symbiotic enhancement – temporal streams provides a basic substrate for live stream anal-
ysis and new application domains inevitably point to improvements in the programming
model or implementation. We have already provided one in-depth example: richer tempo-
ral semantics for reverse time intervals. Besides Video as a Service, we are also looking at
applying temporal streams in the context of an IPTV content recommender system and the
RF2ID [33] system for cargo tracking applications using RFID.
Broad Programming Model Improvements: In addition to our aforementioned di-
rected programming model improvements (developed in response to immediate application
needs), we also have germinal ideas for broader evolution. One specific direction is devel-
oping an expressive model for keeping the application “in the loop” to handle application-
level failures that the system detects. As the scope of applications grows ever larger, both
in the amount of data processed and the number of concurrently executing tasks, failure
probabilities of individual components compound to the point where they can no longer be
ignored. Live streaming applications in particular are continuously running applications, so
fail-stop error handling is unacceptable. Below the application, the system can detect and
mitigate certain types of failures through standard techniques like replication, monitoring
and migration.
Some types of failures, however, must be exposed to the application: for example, if
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an un-replicated sensor fails and stops producing data, the application must be notified to
properly handle the condition. This kind of failure can also result in problems when tem-
poral streams synchronization is used – if a sensor stops producing data, synchronized data
sources may also stop (waiting for newer data). A “missing data” exception mechanism
could address the synchronization and notification scenario, but many other types of fail-
ures must also be considered. In some cases it might be appropriate to replay old readings
or extrapolate missing data by using techniques like dead reckoning. Other potential top-
ics for broad programming model augmentation include dealing with power concerns, and
handing trust or confidence in individual feature detectors results or data sources coming
from multiple parties (see Section 6.7.4).
Novel System Architectures: In the process of developing a native Java re-implementation
of the temporal streams runtime, I thought about embedding temporal streams in a filesys-
tem implementation. Although the concept of exposing middleware through lowest-common-
denominator kernel interfaces might be considered an inelegant “hack,” the subsequent
proliferation of novel FUSE-based (Filesystem in Userspace) [10] filesystems for increas-
ingly diverse tasks has demonstrated that the idea is potentially practical, even if inelegant
by some measures. As mentioned in Section 6.6.3, the parallel re-implementation of tem-
poral streams in Java is motivated by the desire to avoid problems associated with JNI.
An alternate strategy is to provide the temporal streams functionality through the kernel
filesystem interface. Since all viable languages can make system calls and have support for
reading files, this is a practical strategy for making temporal streams functionality avail-
able to systems in many languages with less effort. In a filesystem-based implementation,
get operations map to read calls and put operations map to write calls. Timestamp and
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time interval information can be encoded into file offsets used in lseek or, preferably, di-
rectly to calls like pread and pwrite. Channels could be created and manipulated using
operations like open and possibly ioctl. Although this interface is ugly and austere, it
could be wrapped in a lightweight, language-specific facade; the majority of the system’s
functionality could then be used in each language without the need for re-implementation
or using general-purpose native code interfaces like JNI.
Although implementation convenience was my original motive, the thought experi-
ment of mapping temporal streams to a filesystem-based interface prompted me to consider
the similarities between distributed filesystems and stream data abstractions in live stream
analysis applications. There are many significant similarities between distributed filesys-
tems and temporal streams – fundamentally, both present named read/write structured data
abstractions to distributed applications. Mapping live streams onto files in a distributed
filesystem is remarkably suitable. One superficial difference is the typical file system’s use
of byte-addressing versus the item-based (and time-indexed) nature of streams in temporal
streams. The concept of a record-oriented filesystem is an old idea common in mainframe
systems, but modern filesystems uniformly tend to favor byte-indexed filesystems. The
idea is coming back, however, in new filesystems like DragonFlyBSD’s HAMMER [77].
One of Matthew Dillon’s original HAMMER design documents states the following:
HAMMER uses 64 bit keys internally and makes key-based files directly avail-
able to userland. Key-based files are not regular files and do not operate using
a normal data offset space. ...
Reads which normally seek the file forward will instead iterate through the
records and lseek/qseek can be used to acquire or set the key prior to the
read/write operation.
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Besides the access paradigm, live streams are conceptually infinite and constantly up-
dated. Some filesystem properties like the size of a file are not as meaningful on live
streams. Despite the fact that live streams are conceptually infinite, this distinction is
somewhat unimportant as they are practically finite – temporal streams’s view of streams
includes some recent finite “tail” of a continuous stream’s data. Furthermore, the funda-
mental structure of a channel in temporal streams contains a small set of in-memory “live”
data and less-recent historical data on secondary storage. This structure nicely corresponds
to an operating system’s in-memory buffer cache holding in-use and recently-used blocks
of files fully backed on secondary storage. The correspondence becomes even closer when
one compares advanced ILM features of some filesystems (like GPFS [177]) to pickling
handlers2 and advanced hierarchical temporal streams backends (see Section 6.7.3). The
similarities between distributed filesystems and temporal streams are compelling; further
analysis both of the similarities and fundamental differences between the two systems will
likely elucidate useful optimizations and synergistic opportunities.
2Pickling handlers could be analogized as a stronger, domain-specific version of selective, in-filesystem
lossless compression provided by some filesystems (e.g., ZFS [54]).
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APPENDIX A
A SET-THEORETIC “CASUAL FORMALIZATION” OF
CHANNELS
One possible view of a channel is a sequence of items i0, i1, . . . , in where each item ii con-
sists of a timestamp ti and a data item di: ii = (ti, di). The sequence is ordered according
to ascending ti so i0, i1, . . . , in implies that ti ≤ ti+1. We will call this view the item-based
representation of channels. This view is close to a realistic implementation of a channel,
but we can view channels in different way which is more convenient for defining certain
operations. The second representation, called the timestamp-based representation, handles
items with identical timestamps by associating a set of data items with a single timestamp.
In this alternate definition, a channel can be viewed as a sequence of timestamps:
t0, t1, . . . , tn where ti < ti+1. Each timestamp has an associated non-empty set of data items,
d0, d1, . . . , dn where |di| > 0. di is a set of data items rather than a single item because
duplicate items with the same timestamp may be allowed in an implementation.1 As men-
tioned earlier, each channel item spans a time interval. If we define a data item i j in the
timestamp-based representation as i j = (t j, d j), an item i j’s interval is as follows (in is the
most recent item in the channel):
[ t j, t j+1 ) if j < n;
[ t j, now ) if j = n.
1We can map the timestamp-based representation to the original item-based representation: first we
assign an arbitrary order to each set di so di = {d(i,0), d(i,1), . . .}. Then our sequence of items is simply
(to, d0,0), (t0, d0,1), . . . , (t1, d1,0), . . ..
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We’ll define upper(ti) to be the upper bound of the above interval (ti+1 or now if no such
successor exists). The basic get function takes an interval in the form of lower and upper
bound timestamps (l ≤ u) and can be defined as follows:
get(l, u) = {d | d ∈ di,∀i where (l ≤ ti ∧ u > ti)}
Basically, get returns all individual data items di where each di’s corresponding interval,
[ti, upper(ti)), intersects the interval [l, u), starting with the first fully contained item. Re-
placing the second clause of the conjunction with u ≥ upper(ti) gives only fully contained
items.
As mentioned earlier, a channel group simply modifies the visibility of channel items to
provide the illusion of related items becoming available simultaneously. A channel group
g can be defined as a pair g = (cg, cr) consisting of a set of n channels cg = c0, c1, . . . , cn
and a reference channel cr which is either some c ∈ cg or the special variable oldest. First
we define the newest timestamp in a channel:
newest(c) = {ti ∈ c | upper(ti) = now}
A channel group’s frontier timestamp tg is defined as follows:
min(ti ∈ S ) where S = {newest(c), ∀c ∈ cg} if cr = oldest;
newest(cr) otherwise.
A get on a channel modified by a channel group g behaves as if all ti > tg do not exist.
Time variables are also interpreted with respect to the reference stream cr.
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